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Zusammenfassung
Cold-Boot Attacken machen sich zu Nutze, dass der Hauptspeicher seinen Inhalt nur langsam verliert. Durch
einen schnellen Neustart (“Kaltstart”) lassen sich die meisten Speicherinhalte wiederherstellen; so z.B. auch
geheime Schlüssel. In dieser Diplomarbeit wird eine Festplatten-Verschlüsselung gezeigt, die resistent
gegen Cold-Boot Attacken ist. Dazu wurde eine spezielle Implementierung von AES in den Linux Kernel
integriert, die weder den Schlüssel noch irgendwelche Zwischenzustände in den Speicher gelangen lässt.
Statt mit Hauptspeicher zu arbeiten nutzt die hier vorgestellte AES Implementierung ausschließlich CPU
Register. Um dies zu erreichen wurden Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) “zweckentfremdet” und
als kryptographischer Speicher innerhalb der CPU reserviert. Es zeigt sich, dass die dadurch entstehenden
Leistungseinbußen durchaus hinnehmbar sind, während die Sicherheit wesentlich gesteigert wird.

Abstract
Cold boot attacks exploit the fact that memory contents fade away gradually over time and that most of
them can be retrieved after a short power-down (“cold boot”). While basically all memory contents can be
restored, cold boot attacks usually aim to retrieve secret keys to thwart disk encryption systems. In this thesis
a disk encryption system is shown which is resistant to cold boot attacks. To this end, AES was implemented
and integrated into the Linux kernel in such a way that neither the secret key nor any critical state of AES
ever enters RAM. Instead of using RAM, AES runs solely on processor registers. Intel’s Streaming SIMD
Extensions (SSE) have been “misused” and reserved as cryptographic memory inside the CPU to achieve
this. It turns out that the performance penalty is acceptable while security is increased substantially.
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I NTRODUCTION

1

Disk encryption keeps data secret in the event that a disk is lost or stolen. Particularly software-based disk
encryption systems are an increasingly popular approach to protect secret data because they are flexible and
cost-efficient. Various of such systems exist for all operating systems, including BitLocker for Windows,
FileVault for MacOS and dm-crypt for Linux. These systems are considered secure by most of its users. From
a mathematical point of view this is correct. When using the secure AES cipher [21], it is computationally
infeasible to break the disk encryption system by attacks on the algorithm because no serious weakness of
AES has been found yet. But beside mathematical attacks on the algorithm, there are side channel attacks
on its physical implementation. Well-known side channels, which can leak critical information about the
encryption state, are timing information and power consumption. Beyond these, the remanence effect of
RAM [68] is a highly critical side channel. It can be exploited by cold boot attacks [32] to retrieve secret
keys from RAM, effectively breaking disk encryption systems.
The remanence effect is a little known property of main memory: Contents of RAM are not erased immediately after power-down but disappear gradually over time. This allows an attacker to reset (cold boot) the
machine with a special boot device reading out what is left in RAM, including secret keys of disk encryption.
Even if the BIOS settings deny booting from external devices, the attacker can still disassemble the RAM
modules and plug them into a specially prepared computer to read them out. To preserve memory contents
during this reconstruction phase (RAM is cut from power up to minutes), memory modules can be cooled
down to -50◦ C by certain sprays and liquids.
Actually, the remanence effect of RAM has already been known since decades. But it attracted greater
attention under cryptographers not until a publication of Halderman et al. in 2008 [32]. Halderman et al.
have shown that it is practically feasible, and even relatively easy feasible, to perform cold boot attacks
exploiting the remanence effect. They have implemented boot devices which capture everything as it has
been present in RAM before power was cut. And they have written tools which can analyze these memory
copies to extract secret AES keys. Once a secret key has been retrieved, the disk can be decrypted. The
entire process takes only a few minutes; all required tools and instructions are provided on their webpage
(http://citp.princeton.edu/memory/).
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This work by Halderman et. al. made an impact in 2008. Lively discussions about the topic arose on various
web platforms such as “Schneier on Security” [62]. Cold boot attacks became widely known overnight and
people began to think about countermeasures. But soon it turned out that cold boot attacks are extremely
difficult to prevent and many people took up the position that cold boot attacks are physical attacks which
should be prevented by changes to the hardware. However, up to today the situation has not been changed;
neither concerning the hardware nor concerning the software. All widely used disk encryption systems are
still vulnerable to cold boot attacks, commercial solutions as well as open source projects.
Cold boot attacks might not be taken serious enough because they require physical access to a machine
while it is running. But the need for physical access is not a restriction concerning disk encryption since disk
encryption has been invented to defend from physical loss of the disk anyway. The need to find a machine
running is a restriction, of course. One might even argue that the attacker could simply use the running
operating system to read out the disk without performing a cold boot attack. But people using disk encryption
are not expected to leave their computers unlocked. They use password protected screensavers and suspend
modes asking for the password upon wakeup. These systems are the targets for cold boot attacks – and they
can frequently be found. Just imagine how many people carry their laptops in sleep mode.
If these prerequisites for cold boot attacks are given, a RAM module is as secure as a hard disk: Attackers
can simply remove it, take it away and read out its contents. Due to security concerns, no conventional disk
encryption system stores secret keys on hard disk – but in RAM they do. This must be considered as a design
failure since RAM is too insecure to guarantee the confidentiality and integrity of secret keys. This has not
only been proven by cold boot attacks, but also by FireWire/DMA attacks [10] [16], for instance.
For this thesis, an AES-based disk encryption system for Linux has been implemented which is resistant to
attacks on memory, especially to cold boot attacks. As a software-based solution it is running on today’s
standard hardware.

1.1 Motivation
Disk encryption helps employees to keep their company secrets under closure and officials to keep state
confidential data secret. Just one missing laptop can become a serious problem for any organization.
According to a survey from 2008 [55], over 53% of business travelers carry confidential and sensitive
information; 38% of them are using disk or file encryption. There are no exact statistics about how many of
them suspend their laptop rather than shutting it down. But presumably many do so, just because it is faster
and preserves the working environment. (Also according to this survey, 70% of all business travelers feel
rushed trying to get their flights – these people have good reasons not to spend the time for booting their
laptop again and again.)
All suspended laptops using disk encryption are vulnerable to cold boot attacks without any protection.
According to the survey [55], more than 12,000 laptops are lost per week at US airports; merely at Los
Angeles International 1200 laptops are lost per week. Thus, we can suppose that there are hundreds or even
thousands of targets for cold boot attacks every week – only at US airports. Taking train and bus stations,
coffee bars and other public places all around the world into account there must be hundreds of targets per
day. The dimension of cold boot attacks should not be underestimated.
However, all people using disk encryption heavily trust in the fact that their filesystems cannot be decrypted.
Most people using disk encryption have real good reasons to do so. And for these people it is important to
provide disk encryption solutions which are cold boot resistant out of the box. It is not a solution to assign
all these people to shutdown their laptops whenever they are not in use. Of course, this would defeat cold
boot attacks as well. But people might lack in sufficient technical knowledge to understand it and just forget
about it. And, as stated above, it is inconvenient to boot a laptop several times a day.
The scenario of stolen and lost laptops does not only affect business travelers, but also politicians, agents,
scientists, some private persons etc. In 2009, for example, a laptop belonging to an Iranian nuclear scientist
was stolen in Tehran [65]. The laptop contained confidential data about Iran’s atomic facilities. And there
are just dozens of cases during the last years, where healthcare firms lost confidential data about their
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patients [50]. Other headlines are about stolen laptops containing social security numbers or bank account
information. Even though none of these cases is documented very well from a technical point of view, one
might imagine how cold boot attacks can help to restore data in these scenarios.

1.2 Task
The goal of this thesis is to implement a cold boot resistant, AES-based disk encryption system for standard
hardware, preserving confidentiality and privacy even after a suspended or running laptop has fallen into
the wrong hands. Such a system does not exist yet; cold boot attacks have just been dismissed as a side
issue during the last two years. The vendors of BitLocker, FileVault and dm-crypt have not provided
cold boot resistant versions of their products. Maybe because it was unclear whether a cold boot resistant
implementation is actually possible or not. But as shown by this thesis, it is possible.
The basic idea behind cold boot resistance is avoiding main memory usage completely. Instead of using
main memory, the AES algorithm is implemented in a way that it runs entirely on the microprocessor, i.e.,
solely on CPU registers. Neither the secret key, nor the key schedule, nor any intermediate state of AES ever
goes to RAM – even not a single variable. With this restrictive policy, cold boot attacks against AES become
useless. They can neither be used to restore the secret key directly, nor to gain any information valuable for
cryptanalysis.
The idea implies that the secret key must be stored within CPU registers over the entire uptime, and that
these registers must exclusively be reserved for cryptographic usage. In other words, these registers are
not available for user applications anymore. Hence, only seldom used registers are qualified to act as a
cryptographic key storage. Frequently used registers, like the general purpose registers, are not an option.
There is probably not a single meaningful program which can run without EAX. Therefore, EAX cannot
be used to store key material without breaking binary compatibility with all computer programs. Instead,
registers must be chosen which are never, or only rarely, used by computer programs.
Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) are such registers. Normally, SSE registers are used for vector
based parallel calculations in multimedia applications, mostly for 3d. They are hardly used for other desktop
applications, like web browsers and office applications, and it has only little effect to reserve them for crypto.
Hence, the SSE registers have been “misused” as cryptographic key storage in this thesis. But even though
SSE is seldom used, applications which rely on SSE cannot run anymore. Because it is only possible to
reserve all SSE registers for crypto or none; it is not possible to reserve just one or two of them. Note that
SSE is available on all modern x86 processors since 1999, i.e., on what we call “standard hardware”. The
implementation of this thesis highly depends on the x86 architecture; the AES algorithm, for instance, is
written entirely in x86 assembly language.
In order to disable SSE for normal user applications and to keep the SSE registers back from context switching,
in-depth changes to the operating system core are required. Otherwise applications could overwrite the SSE
registers and context switches could swap them out to RAM, where they are vulnerable to cold boot attacks.
Consequently, the solution presented in this thesis is restricted to open source operating systems, because
only these can be be patched to meet our needs. Linux has been chosen as the open source OS to gain most
practical relevance. Dm-crypt is the supported disk encryption system. However, the entire implementation
has been kept modular and the combination of AES and dm-crypt is just the preferred one. To prove that
the SSE concept can easily be adapted to other ciphers, DES has been implemented in a cold boot resistant
manner as well. Furthermore the cipher algorithms are implemented as loadable kernel modules which can be
used by several applications – dm-crypt is just one of them. They can also be used by other disk encryption
systems like cryptoloop, or even by completely other applications that are not doing disk encryption at all.
Since AES has been implemented to run entirely on SSE, it is called AES-SSE [@"se]. As stated above, DES
is implemented in a similar way and hence, it is called DES-SSE [d@"se]. These cipher implementations
can be loaded as modules into kernelspace. The code they have in common, that is the code which makes
in-depth changes to the operating system core, is called Crypto-SSE [krIp"t6"se]. Crypto-SSE provides basic
functionality for the AES-SSE and DES-SSE modules; it cannot be loaded as a module itself because it
modifies the kernel.
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Required changes to the kernel comprise scheduling and context switching. Context switches must be
patched in a way that they do not swap out the SSE registers. Scheduling must be patched so that the AES
encryption of one input block is performed atomically. Because also general purpose registers (GPRs) are
used by AES-SSE and hence, the GPRs contain critical data too, e.g., parts of a round key. But as the GPRs
cannot be kept back from context switching, simply because all computer programs rely on them, they are
only allowed to contain critical data within an atomic section. Before the atomic section is left, they must be
reset to zero.
Another issue which has to be solved by Crypto-SSE is the protection of SSE registers from access by the
userland. Running an unpatched Linux kernel, all userland processes have unlimited access to the SSE
registers, meaning that every (unprivileged) process could read and overwrite the key. To avoid this situation,
the Linux kernel must be patched in a way that it denies any unprivileged attempt to access SSE registers.
Otherwise the system would be highly vulnerable to local attacks, though it would still be resistant to cold
boot attacks.
Crypto-SSE must also deal with key management. How can the secret key be read from a user and stored into
SSE registers without entering RAM? It turns out that the key must be read in kernelspace; only there we have
full control over the main memory and all side effects like context switching and swapping. Last but not least,
a mechanism must be implemented which re-reads the key after the machine has been suspended. During
suspend mode, the CPU is switched off and its current context is backed up in main memory. Naturally, the
SSE key registers should not be backed up in RAM; instead the key must be re-entered upon wakeup.
Aside from all these details, the task of this thesis is just to implement a cold boot resistant disk encryption
system based on AES. The principle of cold boot resistance is simple: Let AES run entirely on registers,
without storing any information in main memory. But, as indicated above, many detailed issues have to be
solved in practice. Most of these details can only be solved in kernelspace and consequently, the Crypto-SSE
patch for Linux has been developed. Cold boot resistant disk encryption, which is compatible to dm-crypt
and cryptoloop, runs on top of such a patched kernel.

1.3 Related Work
As stated above, the most important work regarding cold boot attacks is that by Halderman et al. [32] from
2008. Though this work contains a section about countermeasures, the idea to utilize CPU registers, or even
SSE in particular, is not mentioned. To the contrary, Halderman et al. state:
Ultimately, it might become necessary to treat RAM as untrusted, and to avoid storing sensitive
data there, but this will not be feasible until architectures are changed to give software a safe
place to keep its keys.
As this thesis demonstrates, the SSE registers are a place which is secure enough to keep the keys – without
changing the architecture. In this regard, the statement of Halderman et al. must be considered as incorrect.
The implementation of Crypto-SSE shows that it is well possible to treat RAM as untrusted and to store
secret keys in safe places of today’s standard architecture.
Similar implementations like Crypto-SSE have not been done, meaning that no cold boot resistant disk
encryption for standard hardware exists yet – neither for Linux nor for any other operating system. The
theoretical idea to use SSE registers as cryptographic key storage seems to be new, too. Reading through the
web, you find pages where people mention the idea of storing the key in registers rather than in RAM [62].
But these ideas are in form of short notices and have neither been developed further, nor do they mention the
SSE register set. And related issues like context switching, scheduling, userland access and key management
are addressed only vaguely, if at all.
The most serious alternative to Crypto-SSE which has been found is frozen cache [52]. The idea behind
frozen cache is to defeat cold boot attacks not by storing the secret key in CPU registers, but in CPU cache
lines. However, also this idea has never been implemented and it is disputable whether it is actually feasible.
In Section 2.1 we will come back to this topic in more detail. To keep it short here: The cache can hardly be
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controlled as it was developed to be transparent to the programmer; a cache line cannot be accessed without
accessing the corresponding memory line.
Furthermore, there are hardware solutions which can defeat cold boot attacks, primarily self-encrypting disks
(HDD-FDE). But those are not competing with Crypto-SSE directly, because one of the design goals of
Crypto-SSE has been compatibility with standard hardware. Another related hardware solution are Intel’s
AES New Instructions (AES-NI) [30], serving AES software implementations with accelerated hardware
instructions. Anyway, none of these hardware solutions has been invented to defeat cold boot attacks in
the first place; instead, vendors highlight the performance gain of their products. AES-NI on its own is not
resistant to cold boot attacks because also with AES-NI, keys are still stored in RAM. But it can be combined
with Crypto-SSE to build a cold boot resistant, efficient disk encryption system.

1.4 Results
It turns out that Crypto-SSE is resistant to all attacks against main memory, including cold boot attacks. It is
impossible to retrieve the key from RAM under Crypto-SSE since it is physically just not available in RAM.
It also turns out that today’s standard hardware is secure against attacks on registers, meaning that CPU
registers loose their content so quickly that “cold boot attacks on registers” are not feasible. Both, attacks on
memory and attacks on registers, are evaluated theoretically and practically in Chapter 5. Leading to the
finding that the goal of this thesis is achieved, namely a cold boot resistant implementation of AES in the
Linux kernel. Additionally a cold boot resistant implementation of DES is shown briefly, and, based on these
ciphers, it is shown how to set up cold boot resistant disk encryption using dm-crypt or cryptoloop.
Nevertheless, Crypto-SSE has also some drawbacks: First of all, the performance of disk encryption is
decreased by about factor six. That is, AES-SSE is six times slower than standard AES. Roughly speaking,
the reason is that due to an extreme shortage of space within SSE registers, several intermediate results of
AES cannot be stored but must be recalculated again and again. The performance drawback is significant
but acceptable when taking the security gain into account. It turns out that the speed of AES-SSE is
comparable to that of standard Triple-DES, which is sufficient for many practical applications. Anyway, with
the introduction of AES-NI [30] in early 2010, a technology found its way into standard hardware which
increases the speed of AES and AES-SSE considerably.
The second serious drawback of Crypto-SSE is broken binary compatibility. On top of a patched kernel, it is
impossible to run any userland application which requires SSE. Especially games and other 3d applications
cannot go without SSE. Fortunately, only for these multimedia applications, SSE is essential; all other
programs do either run without SSE out of the box or can easily be patched to do so. Here we have to
constrain the target audience: We can safely assume that most business travelers who use disk encryption
do not play 3d shooters and vice versa. However, it would be nice to recover binary compatibility in future
versions of Crypto-SSE. Ideas on that are covered in Section 6.2.
To prove the relevance of Crypto-SSE, despite its performance drawback and despite binary incompatibility,
a live distribution named Paranoix has been developed during this thesis. The Paranoix live CD is a fully
functional, preconfigured desktop system running on top of a Crypto-SSE patched kernel. It encrypts the
home directories with AES-SSE by default. The entire software compilation on this CD (including the
window manager, office applications, web and email clients etc.) is guaranteed to work smoothly without
SSE. For example, it encompasses a patched version of GCC which never produces SSE code. But Paranoix
is not only nice for demonstration purposes on performance and binary compatibility, it can also be used to
test Crypto-SSE quickly on various machines.
Concluding, Crypto-SSE is secure against cold boot attacks. This is a substantial security improvement
to current disk encryption systems and has not been achieved by any other software solution yet. Well,
the gain in security is paid by a loss in performance and by broken binary compatibility with multimedia
applications. But these drawbacks are acceptable in practice, especially for security sensitive users, as shown
by the Paranoix live CD.
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1.5 Outline
In Chapter 2 the reader is provided by detailed background information which are essential to understand
Crypto-SSE and the design choices behind it: cold boot attacks (Section 2.1), the Advanced Encryption
Standard (Section 2.2), Streaming SIMD Extensions (Section 2.3) and the Linux kernel (2.4).
Based upon these background information, Chapter 3 covers the crucial implementations of this thesis: the
Crypto-SSE patch (Section 3.1), the actual AES-SSE cipher (Section 3.2) and briefly the DES-SSE cipher
(Section 3.3). Crypto-SSE together with AES-SSE already fulfills the requirements of a cold boot resistant
implementation of AES in the Linux kernel.
But since binary compatibility with common Linux distributions is broken by these patches, Chapter 4
introduces the Paranoix live CD. The live CD shows how to fix binary compatibility (Section 4.1) and
additionally it encapsulates disk encryption by a user-friendly GUI (Section 4.2).
The live CD is not only a proof of concept for binary compatibility fixes, but also a utility which allows
to evaluate Crypto-SSE quickly on various machines. Three evaluation aspects are presented in Chapter 5:
compatibility (Section 5.2), performance (Section 5.3) and security (Section 5.4). Most important is the
security analysis. Only here it is shown that everything lives up to its promise, that is to say that the
implementation is truly resistant to cold boot attacks.
Finally we conclude in Chapter 6. Limitations of Crypto-SSE are pointed out (Section 6.1) as well as future
projects which may arise from this thesis (Section 6.2). Section 6.3 eventually recapitulates what has been
achieved by Crypto-SSE and evaluates its relevance for today and in future.
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This chapter provides important prerequisites required for an understanding of the Crypto-SSE implementation. First of all, there is Section 2.1 which covers cold boot attacks. The attack itself is described
more precisely, its impact and finally some countermeasures. Storing the key in CPU registers is one of the
countermeasures, but alternatives are discussed as well. Section 2.2 addresses AES, the Advanced Encryption
Standard. It is briefly introduced from a historical point of view and then its exact algorithm is explained at
length. It is essential to know some internals of AES to be able to understand the assembly implementation of
AES-SSE later on. Section 2.3 goes into SSE, the Streaming SIMD Extensions. It explains the new registers
of SSE, some of the new instructions and what SSE is actually for. Along with this, an idea is given how to
use SSE for cryptography. Section 2.4 is about the Linux kernel. Since the implementation of Crypto-SSE
requires some changes to the operating system core, general information about kernel development are
provided here.
However, this thesis requires the reader to have already basic or even advanced knowledge in the fields of
operating systems, the x86 architecture, the assembly language and symmetric cryptography. For instance,
the Linux kernel is covered in this chapter, but not operating systems in general. SSE is introduced, but not
the entire x86 architecture. And AES is covered, but an overall understanding of cryptography cannot be
given.
So in the field of operating systems at least terms like “userland”, “kernelspace”, “scheduling” and “context
switches” should be well known. Otherwise you might read through the famous book by Andrew Tanenbaum
[71], or any operating system literature of your choice. In the field of computer architectures terms like
“registers”, “cache”, “stack” and “ring 0” are essential; experiences with the x86 assembly language are
helpful. The book “Programming from the Ground up” by Jonathan Bartlett [9] provides a nice introduction
into x86 programming. For more advanced programmers, Intel’s developer manuals [37] [38] are the first
choice. Regarding cryptography, a basic understanding of “symmetric ciphers” is required (knowledge
on asymmetric cryptography is not required). The book by Douglas Stinson [70] helps to get an overall
understanding of cryptography. However, the AES algorithm itself is covered sufficiently during this thesis.
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2.1 Cold-Boot Attacks
Before cold boot attacks got widely known, most people, even experts, assumed that RAM loses its content
immediately after power is cut. But in fact, main memory retains its content for several seconds. People
who knew about this remanence effect before, presumably assumed that it is relatively difficult to exploit
and that it requires extra equipment. But Halderman et al. [32] have shown that it is surprisingly easy to
retrieve AES keys from RAM in practice. Using their tools it takes only minutes to restore a secret AES key
and the entire disk can be unscrambled. In this section, we have a more detailed look to their attacks and
tools. Section 2.1.1 goes into the concept and impact of cold boot attacks. Section 2.1.2 describes possible
countermeasures.

2.1.1 Attack Concept and Impact
What happens to data in RAM when power goes down is that it fades away gradually. Halderman et al. admit
that this remanence effect has already been conscious to security communities and semiconductor physics
before their publication, even since the 1970s. However, they are the first who have shown how to exploit
this phenomena in order to restore sensitive information in practice. Well, all bits of the RAM cannot be
restored perfectly, even not if power is cut for a second or less. But the remaining information are sufficient
for malicious memory analysis. Halderman et al. have developed an error-correcting algorithm that can
restore the cryptographic key even if single bits of it are disturbed. To this end, they have taken the AES
key schedule into account. The AES key schedule is a collection of round keys depending on the secret key.
The key schedule is computed once and stored in RAM to achieve a better performance. Using it for error
correction, a secret key with up to 30% decayed bits can be restored within seconds [32].
Locating the key is actually done with the same trick, meaning that the memory is not searched for the key
but for the key schedule. The reason is apparent: A key has no structure but consists of a sequence of up
to 256 random bits. Thus, it is impossible to look for the key itself. A key schedule on the other hand is
structured, making it comparatively easy to create search patterns for it.
We are not going deeper into error correction codes here, but note that running pure brute force attacks
without error correction is computational infeasible: Given a 256-bit key and an error rate of 10%, you would
have to probe 256 keys [32]. Actually, key recovery based on error correction is the biggest achievement of
Halderman et al. In 2002, Skorobagatov [68] already stated in a similar work about the remanence effect:
Another important thing to keep in mind is that security information could be restored even if
part of the memory is corrupted. Suppose an attacker has correctly restored only m = 115 bits
of an n = 128 bits long secure key [...]. Then he will have to search through [...] 258 possible
keys. Having 10,000 computers, each performing 1 billion key-search operations per second,
the attacker will spend only 6 hours to search through all possible keys.
So Skorobagatov already recognized the impact of the remanence effect to key material, but he failed with
his hypothetical brute force attack and did not recognize the full potential of his findings. It is not possible to
perform 1 billion key-search operations per second with standard hardware, and moreover it is somewhat
impractical to organize 10,000 computers. To the contrary, the attacks and tools published by Halderman
et al. allow everybody to recover a key on a single standard PC within seconds. But from a theoretical,
cryptanalytical point of view Skorobagatov was right: 258 remaining keys must be considered as insecure
nowadays.
Anyway, to get a memory dump, two variants of cold boot attacks are known: Using the simpler variant,
the target platform is reset, meaning power is cut briefly without halting the system (cold boot). When the
machine boots up again, a bootable USB stick is inserted which starts up a certain software taking a memory
dump. Of course, network boots, boot CDs and floppies can be used alternatively. Afterwards the memory
dump can be examined calmly at another computer in order to retrieve the secret key. This method is very
convenient but has a disadvantage: It requires the BIOS to allow booting from external devices.
It is possible to overcome this limitation by a more complex attack variant, transplanting the RAM modules
from the target machine into a machine which allows to run the attacker’s software. But, as stated above,
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memory contents fade away within seconds; it is hardly possible to transplant RAM modules within this
short time. Now cooling comes into play: The fading rate of RAM modules can be reduced by cooling the
chip with certain liquids or sprays. At room temperature, more than 99% of the bits can be restored within
the first 10 seconds. Cooling the surface of RAM modules down to -50◦ C, less than 1% of the bits are
decayed even after 10 minutes. And cooling them further down to -200◦ C, only 0.17% of bits are decayed
after an hour.
Another benefit of this attack variant is that it prevents the BIOS from overwriting fractions of the RAM at
boot time. Usually a few megabytes of data are overwritten at the bottom of the address space. And there are
even some BIOS, mainly in high-end systems, which clear memory completely upon boot. For such systems,
transplanting the victim’s RAM modules into another PC is the only possibility.
Halderman and his team have developed a fully automated tool for their attacks. Originally this tool was
implemented against BitLocker and consequently they called it BitUnlocker. But beyond BitLocker, cold
boot attacks can defeat most, if not all, disk encryption products today. The disk encryption products which
have been tested by Halderman et al. themselves are:
• BitLocker: A Microsoft product available for Windows Vista and 7. It can be broken using the fully
automated tool BitUnlocker.
• FileVault: Apple’s disk encryption solution for Mac OS X. Together with a tool called VileFault, fully
decryption of the volume can be done.
• TrueCrypt: An open source solution available for Windows, Mac OS and Linux. Can be broken as
well.
• dm-crypt: This is the disk encryption system which is integrated into the Linux kernel and which is
enhanced to be secure against cold boot attacks during this thesis. Without this enhancement it can be
broken, too.
Concluding, all software-based disk encryption systems are vulnerable to cold boot attacks today; and
the most famous ones can even be broken conveniently by the tools provided by Halderman et al. If an
attacker can gain physical access to a machine while it is running or suspended, there is no easy way
to prevent these kinds of attacks. A BIOS setting which denies booting from external devices is not a
sufficient countermeasure as it cannot prevent the second, more complex attack transplanting RAM modules.
Furthermore, such a BIOS setting does not prevent scenarios where an attacker replaces the hard disk by a
prepared, malicious one. All these attacks can be done within a few minutes and thus, all laptops which are
left unattended for only a short time are at risk.

2.1.2 Countermeasures
The remanence effect of RAM is a very nasty vulnerability; it is anything but easy to fix on today’s
standard hardware. No universal remedy against cold boot attacks currently exists, but depending on your
situation there might be some easy and effective countermeasures: First of all, the probably most effective
countermeasure is to ensure that you never leave your laptop unattended while it is running or suspended.
Secondly, even though it is not sufficient as described above, the BIOS should be password protected along
with a predefined boot priority excluding external devices.
Obviously, the first countermeasure is too inconvenient in many practical situations and the second one is too
insecure as it just prevents the most easiest kind of cold boot attacks. Hence, let us have a look to some more
advanced countermeasures. Halderman et. al mention some countermeasures in their work, too, but they are
missing very important ones – storing the key in CPU registers, for instance.
Physical protection As recently said, one possibility is to shut down the machine completely whenever
it is left unattended. This is the most secure, but unfortunately also the most inconvenient and inefficient
solution. A more convenient, but also questionable solution is to solder the memory into its socket or to
immerse the entire board in resin. Well, such attempts can solve the problem only superficial; reading
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memory modules can not be eliminated like this as it just calls for a handyman. Another solution is to store
all critical data on a location physically different from the hard disk. The user could run a thin client that
accesses all its data remotely over secure network connections (the server must be a physically well protected
computer). Or the user can store all private data on an USB stick and unplug the stick whenever leaving the
PC unattended. Apparently, these kinds of solutions are not an enhancement of disk encryption but just a
replacement for it.

Hardware solutions The most self-evident answer to cold boot attacks is a change in RAM architectures
– maybe new RAM modules could loose their contents quicker. There are two widespread technologies of
volatile RAM: Static RAM (SRAM) and Dynamic RAM (DRAM). DRAM is the cheaper one and the one
which is used for main memory today. The more expensive, high-speed SRAM is used in CPU caches. Thus,
Halderman et al. have shown attacks to DRAM; but DRAM already is the one that loses its content quicker.
The development of a completely new RAM technology is expected to be costly.
A more promising, already existing answer to cold boot attacks are hardware-based full disk encryption
systems (HDD-FDE), also known as self-encrypting disks. HDD-FDE solutions are offered by different
hard disk vendors including Seagate [64], Hitachi [34] and Toshiba [76]. Using such a disk, the operating
system is unaware of the encryption process. The secret key is not stored in RAM but inside a write-only
register within the hard disk itself. Hence, key management is moved from untrusted main memory into
a (supposably) trustworthy location of the hard disk. The encryption process itself takes place on special
crypto chips inside the hard disk, not in the CPU. (It is not in the scope of this thesis to examine the security
of self-encrypting hard disks, but it might be an interesting research topic: If the content of an HDD key
register is only reset on power-down, there might be ways to keep the disk on power while the rest of the
system reboots with a malicious kernel in order to read out the disk.)
An alternative to HDD-FDE is Chipset-FDE, i.e., a chip based full disk encryption. Intel announced Danbury
as Chipset-FDE in 2008, but desisted from this approach. Instead, Intel came with a new approach – the AES
instruction set [30] [29]. While a Chipset-FDE solution like Danbury encrypts the disk entirely in hardware,
the AES instruction set supports software implementations with hardware accelerated AES instructions.
Meaning that the encryption process itself is still controlled by software, with all its drawbacks. The secret
key as well as the key schedule are stored in RAM by applications which utilize the AES instruction set.
Intel introduced only new instructions, no new registers which could hold the key. Consequently, Intel’s AES
instruction set itself is not resistant to cold boot attacks. But it can be combined with AES-SSE to enhance
its performance (cf. Section 3.2).
TPMs (Trusted Platform Modules) are just another technique which is not cold boot resistant on its own.
Quite the contrary, Halderman et al. have shown that Microsoft’s BitLocker is even more insecure with a
TPM than without. The reason is that BitLocker reads the key from the TPM into RAM automatically during
boot. And the key schedule is calculated and stored in RAM as well. Hence, a BitLocker/TPM system is
even vulnerable to cold boot attacks when the machine is shut down completely. But in principle, a TPM can
be a cold boot resistant storage for the key – it just depends on the implementation.
HSMs (Hardware Security Modules) are secure, tamper-resistant processors for crypto tasks [6]. They
are fast and secure alternatives to using standard CPUs for crypto. HSMs have an integrated key storage
and protect the key logically and physically: If someone tries to open the HSM box forcibly, its memory
contents are erased immediately. Today HSMs are mostly part of very critical public key infrastructures,
for instance in Certification Authority (CA) servers. The NIST describes security requirements of such
cryptographic modules in FIPS-140 [22]. HSMs for symmetric cryptography are imaginable as well; they
could successfully protect physical attacks, including cold boot attacks.

Crypto cache An alternative idea to Crypto-SSE is storing the key in CPU caches rather than in RAM.
Today’s computers have usually two caches: one internal cache (L1 cache or processor cache) which is
located within the CPU, and a larger external cache (L2 cache or memory cache) which is placed on the board.
Unlike the enormous shortage of memory we have in the CPU registers, the caches would provide us with
more than enough memory. It would be possible to store the secret key, the key schedule, all intermediate
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states and plenty of extra information. First level caches have sizes of 4K up to 256K, and second level
caches have sizes even up to megabytes. In the view of this fact, the cache is a much better key storage than
registers are. All problems of Crypto-SSE, meaning binary incompatibility and the performance penalty,
would not exist for a solution like Crypto-Cache.
But examining CPU caches in detail, it turns out that they are not meaningful to resist cold boot attacks:
Both, L1 and L2 caches are built of SRAM. As mentioned above, SRAM loses its content even slower than
DRAM. So the only fact that prevents caches from being read out is that they are soldered onto the board or
into the CPU. That makes the task to transplant caches from one computer system to the other harder, but not
impossible. An open issue is how the CPU handles cache lines on boot, that is if they are reset or not.
The second problem with caches is that they have been developed to be transparent for the programmer.
That makes it presumably impossible to store a secret key in cache without having an image of it in RAM.
Roughly speaking, Intel’s instructions for cache control allow either to enable or to disable the cache, but not
to use it independently from RAM. I.e., when using a cache line, it is always mapped to a physical RAM
address. However, there might be tricks to circumvent this. Cache control is described extensively in Chapter
11 of Intel’s system programming guide [39].
Pabel for example had the idea of a Frozen Cache in 2009. In his blog entry “Controlling the uncontrollable
cache” [52], he proposed a draft solution to the problem of cache transparency. In principle his idea is to let
some cache lines point to invalid physical addresses by manipulating the page table. According to him, this
leads the cache lines to be written out to invalid memory locations – and therefore not to be written out at all.
But Pabel never implemented a proof of concept which would verify the correctness of his idea. In practice,
his idea is disputable since CPUs may throw an error when accessing invalid physical addresses. However,
the Coreboot project (formerly LinuxBIOS) uses cache as main memory even before RAM is initialized.
They call it Cache-as-RAM (CAR) [4] [8]. If they got the cache to work without RAM, it may be possible to
keep single cache lines back from RAM as well.
Crypto registers Storing all key material in registers rather than in RAM is the idea which has eventually
been implemented in this thesis. Unlike main memory (DRAM) and caches (SRAM), CPU registers loose
data immediately after power is cut and cannot be transplanted from one PC into another. CPU registers are
the most secure storage in the memory hierarchy of standard computers. But unfortunately, they are also the
smallest one (cf. Figure 2.1): While main memory provides gigabytes of space and caches at least several
hundred kilobytes, the size of registers must be counted in bits. For example, there are eight general purpose
registers, 32-bit each, resulting in only 256 bits. Additionally there are floating point registers (eight 80-bit
registers), SSE registers (eight 128-bit registers) etc., but altogether they do not even sum up to a kilobyte.

Registers

Caches
SECURITY

SIZE
Main Memory

Disk Storage

Figure 2.1: Computer memory hierarchy regarding size and security.
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Beside the size, the accessibility of CPU registers is problematic. In main memory, the kernelspace is clearly
separated from userspace by paging. No userland application is allowed to access kernelspace addresses. For
registers, such a mechanism does not exist in general; most registers are equally accessible by all processes.
Different processes keep their data secret from each other by context switching. But context switching must
be avoided for the key registers as it swaps them out to RAM. Hence, the key must remain in its register
over the entire uptime, always at risk to be read or overwritten by unprivileged, local processes. Indeed this
problem does not affect cold boot resistance, but it makes the system highly vulnerable to local exploits.
Such a situation must definitely be avoided.
Thus, for a perfect key storage, we have to find registers which can effectively be protected against access by
ring 3 (i.e., the userland). The GPRs (EAX, EBX, ECX etc.) are too essential for the userland and cannot be
kept back from it. There is just no assembly instruction and no control register which allows to disable these
elementary registers. Unfortunately, most registers which are only accessible by ring 0 (i.e., the kernelspace)
are reserved for special purposes and hence, they cannot be overwritten by key material. For example,
overwriting the CPU control registers CR0 to CR4 with key material would lead to a CPU configuration
depending on the key. Overwriting the descriptor table registers GDTR, LDTR, IDTR or segment registers
like CS and DS would conflict with memory management. And the FPU registers are not an option as well
because they are too essential for the userland again; many programs cannot run without the floating point
unit. The MMX registers are just virtual names for the FPU registers.
To put it briefly, there are only two sets of registers which can be used to store the key: debugging registers
and SSE registers. Both are not essential for most applications and both can effectively be protected from
access by the userland. Debugging registers are only used by debuggers and they are only accessible from
kernelspace anyhow. As they are a privileged resource for ring 0, any attempt to read and write them
from privilege level 3 causes a general protection fault.1 SSE registers are generally used by multimedia
applications only and can be protected from unprivileged access as follows: Enabling / disabling of SSE
requires ring 0 privileges; as long as SSE is disabled, any attempt to read and write these registers causes
a general protection fault. Thus, SSE registers can effectively be protected from unprivileged access by
keeping them disabled most of the time and enabling them only right before AES-SSE is executed.
As this is very important, let us recapitulate it quickly: SSE is not a privileged resource for ring 0 and thus, it
is vulnerable to malicious access from ring 3 in general. But luckily, SSE can be disabled completely by
setting certain flags in CPU control registers. Writing to control registers in turn is a privileged task. Putting
two and two together, SSE can be exclusively reserved for kernelspace by enabling it just before it is needed
and disabling it when returning to userland.
The benefit of the SSE approach is a relative large, secure key storage. The drawback is that all programs
requiring SSE crash, i.e., that binary compatibility is broken. Reserving debugging registers as cryptographic
storage would not break binary compatibility, because accessing them is handled by system calls. So, why
has the idea of debugging registers been discarded then? There is just not enough space left in the eight
32-bit debugging registers: DR7 is the debug control register, DR6 is the debug status register, DR5 and
DR4 are reserved and only DR3 through DR0 can be used to store key material (usually these registers hold
the breakpoints). This is sufficient to store keys for DES and AES-128, but not to store keys for AES-192
and AES-256. SSE on the other hand provides us with eight 128-bit registers, that is one kilobit in total,
enough to store AES-192 and AES-256 keys. In other words, the only advantage of SSE over debugging
registers is its size. Apart from that, reserving SSE as permanent key storage makes problems which do not
occur using debugging registers. In fact, using debugging registers as key storage, it would be possible to
implement AES-128 while binary compatibility is preserved.
Summing up there are two possibilities to store the key: SSE registers and debugging registers. In this thesis
the SSE registers have been chosen to support secure AES-256. Nevertheless, the debugging registers are
a serious alternative for everybody who cannot give SSE a miss and considers AES-128 as secure enough.
Indeed, AES-128 is already very secure; much more secure than DES with its 56-bit key has ever been. An
AES-128 variant based on debugging registers is left for future work (cf. Section 6.2).
1 If

you wonder how userland debuggers like GDB access debugging registers, you may want to have a look at the ptrace manual;
debugging is handled by system calls.
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2.2 Advanced Encryption Standard
AES is the Federal Information Processing Standard for symmetric encryption. It was originally published
as Rijndael [18] and in the year 2000 it was chosen by the NIST as Advanced Encryption Standard, the
successor to DES (Data Encryption Standard [49]). Rijndael is named after its authors Joan Daemon and
Vincent Rijmen, two Belgian cryptographers. In a selection process, Rijndael was chosen out of fifteen
competitors, such as IBM’s MARS [15], Ronald Rivest’s RC6 [57] and Bruce Schneier’s Twofish [63]. In
2001, Rijndael / AES was published as FIPS-197 and in 2002, after five years of standardization [48], it
finally became effective as as a federal government standard.
AES was needed as its aging predecessor DES became more insecure from year to year. The origins of
DES go back to the early 1970s and in these days key lengths of 56 bit were considered as strong enough.
But with increasing machine power, brute force attacks against DES became feasible. In the late 1990s,
specialized machines like Deep Crack [20] and COPACOBANA [35] broke DES in the range of hours and
for less than a million dollar. As a consequence, AES was defined to support three strong key lengths, 128-,
192- and 256-bit. Today AES-128 can already be considered as very secure. 80 bits are usually taken as
the minimum key length needed to prevent brute force attacks. The U.S. government accepts AES-128 to
protect its information classified as SECRET; information classified as TOP SECRET require the use of
either AES-192 or AES-256.
Additionally to the security issue, AES was required to increase the performance of software-based cryptography. DES was designed to run efficiently on hardware but performs poorly when running in software, due
to an extensive use of permutation boxes. A bitwise permutation can efficiently be wired in hardware, but in
software you have to move one bit after another. New assembly instructions to accelerate permutations have
been proposed [67] [66], but none of them is implemented in standard processors today. AES on contrary
can efficiently be implemented on both, hardware and software.
AES was chosen for this thesis because of it popularity. It has been analyzed extensively and is now widely
believed to be secure and efficient. It is the first open cipher approved by the NSA for top secret information
and therefore it is broadly accepted as an industry standard as well. Improving AES to be cold boot resistant
has significant benefits for many systems.

2.2.1 Symmetric Ciphers
In symmetric (or secret-key) cryptography the same key is used for encryption and decryption. In asymmetric
(or public-key) cryptography a publicly available key is used for encryption and a private key for decryption.
Secret-key cryptography is significantly faster than public-key cryptography and is always used when a lot
of data has to be encrypted, e.g., for disk encryption. Thus, for this thesis symmetric ciphers are important;
more precisely symmetric block ciphers. In general there are two kinds of symmetric ciphers: block ciphers
and stream ciphers. Block ciphers operate on fixed-length input blocks, typically in the range of 64 to 256
bits. Both, AES and DES, are such block ciphers.
Most block ciphers, including AES, have some characteristics in common: Output blocks have the same
lengths as input blocks. Each input block is transformed separately into an output block by several rounds.
Each round is influenced by key material, referred to as round key. Key lengths are typically between 56 and
256 bits. And many block ciphers, such as DES and AES, can be categorized as substitution-permutation
network, meaning that substitutions and permutations are used as basic components for these algorithms.
Encrypting longer messages, the message must be divided into several blocks using a so called block cipher
mode of operation. The most obvious mode of operation is to encrypt each block independently from the
others; this mode is called Electronic Code Book (ECB). Since identical plaintext blocks are encrypted into
identical ciphertext blocks, this mode has substantial security drawbacks. The existence of redundant data can
easily be proven and therefore ECB leaks sensitive information about the structure of the plaintext. It is even
possible to exchange arbitrary ciphertext blocks, the cells of an encrypted table for example. Consequently,
ECB is not recommended to use, especially not for disk encryption.
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Figure 2.2: Cipher block chaining (CBC) mode. [60]

A secure block cipher mode which is frequently used for disk encryption is Cipher Block Chaining (CBC).
Using CBC, each plaintext block is XOR-ed with the previous ciphertext block before being encrypted (cf.
Figure 2.2). The first plaintext block is XOR-ed with a random initialization vector (IV). This IV must
be known together with the key in order to decrypt a message. But unlike the key, the IV can be publicly
known; its intention is just to obfuscate the structure of the first ciphertext block – and consequently that of
all ciphertext blocks. So with CBC, single blocks of a message are interlinked; for ECB they get encrypted
independently. CBC is the preferred block mode for disk encryption during this thesis.

2.2.2 AES Algorithm
The NIST called for symmetric block ciphers supporting a block size of 128 bits and key lengths of 128, 192
and 256 bits. Rijndael supports block sizes in any multiple of 32 bits, with a minimum of 128 bits and a
maximum of 256 bits. The key length has theoretically no maximum in Rijndael and can be any multiple
of 32 bits. But the following description focuses on AES, not on the original Rijndael algorithm; that is
AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256 with a block size of 128 bits are covered. The description and the graphical
material are based on the official AES publication by the NIST (FIPS-197) [21] and a description about
Rijndael by Brian Gladman [27].
AES transforms a 128-bit input block (plaintext) into a 128-bit output block (ciphertext). AES-128, AES-192
and AES-256 process the input block in respectively 10, 12 or 14 iterations. In each iteration, or round, a
predefined sequence of transformations is passed. This transformation sequence is identical for each round
except for the last one; in the last round, one transformation is skipped. The intermediate results are called
states. States are modified successively by the rounds until the output block is obtained. The result of the
last round is the encrypted block. Like the input and the output, all intermediate states have a size of 128
bits. Once per iteration, a 128-bit round key is added by a bitwise XOR operation onto the state. Round
keys are derived from the secret key by a key expansion. The key expansion algorithm is independent of the
processed data and is typically run once per key and stored for repetitive usage.
From a mathematical point of view, AES is based on a finite field, the Galois field GF (28 ). The 128-bit
states are interpreted as 4 × 4 matrices of bytes. Every byte stands for a polynomial in GF (28 ); for example
63h = 01100011b identifies the finite field element x6 + x5 + x + 1. The modulus of the finite field is the
irreducible polynomial m(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1. In this finite field, both, addition and subtraction, are
equal to XOR; for example 57h +83h = d4h because (x6 +x4 +x2 +x+1)+(x7 +x+1) = x7 +x6 +x4 +x2 .
Multiplication is somewhat more complex as the result must be reduced by modulus m(x). For example
57h · 83h = c1h , because (x6 + x4 + x2 + 1)(x7 + x + 1) = x13 + x11 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + 1
and x13 + x11 + x9 + x8 + x6 + x5 + x4 + x3 + 1 mod x8 + x4 + x3 + x + 1 = x7 + x6 + 1. The modular
reduction by m(x) ensures that the result is a polynomial of degree less than 8 and representable as a byte.
Unlike addition and subtraction, there is no simple binary operation that corresponds to multiplication. But
multiplication by x can be done efficiently, because multiplication by x corresponds to multiplication by
02h = 00000010b on byte level. This can simply be implemented as a left shift (and a subsequent XOR to
simulate the modular reduction by m(x)). This special case of multiplication is denoted to as xtime() in the
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AES specification. Multiplication by higher powers of x (e.g. x2 , x3 , x4 ) can be implemented by repeated
applications of xtime(). Multiplication by x2 can be implemented as xtime(xtime()), for example.
Furthermore, AES defines a second finite field: A finite field of polynomials of degree 4; this time the
coefficients are not bits (as before) but bytes. That is, the polynomials do not represent bytes (as before)
but words (= 32 bits = 4 bytes). These words are usually interpreted as rows or columns of a 4 × 4
matrix, the AES state. Again, addition and subtraction comply with the XOR operation; for example
(a3 x3 + a2 x2 + a1 x + a0 ) + (b3 x3 + b2 x2 + b1 x + b0 ) = (a3 ⊕ b3 )x3 + (a2 ⊕ b2 )x2 + (a1 ⊕ b1 )x + (a0 ⊕ b0 ),
where the ai and bi represent bytes. The polynomial x4 + 1 has been chosen as modulus. The modular
product d(x) = a(x) ⊗ b(x) can be expressed as a matrix multiplication:
  
 
d0
a0 a3 a2 a1
b0
d1  a1 a0 a3 a2  b1 
 =
 
d2  a2 a1 a0 a3  b2 
d3
a3 a2 a1 a0
b3
For instance, setting a0 = a1 = a2 = 0 and a3 = 1, which is the polynomial x3 , the effect of the
multiplication is the rotation of the word [b0, b1, b2, b3] into the word [b1, b2, b3, b0]. This is used for the
RotWord() transformation (see below).
The AES algorithm uses rounds which are composed of four different transformations: SubBytes(), which
substitutes each byte of the state independently. ShiftRows(), which rotates the rows of the state by
different offsets. MixColumns(), which mixes the data within each column of the state. And finally
AddRoundKey(), which adds a round key to the state. Each of these transformations is byte-oriented; they
are described in more detail soon. Figure 2.3 shows a pseudo code of the AES cipher: Every round, except
the last one, is identical and performs all of the four transformations. In the last round, MixColumns() is
missing.
AddRoundKey()
for (i = 1; i < rounds; i++) {
SubBytes() ; ShiftRows() ; MixColumns() ; AddRoundKey()
}
SubBytes() ; ShiftRows() ; AddRoundKey()

Figure 2.3: High-level description of AES.

SubBytes The SubBytes() transformation substitutes each byte of the state independently as follows:
First a byte is replaced by its multiplicative inverse in the finite field GF (28 ). Then each bit bi of this byte is
transformed by b0i = bi ⊕ b(i+4)mod8 ⊕ b(i+5)mod8 ⊕ b(i+6)mod8 ⊕ b(i+7)mod8 ⊕ ci , with c = 63h = 01100011b .
From an implementation perspective, it is expedient to precompute all 256 different possibilities and to store
them in an S-box. During the encryption, fast table lookups can be performed then.
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Figure 2.4: Shift-Rows transformation. [21]

ShiftRows The ShiftRows() transformation rotates the rows of the state to the left. The first row is
rotated by 0 bytes, i.e. it is not rotated at all. The second row is rotated by 1 byte, the third by 2 bytes and
the fourth by 3 bytes. Figure 2.4 illustrates the ShiftRows() transformation.
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MixColumns The MixColumns() transformation operates on columns, treating each column as polynomial of degree 4. Each column is multiplied by a(x) = 3x3 + x2 + x + 2 as described above, i.e. the result
is reduced modulo x4 + 1. Again, this corresponds to a matrix multiplication:
 0 
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AddRoundKey The AddRoundKey() transformation simply adds a round key onto the state by a bitwise
XOR operation: state’ = state ⊕ round key.
The 128-bit round keys are derived from the secret AES key in an incremental manner. Figure 2.5 and
2.6 show an illustration and a pseudo code for the AES-128 key expansion. The cases for AES-192 and
AES-256 are slightly different, but for simplicity we restrict ourselves to 128-bit (also in the description of
the implementation later on). The first round key equals the AES key. Subsequent round keys are calculated
by means of the previous round key word by word (cf. Figure 2.5). That is, always four new bytes (= one
word) of the key schedule are calculated at once.
cipher key

W0

XOR

W4

round key 1

XOR

W8

W12

round key 2

Figure 2.5: AES-128 key expansion.

In the pseudo code of Figure 2.6, w[] is an array of 44 32-bit words, because each round key consists of 128
bits (= 4 words) and 11 round keys are required: one for the initial AddRoundKey() and one for each of
the ten rounds. That is, w[0..3] is the initial round key, w[4..7] is the key for the first round, w[8..11]
is the key for the second round and so on. For the calculation of the first word of a round key, two new
transformations are introduced: SubWord() and RotWord(). SubWord() is very similar to SubBytes()
but substitutes only the bytes of one word. RotWord() is similar to ShiftRows() but rotates a word always
by one byte to the left, that is [a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 ] becomes [a1 , a2 , a3 , a0 ]. Furthermore, each round i of the key
schedule uses a round constant Rcon[i] which is given by the word [xi−1 , 0, 0, 0].
/* input:
secret AES-128 key k[4]
* output: key schedule w[44]
* (both arrays have 32-bit word elements)
*/
// Initial round key is the secret AES key
w[0] = k[0] ; w[1] = k[1]
w[2] = k[2] ; w[3] = k[3]
// Each subsequent round key is based
// on the previous one
for (i = 4; i < 44; i++)
tmp = w[i-1]
if (i % 4 == 0)
tmp = RotWord(tmp)
tmp = SubWord(tmp)
tmp = Rcon[i/4] ^ tmp
w[i] = w[i-4] ^ tmp

Figure 2.6: AES-128 key expansion, pseudo code.
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So the key expansion algorithm simply says: Each new word is defined by XOR-ing the previous word with
the fourth previous word. And when creating the first word of a round key, also some extra work is done
(rotation and substitution). Keep in mind that each new round key is calculated only on the basis of the last
round key. This will become important for the implementation as it is sufficient to store only the last round
key.
Summarizing, the encryption process of AES has been explained in this section: first the mathematical background, then the four transformations ShiftRows(), SubBytes(), MixColumns() and AddRoundKey(),
and finally the key expansion step, i.e., the creation of round keys. What has not been covered yet are the
inverse operations of the decryption process. To keep it short here and in the implementation chapter, a
detailed description of the decryption is skipped (though it has been implemented, of course). The decryption
process is just very similar to the encryption process: The key schedule is used in inverse order, i.e., the
last round key becomes the first. And the transformations are inversed, too, resulting in InvShiftRows(),
InvSubBytes() and InvMixColumns().

2.2.3 Implementation Issues
In the AES publication FIPS-197 the byte order is big endian. This can cause confusion on the x86
architecture since the Intel format is little endian. Working with multiple bytes, like in the case of RotWord(),
it might be necessary to rotate to the right while the specification rotates to the left. But for most other
AES transformations the endianness is irrelevant because they work on single bytes, like SubBytes() for
instance. The bit order for both, little and big endian systems, is the same; that is the byte 63h is always
written as 01100011b and never as 11000110b . Little and big endian systems only differ in their byte order.
Consequently, bitwise shifts as in the case of xtime() are not affected by the endianness.
A different problem is that a straightforward implementation of AES, which comes near to the algorithmic
description of the official AES publication [21], is totally inefficient. Brian Gladman [27] describes how
to replace most of the costly AES transformations by simple table lookups. This comes along with an
increased size of code, because all the precomputed tables must be stored somewhere, but it speeds up AES
significantly. On modern computer systems, where plenty of cheap RAM is available and code size does
not matter, table lookups should be used in AES. Pure algorithmic implementations of AES perform poorly
and must only be considered when main memory is scarce, e.g., on microcontrollers. Since table lookups
access RAM in a read-only manner, they can be exploited by AES-SSE safely without leaking sensitive
information.
To speed up multiplications in the finite field, Gladman suggests to replace expensive multiplications by
cheap table lookups and additions as follows: Each element of a finite field can be written as power of its
generator element. So let g be a generator polynomial of the finite field GF (28 ), then each element a can be
written as g α . Consequently, each multiplication a · b can be written as g α · g β = g α+β , cutting back the
multiplication to a single addition. But normally it is a costly task to find α for a given a and g; hence, this
search is replaced by table lookups. The inverse direction, that is determining the result of g α+β , can be done
by table lookups as well. Gladman calls these tables FFlog[] and FFpow[] (meaning finite field logarithm
and finite field power). The finite field multiplication of a and b can now efficiently be programmed as
FFpow[FFlog[a] + FFlog[b]].
Recall the MixColumns() transformation from above – it has been described as a matrix multiplication.
By rewriting the matrix equation several times, Gladman could reduce this transformation to a one-liner:
c = ror(c) ^ rol(rol(c)) ^ rol(c) ^ FFmulX(c ^ ror(c)). Here c is the column, ror() and
rol() are rotations to the right and left, respectively, and FFmulX() is a finite field multiplication of each
of c’s four bytes by 02h (that is by x). FFmulX() can efficiently be programmed as shift operation (cf.
xtime()).
Gladman optimizes the implementation of AES further by combining all transformations of one round.
That is, he examines what happens to each byte after SubBytes(), ShiftRows(), MixColumns() and
AddRoundKey() have been performed. Using some (complex) formulas, he gets the transformation of each
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column reduced to only four table lookups, one round key lookup and four XOR operations per round.2
Moreover, Gladman optimized the code for 32-bit architectures; that is all table lookups are based on 32-bit
words rather than on single bytes. So Gladman effectively breaks AES down into 4 tables of 32-bit words,
256 entries each. That is, 4096 bytes (4 × 32 × 256 bits) of tables are required for the main encryption
rounds. Taking also the last encryption round and the decryption rounds into account, altogether 16 kilobytes
of tables are required.
Summarizing, an idea about the operating principle of Gladman’s table lookups has been given in this section.
Well, as the derivation of the exact tables is lengthy from a mathematical point of view, it is referred to the
original literature [27] for more details. Using these tables rather than implementing AES algorithmically,
performance is increased substantially. Both, an algorithmic and a Gladman implementation of AES-SSE,
are described in Section 3.2. The decryption speed of the two AES-SSE implementations differs by more
than factor 10. Their performance is evaluated in detail in Section 5.3.

2.2.4 Known Attacks
AES has been analyzed extensively and is used worldwide today, as it was the case with its predecessor DES.
For a new symmetric cipher to have any plausibility, its security regarding all known attacks must be proven.
The algebraic foundation of AES makes it especially easy to analyze it with mathematical methods. This
has been taken as a benefit by the NIST. On the contrary, some critics state the risk that the mathematical
foundation of AES makes malicious cryptanalysis easier, too. Anyhow, no serious attacks against the AES
algorithm have been discovered yet. Today, the only possibility to break AES is to use side channel attacks.
In this section, the most serious side channel attacks against AES are covered.
Beside cold boot attacks, the fact that main memory leaks sensitive information is exploitable by attacks
utilizing the DMA functionality of FireWire links [14] [54]. Under certain conditions, arbitrary RAM
contents can be read, and even written, simply by plugging in a malicious FireWire device. This attack
has great similarity to cold boot attacks: Both attacks need physical access to a running machine, and both
attacks can retrieve full forensic memory dumps. In fact, DMA attacks have the capability to extract secret
disk encryption keys as well. But the first publication about DMA attacks by Dornseif et al. in 2004 [10] did
not focus on disk encryption. Only in the most recent publications about this topic (Böck [16], August 2009),
it is described how to use FireWire-based DMA attacks to defeat BitLocker under Windows 7. So even five
years after the flaw became publicly known, current windows versions are vulnerable.
Apparently, industry (or rather Microsoft) does not take DMA attacks serious enough; they could simply be
fixed on the level of FireWire drivers, but often they are not. DMA attacks are as critical as cold boot attacks,
if not worse. First of all, it is easier to plug in a FireWire device than to reset a machine or even transplant
RAM modules. Secondly, the retrieved RAM dumps are always perfectly intact; no bits are decayed as it
is the case with cold boot attacks. Also here, three or four minutes of leaving your laptop unattended are
fully sufficient for an attacker to get a full memory image. It may even not help to buy a laptop without
FireWire link: Windows, for example, installs the FireWire drivers in background right after an external
FireWire/PCMCIA card has been plugged in – even when the system is locked.
The Crypto-SSE implementation naturally defeats both, cold boot and DMA attacks, because of their great
similarity. With Crypto-SSE the disk encryption key is simply not stored in RAM and thus, retrieving a
RAM dump in order to get the key is useless.
Beside leaking memory, timing information are frequently quoted as side channels. Timing attacks try to
retrieve the secret key by analyzing accurate timings of the encryption process. An arithmetic instruction,
for instance, requires more CPU cycles when dealing with larger numbers. And code branches depending
on the secret key allow an attacker to draw conclusions about the key, too. But as this problem is well
known, current AES implementations, including that of the Linux kernel and including AES-SSE, do not
use input-dependent branches or arithmetics at all. Following Gladman’s ideas, all AES transformations are
implemented solely with table lookups and XOR operations. But unfortunately, also these table lookups
are vulnerable to a certain kind of timing attacks, namely cache timing attacks: Reading from a cached line
2 For
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takes less time than reading from an uncached line. Meaning that two consecutive table lookups to the same
memory line are performed faster than two independent table lookups.
Unlike cold boot and DMA attacks, timing attacks do not necessarily require physical access. They can
theoretically be performed remotely. But if that is practically feasible is disputable because it is difficult to
get accurate timings, particularly when acting remotely since network delays are introducing noise. Bernstein
[12], for example, has shown a hypothetical cache timing attack which can be performed remotely. About
the target server he writes: “The server copies the nonce to its response, along with a high-precision receipt
timestamp obtained from the CPU’s cycle counter.” Apparently this server has been written in a way that it
actively supports client-side timing attacks. Hence, Bernstein’s results are not applicable to the real word.
Also Brian Gladman stated [26]: “This is a very nice piece of work by Bernstein but I am not convinced
about the practical significance of the attack.”
Contrary to that, local cache timing attacks must be considered as a serious security flaw. Shamir et al. claim
they have extracted a full AES key from a dm-crypt partition in only 3 ms of measuring and 3 seconds of
analyzing [51] [77]. But unlike Halderman et al., Shamir et al. do not publish their tools. And as this method
requires accurate timings and advanced mathematical analysis, it is not easy to reproduce. However, it shows
that timing attacks must be taken serious and thus, in Section 5.4.4 ideas are introduced how to enhance
AES-SSE to defeat cache timing attacks, too. Unlike the case of DMA attacks, some extra effort needs to be
done to achieve cache timing resistance. But it turns out that this effort is absolutely reasonable since many
properties of AES-SSE are deployable against cache timing.
Concluding, two more side channel attacks against AES have been introduced in this section: FireWire/DMA
attacks and cache timing attacks. While the former is already prevented by AES-SSE, prevention ideas
for the latter are introduced in Section 5.4.4. Beside side channel attacks, AES is quite secure. Serious
mathematical attacks against the algorithm are not known, and pure brute force attacks are not practicable.

2.3 Streaming SIMD Extensions
Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) [56] have been introduced with the Pentium III in 1999. SSE
enables a significant speedup for demanding multimedia applications, such as 3d games, real-time video
encoding and speech recognition. AMD added support for SSE starting with its Athlon XP and Duron
processor. So SSE, as an enhancement for the entertainment industry, was available in all x86 processors
since 1999. Intel’s AES instruction set, as a security enhancement, enters market only now (ten years later).
And other security enhancements, like the NX bit, entered market much later than SSE as well. Apparently,
Intel emphasized the multimedia power of its processors in the 1990s and began to focus on security aspects
only later.
Anyway, in the mid 1990s it became clear that multimedia applications play a major role in the future PC
market. Since floating point computations are the heart of 3d geometry, Intel started an initiative to accelerate
the floating point performance [72]. From the 8086 to the Pentium, CPU speed was actually increased by
increasing the clock rate. This time Intel came up with a new idea: the SIMD-FP model (Single Instruction
Multiple Data - Floating Point). SIMD (or vector processing) describes the simultaneous processing of
multiple data elements: Two vectors (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) and (y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 ) can be added in one clock period
rather than in four sequential operations. Thus, SIMD introduces a kind of parallelism: Several data elements
are processed at once. SIMD-FP can perform four parallel floating point operations, i.e., applications can
theoretically achieve a fourfold (4x) performance gain. A twofold (2x) performance gain can typically be
achieved in practice. Note that SIMD-FP can only gain performance if data can efficiently be vectorized.
Unlike an increased clock speed, operations are only speeded up by SIMD-FP if vector-based instructions
are explicitly used by the programmer. Intel realized its SIMD-FP concept eventually as Streaming SIMD
Extensions (SSE).
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2.3.1 Registers
With SSE, eight new 128-bit registers XMM0 through XMM7 have been introduced. Actually, these were
the first new registers that have been introduced since the floating point unit (FPU) was added to the 80386.
On the contrary, MMX (Multi Media Extensions), another SIMD instruction set which entered market already
in 1996 (“Pentium with MMX”), did not add new registers. Unlike SSE, MMX works on integers only, not
on floating point numbers. Even worse, the MMX registers overlap with the FPU registers, disabling floating
point computations while MMX registers are in use and vice versa. Switching between MMX and floating
point mode is relatively slow. And as multimedia applications are heavily based on floating point data, MMX
never became popular to programmers. It was enhanced by SSE only three years later.
Despite that, MMX is still available in modern CPUs, basically due to backwards compatibility. There
are eight 64-bit MMX registers, MM0 through MM7. These registers are equal to the mantissa part of the
80-bit FPU registers; the remaining 16-bit stay unused. According to Intel [72], back in 1999 this possibility
was also considered for SSE, i.e., overlapping the SSE state with MMX/FPU registers has seriously been
discussed. The advantage of this approach would have been an immediate support of SSE by operating
systems, as it was the case with MMX. Because an operating system must be aware of new registers due to
context switching. Luckily, Intel decided on a completely new register set for SSE eventually; otherwise
we could not realize Crypto-SSE without disabling the FPU. Advantages of a separate SSE register set
are the possibility to use SIMD and floating point computations concurrently and having more than four
128-bit registers. Eight 128-bit SSE registers have been chosen in the end, as a tradeoff between costs and
performance. The costs of a processor highly correspond with its size; eight new 128-bit registers increase
the die size by about 10%.
Internet SSE
(Scalar/packed SIMD-SP)

MMX/x87
(64-bit Integer, x87)

128

64

80

XMM0

FP0 or MM0

XMM7

FP7 or MM7

Figure 2.7: SSE and MMX/FPU registers. [72]

Figure 2.7 shows the eight new SSE registers along with the overlapping MMX/FPU registers. This
illustration has been taken from an Intel publication from 1999 [72]. As you might have noticed, Intel called
it Internet SSE at that time; it was even abbreviated by ISSE, not by SSE in the beginning. Apparently SSE
has not much in common with the Internet, but in the late 1990s Internet was the upcoming technology in
the home PC market. Hence, Intel promoted SSE by letting the people believe it makes the Internet faster.
(Luckily for us, this is absolutely not true. Running a Crypto-SSE system, where SSE is disabled for the
userland, Internet applications like Firefox, the TCP/IP stack and the network card drivers work without
problems. None of them uses SSE.)
SSE instructions can interpret the eight new 128-bit registers as different types of vectors: Each register can
be taken either as sixteen 8-bit characters, or as eight 16-bit short integers, or as four 32-bit integers, or as
four 32-bit floating point numbers, or as two 64-bit integers, or as two 64-bit floating point numbers. Or, as
we do in the implementation of AES-SSE, as a continuous block of 128 bits. Both, the AES round keys and
the AES states, including the input and output block, perfectly fit into XMM registers.
Beside the eight XMM registers, a new 32-bit status and control register (MXCSR) has been introduced
for SSE. Some status flags are Division by Zero, Overflow or Underflow, for instance. Exemplary control
flags are Round to Nearest and Division by Zero Mask. And last but not least, the CPU control register CR4
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has been extended when SSE was introduced. For compatibility with context switches of older operating
systems, SSE is initially disabled upon boot and must be enabled explicitly by the OS. This ensures the
operating system to be aware of the new registers. Enabling and disabling of SSE is done via two flags in
CR4: OSFXSR (bit 9) and OSXMMEXCPT (bit 10). These two flags are also essential for the security of
Crypto-SSE – they are used to keep SSE disabled while userland processes are active.

2.3.2 Instruction Set
Along with the new SSE registers, Intel introduced a rich set of new instructions to boost the performance
of multimedia applications. Most instructions are available in two modes: packed and scalar. Packed
instructions work on all vector elements in parallel, whereas scalar instructions work on the least significant
elements only (cf. Figure 2.8). Packed instructions such as mulps have the suffix ps; scalar instructions
like mulss have the suffix ss. The trailing s stands for single-precision in both cases; in this variant the
SSE registers are treated as four 32-bit floating point numbers. A trailing d, for instance, denotes doubleprecision, meaning that the vectors are treated as two 64-bit floating point numbers. To keep it short, only
the single-precision variants are mentioned in the following.
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Figure 2.8: SSE packed vs. scalar multiplication.

Now we will have a closer look to some chosen SSE instructions. Not the entire SSE instruction set is
covered, but some basic instructions which are useful for an overall understanding of SSE and some special
instructions which are needed to implement AES-SSE. Instructions like sqrtps and sqrtss, for example,
are not covered because we do not have to extract roots in AES anyway. For a full description of all SSE
instructions please refer to Intel’s developer manuals [37] [38]. Basic instructions which are covered here
are:
• Arithmetic: addps, addss, subps, subss, mulps, mulss, divps, divss
• Logic: pand, pandn, por, pxor
• Shuffle / shift: shufps, psrldq, pslldq
• Movement: movd, movq, movdqu
All arithmetic instructions work in analogy to the multiplication shown in Figure 2.8. These instructions
realize the SIMD model by operating on up to four elements simultaneously. However, they are hardly used
in AES-SSE because AES is based on finite field arithmetics, whereas SSE works on normal arithmetics.
AES-SSE does not use SSE to exploit vector processing but as a replacement for RAM. The idea to use
SSE registers for general purpose is actually an old one. There were times when programmers used the
FPU to speed up data movements; and just the same old trick is applicable to SSE [41]. But cache is so fast
nowadays that it makes little sense to use SSE registers instead of RAM for performance reasons. We just
fall back on this as we are not allowed to use RAM.
Contrary to arithmetic SSE operations, logic operations are frequently used in AES-SSE: pand xmm0,xmm1
for example performs a bitwise AND on XMM0 and XMM1 and stores the result in XMM0. The other
logic operations are used analogously. In effect, SSE supports more (and often redundant) versions of the
logic primitives: andps, andpd and pand all lead us to the same result. To avoid confusion, the AES-SSE
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code is restricted to the variants beginning with p. Interestingly, the SSE instruction set is missing a logical
pnot. It must be simulated using pandn, effectively wasting one register. The pandn instruction performs a
logical NOT of the first operand, then performs a logical AND with the second operand and finally stores the
result in the first operand. That is, all bits of the second operand must be set to one in order to invert the first
operand.
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Figure 2.9: Rotate left, rotate right and reverse SSE registers. [2]

A very powerful SSE instruction is shufps. It shuffles four single-precision values in such a flexible way
that operations like rotate and reverse can be performed. shufps requires two operands (XMM registers)
and one mask (an immediate byte). Words to be copied into the destination are chosen contingent upon
the mask. As usual, the first operand is also the destination operand. Figure 2.9 illustrates the composition
of the destination, dependent on the operands and the mask. The role of the mask is not really complex,
but unfortunately it cannot be described very well in words. In the official Intel documentation [38] it is
described as follows:
Bits 0 and 1 select the value to be moved from the destination operand to the low word of the
result, bits 2 and 3 select the value to be moved from the destination operand to the second word
of the result, bits 4 and 5 select the value to be moved from the source operand to the third word
of the result, and bits 6 and 7 select the value to be moved from the source operand to the high
word of the result.
To realize common operations like rotate and reverse, shufps is frequently called with two equal operands.
The possibility to choose two different operands makes it even more powerful, but this is not used for
AES-SSE. Beside the operations from Figure 2.9, namely “rotate left” (mask 0x93), “rotate right” (mask
0x39) and “reverse” (mask 0x1b), AES-SSE rotates registers to the left (or right) by two words (mask 0x4e).
So shufps is primarily used to rotate registers. To shift registers the instructions pslldq (shift doublequadword left logical) and psrldq (shift double-quadword right logical) are utilized. Example: pslldq
xmm0,0x4 shifts the XMM0 register by four bytes (one 32-bit word) to the left; the free bytes on the right
get filled with zeros. Other variants of the shift instructions, such as psllw, pslld and psllq, take the
registers as vectors and shift their elements independently from each other. But for AES-SSE we take the
registers as continuous 128-bit blocks and make solely use of pslldq and psrldq.
Furthermore, move instructions are used in AES-SSE. Move instructions allow to copy data between XMM
registers and main memory as well as between XMM registers and general purpose registers. The instructions
for both are the same, just the operands differ. Basically there are three mov instructions used in AES-SSE:
movd (move double word; in Intel terminology that is 32-bit), movq (move quadword; 64-bit) and movdqu
(move double-quadword; 128-bit). The trailing u for the 128-bit variant stands for unaligned. When moving
128-bit chunks, Intel provides an aligned (movdqa) and an unaligned (movdqu) version. The unaligned
version can move data from / to any memory location, whereas the aligned version can only deal with
memory addresses that are a multiple of 16. The advantage of movdqa is that it is faster; the downside is
that the programmer always has to guarantee an aligned memory layout. Since AES-SSE seldom moves
data between memory and XMM registers, it is only a negligible performance loss to use movdqu. Thus,
AES-SSE consistently uses movdqu.
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To move data between general purpose registers and XMM registers, the 32-bit variant movd is used. It
can be used in both directions: movd eax, xmm0 moves the least significant word of XMM0 to EAX and
movd xmm0, eax moves EAX to the least significant word of XMM0. But there are no possibilities to
access words other than the least significant one directly; this must be emulated. To copy arbitrary words
from SSE registers into GPRs, one can use a preceding and succeeding shufps operation for instance.
Unfortunately, the costs of a move-operation are increased threefold by this. And the other direction is even
worse: Copying data from GPRs into SSE registers, the least significant word is set to the GPR and the
remaining words are reset to zero. Consequently, even more expensive workarounds are needed to copy data
in this direction if the remaining words should be preserved.
Indeed, these workarounds imply a serious performance penalty for AES-SSE. The problem is that SSE
has been introduced to improve the performance of 3d applications, not to improve the performance of
cryptographic primitives. The instructions are optimized to meet the requirements of 3d and multimedia, but
lack in the support of basic functionality which is required to implement AES. Luckily, no absolute essential
instruction is missing and everything can be emulated. But compared to implementations exploiting the main
memory, the limited instruction set of SSE leads to a performance drawback. More about this performance
drawback in Section 5.3.
Another instruction set which has been introduced along with SSE are prefetch instructions. Prefetching
moves data from main memory closer to the processor, i.e., into caches:
• prefetcht0: Prefetch temporal data; all caches.
• prefetcht1: Prefetch temporal data; first-level cache.
• prefetcht2: Prefetch temporal data; second-level cache.
• prefetchnta: Prefetch non-temporal data.
These instructions allow to move data closer to the processor before it is actually used. As a counterpart
to the prefetch instructions, Intel implemented movntq (move quadword using non-temporal hint) to move
data into the processor without polluting caches. It allows to stream non-temporal data in and out of SSE
registers without affecting cache lines. Admittedly, the term non-temporal is confusing; in Intel terminology,
temporal data is frequently used whereas non-temporal data is used only once. Thus, using a non-temporal
hint, the processor does not write the data into caches.
Instructions which explicitly induce the processor to bypass caches are beneficial for SSE since many
multimedia applications read data once and then discard it (video decoders for instance). Though the new
prefetch instructions enable cache management to a certain extent, the cache is still not fully controllable by
the programmer. The new instructions allow to minimize cache pollution, but not to determine its content
in detail. Nevertheless, this slightly increased control over caches can already help to defeat cache timing
attacks (cf. Section 5.4.4).
Last but not least, it should be mentioned that SSE is available in different versions: SSE, SSE2, SSE3,
Supplemental SSE3 (SSSE3), SSE4 (two subsets: SSE4.1 and SSE4.2), SSE4a (AMD only) and SSE5
(proposed by AMD; never produced as such). SSE2 offers several enhancements compared to SSE which
are also used by AES-SSE. Hence, in order to run AES-SSE at least SSE2 is needed. These enhancements
encompass pslldq and psrldq, for example. SSE2 was introduced with the Pentium 4 in 2001 and added
144 new instructions (initially, SSE had 70 instructions). AMD supports SSE2 since Opteron and Athlon 64
in 2003. This must be taken into account when installing Crypto-SSE; but roughly speaking, all modern
processors of the last seven years are supported.
Concluding, the registers and instructions of Intel’s Streaming SIMD Extensions have been covered in this
section; especially those which are important for AES-SSE. For 2011, Intel and AMD have announced a
new SIMD architecture, the Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX). These extensions introduce sixteen 256-bit
registers YMM0 through YMM15 and many enhanced instructions. Due to the new register set, AVX
requires new operating system support and consequently interesting possibilities for Crypto-SSE open up:
E.g., a kind of Crypto-AVX which is preserving binary compatibility with SSE applications (cf. Section 6.2).
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2.4 The Linux Kernel
In 1991 Linus Torvalds published version 0.01 of his new operating system: Linux, a Unix clone. To the
Minix users newsgroup he announced: “I’m doing a (free) operating system (just a hobby, won’t be big and
professional like gnu)”. Contrary to this prediction, Linux is the most widely ported operating system in
the world and the most prominent open source project today. It is not only an OS for hobbyists anymore
but it is running on a diverse range of systems, including professional servers and mass products like cell
phones. Despite limited functionality in the early days, Linux rapidly accumulated developers all over the
world. This early success is mainly attributable to its publication under the GNU General Public License
[69]. Other free operating systems like GNU/Hurd were incomplete or unavailable; BSD was not freed yet
and Andrew S. Tanenbaum refused any further developments of his own, didactic operating system Minix.
Also for the implementation of this thesis, Linux has been chosen by reason of the free and open source
licensing. The GPL allows us to modify the kernel in a way that it meets the requirements of Crypto-SSE.
It is impossible to implement something similar to Crypto-SSE for a closed source operating system like
Windows because changes to scheduling and context switching cannot be done.
Crypto-SSE is available as patch for Linux 2.6.30. Patches break changes to the kernel down into small
individual units which are doing exactly one thing – in our case supporting cold boot resistant encryption.
Today, Linux patches are still created and applied with the basic Unix utilities diff and patch. For
professional kernel developers, patches are the usual way to publish their code before it is accepted for
the Linux main branch. Each patch must yield to a kernel which builds and runs properly for all kernel
configurations. Almost 10,000 patches are going into recent kernel releases; a mainline kernel is released
regularly every 2-3 months. Crypto-SSE does not solicit its integration into the mainline kernel but it is
provided as exactly such a patch.
The Linux kernel is growing very fast. According to a recent survey of the Linux Foundation [44], 6422
lines per day have been added in the last 4.5 years. Approximately 1000 developers representing well over
100 companies are working on it (– even Microsoft has contributed 20,000 lines to the Linux source in
2009). Linus is still the last authority and is responsible to release new mainline kernels. But his contribution
to the actual source has fallen to under 1%. Back in 1991, Linux had only 10,239 lines of code (version
0.01). Today, 19 years later, Linux has 11,560,971 lines of code (version 2.6.30). Consequently, only chosen
aspects of the Linux kernel which are important for Crypto-SSE can be covered in this chapter.
The downside of such a fast growing kernel is an enduring need for keeping patches compatible with current
kernel releases. The Crypto-SSE patch, for example, is only applicable for version 2.6.30; neither for kernel
2.6.29, nor for kernel 2.6.31 the patch can be applied without manual intervention. With every new Linux
version, lines are not only added but some are modified, others are deleted. However, in principle the
Crypto-SSE patch is adaptable to all kernel versions of the 2.6 series with manageable overhead.
With the 2.6 series, the Linux kernel has reached a mature stage in its development cycle. Version 2.6.0 has
already been published in 2003 and there are no plans for version 2.8 or 3.0 today. Because major releases
always indicate architectural changes of the kernel design, and currently such changes are just not needed.
All current enhancements seem to fit perfectly into the 2.6 structure. Thus, the first two numbers of the Linux
versioning scheme became largely irrelevant during the last years. In other words, only the third number is
indicating the actual kernel nowadays. Sometimes there is also a fourth number (like 2.6.30.2). This fourth
number is used for bug and security fixes only, never for new features. The Crypto-SSE patch is applicable
to all 2.6.30.x kernels.

2.4.1 Kernel Development
Kernel development is considered as the most complex task in programming along with compiler construction.
Luckily, the Linux kernel has already gained an operative stage and the changes that have to be done by
Crypto-SSE are comparatively small. Even though, kernel development stays a challenging task because
of two prime causes: First of all, the kernel is just huge what makes it time-consuming to read through it.
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Secondly, and even more time-consuming, the kernel has to be booted for testing. No matter whether this is
done in virtual machines or on real hardware, it is slow and makes bugs frustrating.
On the other hand, the kernel is written by high skilled programmers. Admittedly, there is not much inline
documentation (depending on the author there is sometimes absolutely no documentation), but the code itself
is written mostly understandable. And compared to other OS kernels, there are many useful online resources:
The classic is the Linux Kernel Mailing List (LKML); a web-based forum is, e.g., KernelTrap; and several
online source browsers like The Linux Cross Referencer (LXR) exist as well. The online source browsers are
especially useful as they have indexed the entire kernel. It is possible to track function calls just by clicking
on their names. This is a great work simplification compared to basic utilities like grep.
Lastly there are tutorials [3] and books [11] which try to cover all topics of kernel development. Apparently
this is not possible and more often than not you cannot find the answer to your question in those resources.
It is better to browse through the kernel sources directly and to have a look how similar issues have been
solved. Due to rapid kernel development, books and tutorials are mostly out-of-date.
In the following, the development environment which has been used for Crypto-SSE is described briefly;
but at the end each developer prefers a different way. For Crypto-SSE, Debian Lenny has been used as
host, VIM as editor and the GNU toolchain (GCC/Make) for compiling. In principle the GNU Compiler
Collection is the only choice, because Linux has been written using GCC compiler directives which are not
interpreted correctly by other compilers like ICC (Intel C Compiler). The actual cipher implementations,
namely AES-SSE and DES-SSE, have been developed in small test environments and only after exhaustive
testing they have been integrated into the kernel. This is possible because cryptographic algorithms do not
interact with special functions of the kernel infrastructure. By contrast, Crypto-SSE makes changes to the
Linux boot process and must be developed directly in the kernel. This has been done using a minimal kernel
configuration to speed up the compilation time and boot process. At the beginning, small, console-based
virtual machines like Qemu and Bochs have been used (not GUI-based VMs like VirtualBox and VMware).
The benefit of Qemu is that it allows to boot Linux just by passing on the kernel binary as command line
parameter (qemu -kernel <bzImage> ). VirtualBox and VMware would require you to set up virtual hard
disks with an installed Linux. Anyhow, soon after it turned out that VMs are not qualified to run Crypto-SSE
(cf. Section 5.2.2) and the development process had to be switched to real hardware.

2.4.2 Kernel Debugging
Before writing kernel code, one should consider to setup a development system which allows for efficient
debugging. But the kernel cannot be traced by userland debuggers like GDB; the problem is the address
space of the kernel which is hidden from all userland processes, including GDB. Thus, GDB cannot be
used as an active kernel debugger which allows to set breakpoints or do single-stepping. It can only be used
as a passive tool to examine kernel core-dumps which have been created by reading from /proc/kcore.
Reading from this special file, the kernel creates a static memory image reflecting the current system
state.3 The memory image can be examined passively via gdb /usr/src/vmlinux /proc/kcore, where
/usr/src/vmlinux is a Linux kernel binary that has been compiled with debugging symbols.
To enable features like breakpoints and single-stepping for kernel debugging, a kernelspace debugger is
required. Such a debugger has not been available until Linux 2.6.26 since Linus himself does not believe in
the benefit of interactive debuggers [74]:
I happen to believe that not having a kernel debugger forces people to think about their
problem on a different level than with a debugger. [...] So I don’t make it part of the standard
distribution.
Therefore, the kernel debugger KGDB had to be applied as an external patch before Linux 2.6.26. However,
today KGDB is included into the mainline kernel and can be enabled through the configuration parameters
3 The

/proc filesystem is used by the kernel to export information. Each file under /proc is linked to a kernel function that generates
the file’s content dynamically when it is read. Many utilities like ps and top get their information from /proc. Hence, the /proc
filesystem is an alternative way to communicate with the kernel, beside system calls.
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KGDB and KGDB_SERIAL_CONSOLE. Nevertheless, KGDB is very inconvenient because two machines are

required: A development machine running GDB and a test machine running the kernel to be debugged. The
machines are connected to each other over a serial line; on the development machine one can set breakpoints
for the test machine and step through it.
A more convenient kernelspace debugger is KDB. The advantage of KDB is that it does not require a second
machine for debugging; it is possible to debug a kernel on the same machine it is running on. KDB is
independent of GDB (but has similar functionality) as the entire debugging process is running in kernelspace,
including the user interface. Once KDB has been compiled into the kernel, hitting the pause key starts the
debugger. KDB also starts when a breakpoint has reached or when a kernel oops occurs.
An oops is a kernel failure that does not necessarily lead to an unserviceable system state. After an oops, it
may still be possible to run KDB while other parts of the kernel are corrupt. An oops displays the contents
of CPU registers, the page descriptor tables and more. An oops can lead to a kernel panic; in contrary to
oops, a panic is always a fatal error, meaning that it indicates an unrecoverable system state. When a panic is
raised, the last error message is printed out and the system is dropped into an endless idle loop. A physical
reset is the only escape.
An alternative approach to kernelspace debugging is virtual machine based debugging. Big VMs like
VirtualBox and VMware do not provide suitable debugging functionality, but the more lightweight VM
Bochs does. Bochs includes a GDB-like debugger which allows to set breakpoints inside the guest, to step
through it and to modify memory locations and registers. Such a VM based debugger is possible for Bochs as
Bochs emulates all hardware instructions in software. To the contrary, other VMs let most guest instructions
run natively on the host CPU. As a drawback, Bochs is terrible slow.
When not using debuggers at all, the Linux Magic System Request (SysRq) Key Hacks are useful in addition
to “printf debugging”. The SysRq hacks are keyboard shortcuts which allow to manage and examine a
running kernel. The kernel responds to these shortcuts immediately, unless it is completely crashed. For
example, the following shortcuts are available:4
• Alt-SysRq-b: Reboot
• Alt-SysRq-c: Crash dump
• Alt-SysRq-i: Kill all processes
• Alt-SysRq-m: Print memory information
• Alt-SysRq-p: Print CPU registers
• Alt-SysRq-t: Print all active tasks
Advanced debugging functionalities like breakpoints and single-stepping are not supported. The kernel needs
to be compiled with the configuration parameter CONFIG_MAGIC_SYSRQ in order to use these shortcuts. On
the x86 architecture, the SysRq key is “Print Screen”.

2.4.3 Scheduling and Interrupt Handling
Scheduling is one of the core tasks of all operating systems. While a round-robin scheduler is simple in
theory, scheduling can become quite complex by optimization requirements of real operating systems. With
Linux 2.6.0 a complete new, high-performance scheduler was introduced, the so called O(1)-scheduler [1].
O(1) refers to its constant complexity, independent of the actual number of tasks. With Linux 2.6.23 again
a new scheduler was introduced: the Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS). This scheduler performs better on
multi-core architectures, the upcoming CPU technology of the last years.
However, the exact algorithm of the scheduler is not covered in this section as it is not important for AES-SSE.
For AES-SSE it is only important how to get code being executed atomically under Linux, i.e., how to
pause the scheduler. Recall that AES-SSE must be executed atomically in order to avoid context switching.
4 For
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AES-SSE uses GPRs and thus, GPRs contain sensitive data while encryption is active. Atomicity can
effectively prevent the GPRs from being swapped out into RAM while they contain sensitive data.
A long time ago, Kernel 2.4 was non-preemptive, meaning that kernel code was always executed atomically.
Interrupts, exception handlers and system calls were never preempted by the scheduler. Then, with Linux
2.6, kernel preemption has been introduced to perform better for interactive and real-time applications.
Time-consuming kernel tasks can be interrupted in favor of userland tasks now. Indeed, this is a benefit
for the reactivity of desktop applications, but unfortunately it implies extra work for AES-SSE. To run in
an atomic section, AES-SSE must be locked against preemption. When preemption has been introduced,
the functions preempt_disable() and preempt_enable() were introduced as well; they allow for the
protection of critical sections.
But disabling preemption is not sufficient to guarantee atomicity since hardware interrupts may still occur.
Interrupt requests (IRQs) lead to the execution of respective interrupt handlers and interrupt handlers in turn
can swap out GPRs to RAM. In fact, the scheduler is invoked by IRQs as well, by timing interrupts to be more
precise. So what is more important than calling preempt_disable() is to call local_irq_disable()
to disable interrupts right after the critical section has been entered. Right before the critical section is left,
its counterpart local_irq_enable() must be called to re-enable interrupts. The prefix local_ indicates
that interrupts are only disabled on the current CPU. In kernel 2.6 there is no support to disable interrupts for
all CPUs.
Having multiple CPUs, i.e., running a symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) system, the protection of critical
sections is more complex. Several CPUs can execute different kernel threads in parallel. Generally such
situations are solved by spin locks or semaphores. A spin lock is held by only one thread; the other threads
(i.e., the other CPUs) poll it in a busy loop. Polling is inefficient and should only be used to protect very short
code sections – not to protect entire cipher algorithms. A semaphore is more flexible and threads waiting on
it can go to sleep. But fortunately, neither the spin lock nor the semaphore mechanism must be used since
AES-SSE does not have to run atomically regarding all CPUs. Atomicity regarding one CPU is sufficient
since the register sets are unique for each separate CPU.
Anyhow, AES-SSE has to ensure that all encryption and decryption instances are always performed on the
same CPU, say CPU0. Because the secret key is stored only in one specific CPU. A kernel thread can be
forced to run on a specific CPU using the function sched_setaffinity().

2.4.4 Cryptographic API
Linux 2.6 was developed on the basis of the 2.4 series since 2001 and first published in 2003. During
this time, a new cryptographic API was developed for the kernel, mainly by Herbert Xu. Although this
Crypto-API aimed to support IPSec initially, it was designed in a generic way and has later been adopted
by other kernel components, like the WLAN protocol stack and disk encryption for example. Thus, it is
expedient to integrate AES-SSE into the Crypto-API. Existing disk encryption systems like dm-crypt can
easily be adapted to use AES-SSE then, because they already rely on the kernel Crypto-API. In other words:
No need to modify parts of the dm-crypt code or to write a disk encryption system from scratch. We just
have to integrate AES-SSE into the Crypto-API.
Basically the Crypto-API supports three types of algorithms: digests, ciphers and compressions. Digests
are hash functions like MD5 and SHA1; ciphers are symmetric key algorithms like AES and DES; and
compressions are algorithms like LZS and Deflate to achieve higher transmission rates. Obviously, AES-SSE
falls into the category of ciphers. Block modes like ECB and CBC do not have to be implemented for every
algorithm separately. Instead, the Crypto-API takes basic block ciphers and creates ECB and CBC versions
of them automatically. Thus, we only have to provide AES code which encrypts exactly one input block;
inputs of an arbitrary lengths are supported without the need to take care about CBC manually.
Another advantage is that the Crypto-API supports loading ciphers as kernel modules. Technically, Linux is
a monolithic Kernel, i.e., the entire OS is working in kernelspace, including device drivers, filesystems and,
for example, ciphers. This approach is efficient, but pure monolithic kernels cannot add new functionalities
during runtime. Nevertheless, Linux supports the dynamic loading of certain kernel parts as modules.
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Modules extend the functionality of the kernel without the need recompile it and without the need to reboot.
Not only users, but also developers benefit from this: After changing the AES-SSE module, it is not necessary
to reboot the machine, but sufficient to recompile and reload just the module. Unfortunately, this principle
can only be applied for the AES-SSE and DES-SSE ciphers itself. It cannot be applied for other parts of the
Crypto-SSE patch since deeper changes to the boot and wakeup sequences are not supported by modules.
Last but not least, the Crypto-API comes along with a built-in test manager. The test manager inspects
ciphers automatically for their correctness as soon as they get registered with the Crypto-API. Defining
AES-SSE as an implementation of AES, the test manager automatically proves whether some well known
AES test vectors can be passed.
The only drawback of the Crypto-API is its key management. The key management is not secure enough for
AES-SSE because it stores all keys in RAM. To avoid inconsistent kernel hacks concerning the Crypto-API,
it has been decided to pass on a pseudo key to the Crypto-API when using AES-SSE. Meaning that the
Crypto-API always manages a key; but in the case of AES-SSE this is just a dummy key. The real key is
managed separately by Crypto-SSE (see Section 3.1.1). In other words, the dummy key can be retrieved by
cold boot attacks but carries no sensitive information; the real key is safe.
Concluding, this section has been a high-level description of the Crypto-API. An example how to implement
a cipher for the Crypto-API in practice will follow in the implementation chapter (Section 3.2.4).

2.4.5 ACPI Support
The ACPI support of the Linux kernel is especially important for the work of this thesis since suspended
laptops have been identified as the class which is most vulnerable to cold boot attacks (cf. Section 1.1).
Without the ability to suspend and resume, laptop users would have to shut down their machines completely.
Thus, when implementing Crypto-SSE, proper ACPI support must be considered. Such a support is not
trivial as the contents of XMM registers, first and foremost the secret key, must get lost during suspend and
re-entered upon wakeup.
But first, let us have a look at ACPI in general: ACPI, short for Advanced Configuration and Power Interface,
is an industry standard on power management which is developed by HP, Intel, Microsoft, Phoenix and
Toshiba. It was invented as a replacement for Advanced Power Management (APM). APM is a power
standard which is solely based on hardware, meaning that the BIOS handles all power issues. Contrary to
that, ACPI brings power management under control of the operating system. For example, closing the laptop
lid, the operating system can decide whether to suspend or to shut down the machine (or do nothing). With
APM this was impossible as the operating system was just not aware of the closing event; instead it was
directly interpreted by hardware.
S TATE
S0
S1
S2/S3

S4
S5

D ESCRIPTION
Working state. CPU is fully up and running.
All caches are flushed. The CPU stops executing but is still supplied by low power so
that it can retain register contexts.
Suspend-to-RAM (also referred to as “Standby”). CPU is powered off completely but
RAM gets still refreshed. To preserve the CPU context, registers are copied to RAM.
The differences between S2 and S3 are marginal.
Suspend-to-Disk (also referred to as “Hibernation”). Both, CPU and RAM are powered
off. To preserve CPU and RAM contexts, their contents are copied to disk.
Soft off state. Machine is powered off and contexts are lost.
Figure 2.10: ACPI sleep states.

Table 2.10 lists the five ACPI sleep states S0 through S5. Beside these sleep states, ACPI encompasses
other states, such as performance states P x and device states Dx. But only the sleep states are important
for us, especially S2/S3 (Suspend-to-RAM) and S4 (Suspend-to-Disk). When talking about hibernation,
Suspend-to-Disk is meant in all cases; when talking about suspension, it can either refer to Suspend-to-RAM
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or to both, Suspend-to-Disk and Suspend-to-RAM. Important for the Paranoix live CD (cf. Chapter 4) is
only Suspend-to-RAM. A live CD cannot be suspended to disk as it does not use a hard disk at all.
Even though ACPI is an open standard [33], it could never be implemented very well in the Linux kernel.
Back in the days where APM was used, Linux’s support for power management was easy: The kernel was
just not aware of most power events. Well, the kernel could invoke suspension by a BIOS call, but from there
on everything was up to the hardware. With ACPI, power management can and must be fully controlled
by the OS. At the beginning, when Windows users were already enjoying full ACPI support, under Linux
nothing worked. Years later, ACPI support has been evolved, but it must still be considered as experimental.
Depending on the hardware, the sleep states are still not reliable. Thus, it is no wonder that Linus once said
[73]:
ACPI is a complete design disaster in every way. [...] If any Intel people are listening to this
and you had anything to do with ACPI, shoot yourself now
The problem with ACPI under Linux is that it involves device drivers and requires them to interact perfectly
with ACPI. Actually, many device drivers under Linux are anything but perfect in restoring the hardware state.
Oftentimes Linux drivers are based on reverse engineering of the respective Windows drivers. Too many
hardware vendors do neither provide open source drivers, nor closed Linux drivers, nor any documentation
about their product. The biggest problems are video cards; the most frequent ACPI bug under Linux is that
the screen stays blank on wakeup because the video card is not re-initialized correctly. Admittedly, this
problem has been mitigated in the last years, primarily by Intel people who provide good open source drivers
for mobile Intel graphics nowadays. However, problems remain with older systems, desktop systems and
some laptops with non-Intel video cards.
In the Linux source, ACPI functionality is implemented in the directory /kernel/power. The Crypto-SSE
patch does alter some files of this directory in order to get a key prompt to be displayed upon wakeup. That
is, when resuming from suspend mode, one of the first actions of the kernel is to ask the user to re-enter the
secret key. It must be avoided that any encryption activity restarts before the key has been re-entered since a
zero key would destroy the encrypted filesystem. More on this in the implementation chapter (Section 3.1.1).

2.4.6 Source Tree
The first question that comes up when writing kernel code is where to place the code. Early development
versions of AES-SSE used an separate directory called aesse at top level of the Linux source hierarchy.
Obviously, this has not been the best choice. Soon after, AES-SSE was integrated into appropriate kernel
directories and files. The following list gives an overview about the Linux source tree; directories that contain
code of the Crypto-SSE patch are marked as bold.
• arch/x86: x86 specific code
– boot: x86 boot process
– crypto: x86 optimized ciphers
• block: Block device drivers
• crypto: Crypto-API
• drivers: Hardware drivers
• firmware: Firmware
• fs: File systems
• include: Header files
• init: Platform independent boot process
• ipc: Inter process communication
• kernel: Scheduling and interrupt handling
• lib: Kernel library
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• mm: Memory management
• net: Network protocol stacks
• security: Security enhanced Linux (SELinux)
• sound: Sound card drivers
• virt: Kernel based virtual machine drivers
SSE is x86 specific and so is the Crypto-SSE patch. Most of the patch is going to arch/x86/crypto/,
including the actual AES-SSE and DES-SSE implementations; crypto/ contains files of the kernel CryptoAPI; in arch/x86/boot/ the x86 boot sequence is patched to disable SSE; include/crypto/cryptosse.h is a unified header file for public Crypto-SSE functions; and so forth. All this becomes clearer in the
immediately next chapter, the implementation chapter.
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This chapter is about the actual implementation of Crypto-SSE, AES-SSE and, briefly, DES-SSE. Section 3.1
studies Crypto-SSE and its changes to the kernel code. The pure Crypto-SSE patch can be seen as a
framework for cold boot resistant ciphers. That is, Crypto-SSE deals with key management, scheduling,
context switching, CPU affinity, ACPI sleep modes etc. and the actual ciphers are loaded as kernel modules.
Crypto-SSE creates an environment which allows to execute ciphers in a cold boot resistant manner. It
cannot be implemented as a kernel module itself, because some of its changes concern the boot sequence
at a stage where the kernel is not yet able to load modules. Meaning that the kernel must be patched and
recompiled in order to install Crypto-SSE.
In Section 3.2, the AES-SSE cipher module is described. Roughly speaking two implementations of AESSSE have been created during this thesis: One that is close to the official AES publication (FIPS-197 [21]),
easier to understand, but inefficient. And one that is close to the optimized version by Brian Gladman [28],
more efficient, but obfuscated. Both implementations are explained here. Section 3.3 treats DES-SSE briefly,
another cipher module. DES-SSE is treated only briefly because the basics of writing cold boot resistant
ciphers are already clear from AES-SSE. It is just an adaption of the same principles to another cipher.
This chapter covers all kernel implementations. Further programming work has been done for the userland,
in the course of Paranoix. Paranoix and its userland implementations are explained separately in Chapter 4.
Neither the userland implementations, nor the kernel patch can be discussed in all technical detail. Alone the
kernel patch consists of more than 5000 lines of code. Thus, more emphasis is put on explaining the design
choices behind the code. Code listings are discussed as little as possible. If such listings are given, however,
they do not necessarily reflect the respective kernel parts exactly but may be simplified to their important
message.
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3.1 Crypto-SSE
The idea behind the separation of Crypto-SSE and AES-SSE was to provide a framework which allows for
different cold boot resistant ciphers. Earlier development versions under the codename AESSE supported
only the AES cipher, and its implementation was compiled directly into the kernel, without module support.
Later on, AESSE was split up into Crypto-SSE, the part which remains in the kernel, and AES-SSE, the part
which can be loaded as module. After AESSE has been split up, the need for a second cipher module came
up – just to proof the independence of Crypto-SSE and AES-SSE. Thus, DES-SSE has been implemented.
And just because it is a small step from DES to 3DES, 3DES-SSE has been implemented as well.
All three cipher modules, namely AES-SSE, DES-SSE and 3DES-SSE, can be loaded and unloaded
dynamically during runtime. They can even be used in parallel. In that case they have to share one key
because there is not enough space in the SSE registers to store a second key. But apart from that, different
cipher modules are acting independently from each other.

3.1.1 Key Management
Two SSE registers are reserved for the secret key: XMM0 and XMM1, altogether 256 bits. Each cipher
module takes as many key bits from these registers as it needs; that is, respectively, 128, 192 and 256 bits for
AES, 56 bits for DES and 168 bits (or 112 bits1 ) for 3DES. The task of Crypto-SSE key management is to
keep XMM0 and XMM1 filled up with a secret key. Regarding this, several questions arise: When do we
have to read in the key, where do we read the key from and how do we avoid that the key enters RAM?
The answer to the first question can be given quickly: The key has to be read early during boot and early upon
wakeup, before any userland process is started, i.e., directly in kernelspace. The operating system needs to
now the secret key in order to access the disk. Thus, during boot the key must be read before any scrambled
disk is mounted. And upon wakeup the key must be read before disk encryption resumes; otherwise the
encrypted filesystem would be damaged due to the use of a zero key. (Recall that the SSE registers are reset
to zero after wakeup because during ACPI suspend, the CPU is switched off. The OS cannot restore the SSE
state automatically since a backup of the SSE registers in RAM is avoided by us intentionally.)
In principle, the same method can be used for both, reading the key during boot and reading it upon wakeup.
But upon wakeup it has additionally to be ensured that the new key is equal to the one it was before
suspension. A wrongly entered key would have the same effect as a zero key, namely damage to mounted
crypto filesystems. To be able to compare the keys before and after ACPI suspend, their SHA-256 hashes are
stored in RAM. Unlike the key itself, the hash value of a key is safe to go to RAM.
An associated benefit of reading the key from kernelspace is that the key is kept back from all hazards of the
userland. Such userland hazards encompass scheduling and context switching, because userland processes
cannot be executed atomically. Would it be possible to execute atomic userland processes, only one buggy or
malicious user thread could freeze the entire system. Thus, the high security requirements of Crypto-SSE
do not allow to read the key from userland. Because the userland does not provide full control over RAM
contents and scheduling, even not with root privileges.
The second question was: Where to read the key from? It is imaginable to read the key from a TPM, from
an USB stick or just as keyboard input. The first option is not a choice for this thesis because one of its
goals has been compatibility with standard hardware. From the remaining options the keyboard variant has
been chosen as it is safer (no risk to loose the stick). And since it would be inconvenient for the user to
input a 256-bit key in hexadecimal digits, the key is derived from a password. The password consists of 8 to
54 printable characters and the key is derived as SHA-256 digest from this password. Printable characters
mean all ASCII characters with a byte value between 0x20 and 0x7e. More than 54 characters would not
add security since brute force attacks against the key are more efficient than brute force attacks against
the password then (cf. Section 5.4.1). Note that eight characters have only been chosen as the absolute
minimum length of the password. Using this minimum is less secure than AES actually is; brute force attacks
1 There
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against the password would be more efficient than attacks against AES. It is up to the user to choose a strong
password.
The answer to the third question, i.e., how the key is kept back from RAM, is that the they is not kept back
from RAM – but it remains there only very shortly. As long as the key prompt is active, the password is
hold in a data structure which resides in RAM. As soon as a hash of the password has been stored in the
SSE key registers, all critical RAM locations are reset to zero. The critical RAM locations comprise the
password, the key and all intermediate states of the SHA-256 hash algorithm. To this end, the Crypto-SSE
patch comes with its own implementation of SHA-256. The kernel already provides SHA-256, but using this
implementation would pass control over to the Crypto-API; and the Crypto-API in turn may handle critical
RAM locations insecure regarding cold boot attacks.
In practice it is irrelevant that the password enters RAM shortly, because nobody performs a cold boot attack
just while you are entering the password. More critical is swapping: Once data has been stored on the disk, it
is very hard to erase it in such a way that it cannot be restored [31] [42]. Thus, it must be guaranteed that
swapping does never affect sensitive memory pages containing the password. Fortunately, this is already
achieved because the key prompt is executed in kernelspace – kernelspace is just not swappable [78].

Figure 3.1: Crypto-SSE key prompt during boot.

Figure 3.1 shows the Crypto-SSE key prompt, a basic console interface. Since the X window system is a
userland process under Linux there is no alternative to this. As you can see, after the password has been
entered and the key has been derived, Crypto-SSE asks the user to confirm a hash of the key. A hash of the
key is safe to be displayed, it is not the key itself. This confirmation has been integrated to protect the user
from typing errors. With a wrong password, the disk cannot be decrypted later on and a reboot would be
necessary in order to enter a new password. The system cannot verify whether the key is correct or not at
this stage during boot. Displaying a key hash is an effective measure to avoid this annoying situation.
Regarding this, the wakeup prompt differs from the boot prompt: Since Crypto-SSE can check whether or
not the key is valid upon wakeup, the user is not asked to confirm a key hash. Instead, the user is prompted
to re-enter the password if it has been entered wrong. To slow down brute force attacks, a wrong password
leads to a three seconds latency.
Most of the key management code is implemented in /arch/x86/crypto/crypto-sse_key.c, e.g.,
the key prompt and the SHA-256 algorithm. The interface to this code is exported by only one function:
crypto_sse_readkey (const char *device, int resume). This function is called at two locations. In init/main.c, during boot, it is called via crypto_sse_readkey ("/dev/console",0) and
in kernel/power/process.c, during wakeup, it is called via crypto_sse_readkey ("/dev/tty0",
1). The parameter resume indicates whether a new key should be read (0) or a previous one should be
restored (1). The string parameter device points to the console where the key prompt is to be displayed on.
This parameter differs because early in the boot process there are no TTY devices. Instead, there is just a
single console named /dev/console. Later, in a running Linux system, there are several virtual terminals,
usually /dev/tty1 (ALT-F1) through /dev/tty7 (ALT-F7); /dev/tty0 is an alias for the currently active
terminal.
In crypto_sse_readkey(), the password is read first. As soon as the password has been read, sha256
(password,key) is called. This function computes the SHA-256 digest of password and stores it in
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key. Writing the key into SSE registers is actually implemented in assembly, basically by two movdqu

instructions, each moving a 128-bit double-quadword from memory into XMM0 and XMM1, respectively.
Summarizing, Crypto-SSE keeps key management back from cipher implementations like AES-SSE and
DES-SSE. The cipher implementations can rely on valid key material in XMM0/XMM1 and thus, they
can be restricted to their cryptographic algorithms. As seen above, key management comes along with
modifications to the boot and wakeup sequences. This is one of the reasons why Crypto-SSE itself cannot be
loaded as module.

3.1.2 Userland Constraints
Crypto-SSE misuses the SSE registers for crypto; as seen above, the registers XMM0 and XMM1 are
permanently engaged to store the secret key. These registers must be protected against access by userland applications. As already stated in Section 2.1.2, it would be an unacceptable security flaw to allow unprivileged
processes to read or overwrite XMM0 and XMM1. Even if no malicious userland process accesses XMM0
and XMM1 on purpose, the risk remains that a user starts normal SSE applications which overwrite the
key accidentally. Once the key is overwritten, all encryption tasks are performed erroneous and scrambled
filesystem are destroyed.
Running an unpatched Linux kernel 2.4 or later, SSE is explicitly switched on by the OS during boot. For
downward compatibility with older operating systems, SSE is not enabled self-acting by the hardware. Thus,
we can disable SSE rather simple by patching Linux in a way that it just not enables SSE. Keeping SSE
generally disabled is an effective way to keep it back from userland. Userland processes have not sufficient
privileges to enable it themselves, because enabling and disabling SSE is a privileged task. To run AES-SSE,
SSE gets explicitly enabled by the OS for a limited time. More technically, SSE can be enabled through CPU
control register CR4; Figure 3.2 shows which flags have to be set. Note that there is no way to protect only
the key registers XMM0 and XMM1 – either all SSE registers are disabled through CR4 or none of them.
/* Enable SSE: Set CR4.OSFXSR (bit 9)
* and CR4.OSXMMEXCPT (bit 10)
*/
mov
eax,cr4
or
eax,0x600
mov
cr4,eax
/* Disable SSE: Clear CR4.OSFXSR (bit 9)
* and CR4.OSXMMEXCPT (bit 10)
*/
mov
eax,cr4
and
eax,0xfffff9ff
mov
cr4,eax

Figure 3.2: Enabling and disabling of SSE.

asm("cpuid"
: "=a" (*eax),
"=b" (*ebx),
"=c" (*ecx),
"=d" (*edx)
: "0" (*eax), "2" (*ecx));
+ /* forge cpuid: no SSE */
+
*edx &= 0xf9ffffff;
+
*ecx &= 0xffe7fdfe;

Figure 3.3: Forging the CPUID.

The art of kernel patching is to find appropriate code lines which allow to fix an issue at its origin. To disable
SSE, the cpuid instruction has been identified as the origin. Roughly speaking, the cpuid instruction asks
the processor for a list of supported features. The answer is given in the form of flags written to general
purpose registers. The following flags are of interest for us: SSE (edx.25), SSE2 (edx.26), SSE3 (ecx.0),
SSSE3 (ecx.9), SSE4.1 (ecx.19) and SSE4.2 (ecx.20). If the answer of cpuid could be forged in a
way that all these flags are set to zero, the Linux kernel would effectively be prevented from enabling SSE.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to change the answer of cpuid on hardware-level, i.e., there is no assembler
instruction which allows us to define the features published by cpuid. Instead, the kernel must be searched
for all occurrences of cpuid and its answer must be forged on software-level.
Technically, three occurrences of cpuid must be patched: one in arch/x86/boot/cpucheck.c and two
in arch/x86/include/asm/processor.h. Note that only one occurrence would have been enough; it
must be considered as kernel inconsistency that cpucheck.c does not use the cpuid wrapper which is
already defined in processor.h. Anyway, Figure 3.3 exemplarily shows the patch for processor.h (the
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other patches are analogous). Bit 25 and 26 of EDX (= 0xf 9f f f f f f ) are reset to zero and bit 0, 9, 19
and 20 of ECX (= 0xf f e7f df e) are reset to zero as well. Of course, forging takes place immediately after
cpuid is executed and before any other kernel function makes use of it.
This leads to the fact that the entire kernel believes there is no SSE present, including the following nice
consequences: First of all, SSE is not enabled during boot and thus, userland applications are successfully
restrained from using it. Secondly, the kernel itself is also restrained from using it and hence, it becomes
needless to patch all kernel lines making use of SSE separately. From now on, meaning with the patch
that has been shown above, even the kernel cannot access SSE registers. SSE is disabled on startup, stays
disabled on boot and, unless it is explicitly enabled for AES-SSE, each attempt to use it leads to a general
protection fault.2 So, the trick to forge the CPUID leads us to a relatively small patch with a relatively big
impact. As we will see in the next section, this patch even helps in controlling context switches.

3.1.3 Context Switches
Unlike scheduling, context switching is a highly architecture-dependent task; nevertheless, both are closely
related. Whenever the scheduler decides to switch from one task to another, an architecture-dependent
routine is called to perform context switching. During context switching, the old register states are stored to
memory and those of the new thread are initialized. Under Crypto-SSE, both must be prevented: Firstly, the
state of SSE registers must not be stored to memory and secondly, the SSE registers must not be initialized
when a new process is started. The former would allow an attacker to retrieve the key, the latter would simply
destroy the key.
Interestingly, none of these situations must be prevented explicitly. Instead, context switching is already
patched by the changes which have been introduced in the last section, i.e., forging the CPUID does fix the
context switching issue. As this may not be self-evident, let us have a look how it really works:
Context switching is one of the most performance critical operations and can become very expensive as it
is executed several times per second. Therefore, it is highly optimized and does not store or restore SSE
registers usually – even not in a system where SSE is enabled. SSE encompasses eight registers, 128-bit
each; that is 1 kilobit in total and much more than all general purpose registers together. Since SSE is hardly
in use today, it would be an unnecessary performance drawback to backup these registers between threads
which do not use them. Consequently, the Linux kernel saves the SSE context only if it has been used.
To figure out if a thread uses SSE or not, the Linux kernel is supported by hardware: The TS flag (task switch,
bit 3 of CR0) allows to delay the saving of SSE registers until an SSE instruction is used. The processor sets
this flag on every task switch and tests it before executing SSE. If the TS flag is still set while a task calls
SSE, an exception is raised prior to the execution of SSE and the flag is reset. Only then, the fault handler of
the exception saves the SSE context. Hence, for tasks which never call SSE instructions, the SSE context is
never saved [39].
When such an exception is raised, the Linux kernel calls math_state_restore() in arch/x86/kernel/
traps.c. This function saves the current math context, namely the FPU and XMM registers, and restores
the math context of the next process. This is supported by two hardware instructions: fxsave and fxrstor.
These instructions save and restore the FPU and XMM registers all at once (therefore “fx”). Before SSE was
available, fsave and frstor were used to save and restore only the FPU registers. Thus, what the kernel
function math_state_restore() actually does is to check whether or not SSE is available and to call
the corresponding hardware instructions – either fxsave/fxrstor or fsave/frstor. As a Crypto-SSE
patched kernel always believes there is no SSE, the latter is called and SSE contexts are not saved/restored.
Insofar, we can consider context switching as secure for now – at least concerning the SSE register set.
Concerning the general purpose registers, context switching is not secure yet. By now, it is guaranteed that
XMM registers are never going to RAM, but GPRs can still go to RAM. The GPRs are saved independently
of the fxsave/fsave procedure in any event. As we will see in Section 3.2, the GPRs are also involved in
the computations of AES-SSE and contain sensitive information like rows and columns of the AES state.
2A

general protection fault is an interrupt which is raised by the processor to signal a violation of its protection mechanisms.
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These information must be prevented from going to RAM. (Admittedly, a row or a column is by no means as
critical as the entire key, but all attempts of cryptanalysis must be obviated. When intermediate states of
AES-SSE could be retrieved by an attacker, AES-SSE would be less secure than AES actually is, i.e., the
effective key lengths of AES-SSE would be shortened.)
So GPRs contain sensitive information; but GPRs cannot be simply kept back from RAM like XMM registers.
All processes rely on GPRs and thus, their context must definitely be saved and restored during context
switches. The only possibility to keep the GPRs back from RAM is to let AES-SSE reset them before a
context switch takes place. However, as scheduling is relatively unpredictable, it is almost impossible for
AES-SSE to forecast the next context switch. Therefore, the scheduler is just deactivated during AES-SSE,
meaning that AES-SSE is executed atomically. This does effectively prevent context switching while
AES-SSE is running and consequently it protects the sensitive information in GPRs.
The atomic section is entered before AES-SSE starts encrypting a block and is not left before this block has
been finished. In other words: The scope of atomicity is the encryption of one block; between two blocks the
scheduler can decide to run other tasks. This scope has been chosen for two reasons: A smaller scope, e.g.,
on the basis of half blocks, is associated with the problem that intermediate results would get lost between
the execution units. A bigger scope, e.g., on the basis of two blocks, is associated with the problem that it is
hard to forecast how many blocks will follow since block chaining is managed by the Crypto-API, not by
AES-SSE itself.
local_irq_save(irq_flags);
local_irq_disable();
preempt_disable();
...
preempt_enable();
local_irq_restore(irq_flags);

//
//
//
//
//
//

save interrupt state
disable interrupts
halt scheduler
atomic section
continue scheduler
restore interrupts

Figure 3.4: Atomic sections in the Linux kernel.

Technically, an atomic section inside the Linux kernel can be entered by disabling interrupts and by halting
the scheduler (cf. Figure 3.4). The scheduler can be halted by preempt_disable() and continued by
preempt_enable(). These calls are reentrant, that is preempt_disable() can be called n times and
preemption is only be enabled again when preempt_enable() has been called n times. Thus, we do not
have to take care whether or not the scheduler has already been halted when calling AES-SSE. Interrupts
can be disabled by local_irq_disable() and re-enabled by local_irq_enable(). These calls are
not reentrant, that is they cannot be nested. Once local_irq_enable() is called, interrupts are enabled,
disregarding how many local_irq_disable() calls have been done before. Thus, it is dangerous to call
local_irq_enable() directly. Instead, local_irq_save() and local_irq_restore() are used for
Crypto-SSE. These functions ensure that interrupts are restored to the state they had before.

3.1.4 Debugging System Calls
System calls provide the userland with kernelspace functionality. For Crypto-SSE five system calls have
been introduced which allow a privileged user to read and write SSE registers from userland. Without these
system calls there is no way to change or observe the secret SSE key from userland, because userland access
has explicitly been disabled for SSE. Well, the system calls provided by Crypto-SSE might be convenient for
debugging, but they should never be used in a production system, only during development. They should
even not be compiled into the kernel of a production system. Using system calls to read and write the SSE
key, the key is necessarily going to RAM. Once the key has entered userland address space, it is vulnerable
to cold boot attacks; and worse, even vulnerable to swapping. Moreover, if used careless, such a system call
can overwrite the SSE registers with a wrong key, leading to the destruction of mounted crypto file systems.
Anyhow, for debugging these system calls are meaningful. Technically, system calls are invoked by numbers,
not by their names. For the x86 architecture, these numbers are defined in the file arch/x86/kernel/
syscall_table_32.S. The Crypto-SSE system calls are assigned to the numbers starting with 335 (cf.
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Figure 3.5). Their implementations can be found in arch/x86/crypto/crypto-sse_debug.c. Their
functionality is defined as follows:
• sys_sse_getenckey: Reads the encryption key (registers XMM0 and XMM1).
• sys_sse_getdeckey: Reads the decryption key (registers XMM2 and XMM3).3
• sys_sse_getkeylen: Reads the key length of the encryption key.
• sys_sse_setenckey: Sets the encryption key (registers XMM0 and XMM1) and the key length.
• sys_sse_setdeckey: Sets the decryption key (registers XMM2 and XMM3).
Implementing system calls, data has to be transferred between user- and kernelspace. User applications cannot
access addresses of the kernelspace and the kernel in turn cannot access addresses of the userspace without
conversion. Due to virtual memory, userland pointers are not valid within the kernel. Fortunately, the kernel
already provides two functions which can convert between user and kernel addresses: copy_from_user()
and copy_to_user().

arch/x86/kernel/syscall_table_32.S:
.long
.long
.long
.long
.long

sys_sse_getenckey
sys_sse_getdeckey
sys_sse_getkeylen
sys_sse_setenckey
sys_sse_setdeckey

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

335
336
337
338
339

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

/* Check permissions */
if (!capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN))
return -EPERM;
/* Copy key from userspace to kernelspace */
if ((err = copy_from_user(key,ukey,keylen)))
return err;
/* Set key and key length */
crypto_sse_setenckey(key, keylen);

Figure 3.5: Debugging syscalls overview.

Figure 3.6: Set encryption key syscall.

Another issue that comes up when implementing system calls are user privileges. When privileges are not
checked explicitly, new system calls are allowed to be executed by all users. This policy would make the
debugging system calls even more insecure and Crypto-SSE vulnerable to local, unprivileged attacks. Thus,
the debugging system calls are restricted to superuser privileges. Again, there is a predefined kernel function
that supports us: capable(CAP_SYS_ADMIN) checks if the caller has administrative permissions.
Figure 3.6 shows a simplified version of the system call sys_sse_setenckey. First it checks the permissions, then it copies the key from userland into kernelspace and finally it calls an assembly function setting
the key.
Concluding, the system calls which have been presented in this section are very helpful for debugging.
Without these system calls it would not be possible to set and monitor SSE registers without rebooting. But
from a security point of view they are critical and should not be compiled into production kernels. Paranoix,
for example, does not support these system calls. The only possibility to change the secret SSE key in
Paranoix is to reboot the machine.

3.1.5 Framework
In this section, the Crypto-SSE interface for cipher modules like AES-SSE and DES-SSE is introduced.
As stated above, Crypto-SSE can be seen as a framework for cold boot resistant ciphers. Most notable it
encapsulates the key management, handling of atomic sections and enabling/disabling of SSE. AES-SSE and
DES-SSE do not have to care about these tasks when they implement the Crypto-SSE interface properly. In
general, all cipher modules can focus on their cryptographic algorithm; everything else is managed by the
framework.
All changes to the environment which are done by Crypto-SSE before an encryption takes place are denoted to
as Crypto-SSE prologue. All changes which are performed afterwards are denoted to as Crypto-SSE epilogue.
The prologue prepares the environment for the execution of AES-SSE by 1) disabling interrupts, 2) halting
3 The

actual meaning of “decryption key” is covered in Section 3.2.
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the scheduler and 3) enabling SSE. The epilogue restores the environment afterwards by 1) disabling SSE,
2) resuming the scheduler and 3) enabling interrupts. Additionally, the prologue needs to care about the CPU
affinity on SMP systems: Encryption must take place on the same CPU which has been used to store the key.
Hence, all crypto tasks are moved to CPU0.
But the prologue and the epilogue are not published as such by Crypto-SSE; instead two interfaces are
published which allow to register callback functions:
• crypto_sse_encrypt(u8 *dst, u8 *src, void (*enc_blk)(u8*, u8*, int)
• crypto_sse_decrypt(u8 *dst, u8 *src, void (*dec_blk)(u8*, u8*, int)
The first interface function allows for the registration of an encryption procedure, the latter for the registration
of a decryption procedure. The most interesting parameter of these functions is the third parameter which is a
pointer to the actual callback function. The other two parameters are just the arguments which are passed on
to this callback function. For encryption, src is the plaintext and dst is the scrambled block; for decryption
it is the other way around.
Cipher modules have to declare only two functions: encrypting a block and decrypting a block. These two
functions are passed on as arguments to the Crypto-SSE framework, via the interface definitions above.
Crypto-SSE executes these functions while taking care about the environment, i.e., it automatically calls the
prologue before encryption and the epilogue afterwards.
void crypto_sse_encrypt(u8 *dst, u8 *src, void (*enc_blk)(u8*, u8*, int)) {
if (cpus > 1) {
cpumask_set_cpu(0,&cmask);
sched_setaffinity(0,&cmask);
}

// Force to run on CPU0

local_irq_save(irq_flags);
local_irq_disable();
preempt_disable();
enable_sse();

// Prologue: Enter atomic SSE section

(*enc_blk)(dst,src,key_length);

// Actual Encryption (callback)

disable_sse();
preempt_enable();
local_irq_restore(irq_flags);

// Epilogue: Leave atomic SSE section

}

Figure 3.7: Implementation of the Crypto-SSE interface function for encryption.

Figure 3.7 shows a simplified version of the interface function for encryption; the case for decryption
is analogous. As you can see, first the prologue is executed, then the actual encryption is performed by
a callback and finally the prologue is executed. The implementation of this interface function can be
found in arch/x86/crypto/crypto-sse_glue.c; prototypes are defined in in the header file include/
crypto/crypto-sse.h. Cipher modules which want to make use of the Crypto-SSE framework only have
to include this header.

3.2 AES-SSE
AES-SSE is an implementation of AES solely on CPU registers, in particular on SSE and general purpose
registers. After the plaintext block has been read, nothing but the output block is written back to RAM. Well,
AES-SSE involves RAM for reading (RAM is used as storage for S-boxes, constants and the code itself),
but this does not affect cold boot resistance. Important is only that no sensitive information is written to
RAM. Such a restrictive policy has far-reaching consequences: The stack cannot be used, leading to a code
where all variables must be stored within registers. And since operations like push and pop comprise the
stack, too, they are not allowed to get used. I.e., all registers need to have global validity. This in turn affects
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subfunction calls. Every subfunction must preserve the registers which are used by the calling function. And
function parameters cannot be passed on via stack, instead they must be passed on via registers. As you
might have expected, this leads quickly to an extreme shortage of space.
And thus, it was anything but clear at the beginning of this thesis whether or not such an implementation is
ever possible. As it was the most important prerequisite for this thesis, it had to be proven early. Consequently,
an early version of AES-SSE was written as stand-alone project. Meaning that from a historical point of
view, AES-SSE is older than Crypto-SSE.
Today, two implementations of AES-SSE exist and one is being planned. All of them are presented in this
section: The first one is very close to the original FIPS-197 document [21]. This is the most interesting
implementation, because the parallels of AES and AES-SSE are evident. But unfortunately it is also the most
inefficient one. Thus, for the final release of AES-SSE a more optimized implementation has been created,
one that is very close to the ideas of Brian Gladman [27] [28]. This implementation is less interesting since
it primarily uses table lookups instead of algorithmic computations. Lastly, an implementation which makes
use of Intel’s AES instruction set [30] is sketched. This one has not be realized yet (since Intel’s AES
instructions are too new), but it is expected to be even more efficient than the Gladman variant and to become
the preferred implementation of AES-SSE one day. Finally, in Section 3.2.4, the integration of AES-SSE
into the Linux kernel is discussed, i.e., how the algorithm can be encapsulated in a loadable kernel module
which complies with the Crypto-API and Crypto-SSE.
Technically the three implementations differ considerably. Nevertheless, the basic design choices are constant.
Storing key material in registers would already defeat classic cold boot attacks, but the guideline for this
thesis goes one step further: No intermediate state and no local variable, even not a loop counter, ever goes
to RAM. This strict guideline was enforced to anticipate all cryptanalysts. Assume an attacker could find
the input block as well as the input block XOR-ed with the first round key in RAM. XOR-ing both findings
immediately leads to the first round key. Hence, no intermediate states of AES must be stored in RAM. And
to avoid unexpected flaws of the implementation, it has been decided that absolutely no variable is going to
RAM.
According to FIPS-197 [21], each implementation of AES should support at least one of the three key
lengths 128, 192 and 256 bits. The AES-SSE implementations presented here support all three key lengths.
Neither for 256-bit, nor for 192-bit, nor for 128-bit, any of the implementations can store the entire key
schedule. There is just much too less storage available in CPU registers. Thus, the key schedule is computed
on-the-fly, resulting in a significant performance penalty compared to standard AES implementations. All
three AES-SSE implementations are equally affected by this drawback.
The AES-SSE implementations are written entirely in assembly language. Using SSE registers in a nonstandard way is not supported by usual C compilers, nor by any other high-level language. All common
compilers require the stack and store variables in RAM. Such compilers are not suitable to write AES-SSE
code since RAM usage must strictly be avoided. Using assembler seems to be the only option.
Well, writing an own compiler or finding a very specialized compiler would be another option. There is one
special C compiler, ROMCC, which generates code that runs solely on processor registers [4]. This compiler
was designed in the course of the open source BIOS Coreboot, in order to use C programs even before RAM
has been initialized. All variables are stored in registers, no stack is used.4 Basically, a stackless compiler
like ROMCC could have been used for AES-SSE as well. But ROMCC makes use of the XMM registers
“in some way”; for AES-SSE we need a compiler that makes use of XMM0 and XMM1 in a definite way.
XMM0 and XMM1 must be used as key storage, since the Crypto-SSE key management stores the keys
there. Consequently, ROMCC cannot be used out of the box and needs to be patched. It has been decided
not to patch ROMCC, but to write AES-SSE directly in assembly. But from where we stand today, it would
be an interesting future task to write a “Crypto-SSE C Compiler” on the basis of ROMCC, because it would
simplify the implementation of future projects like MARS-SSE, RC6-SSE or Twofish-SSE.

4 In

the meantime, ROMCC is obsolete; it has been replaced by Cache-as-RAM [8].
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3.2.1 Implementation close to FIPS-197
In this section an algorithmic implementation of AES-SSE is presented. This one complies most with the
official FIPS-197 document [21]. Historically this has been the first implementation. Later it turned out
that its decryption is more than 70 times slower than that of Linux’s standard AES implementation, which
uses the Gladman algorithm. Today, the implementation presented here has no practical relevance, but it is
best for educational purposes. The close connection of AES, as it was described in Section 2.2.2, with the
implementation that is given now, makes it easy to understand why such an implementation is possible at all.
As it has been done in Section 2.2.2, too, this section focuses primarily on AES encryption; decryption
is mentioned by only a few words. Explaining the decryption in full detail would mostly be redundant.
Furthermore the expositions here are oftentimes restricted to the case of AES-128, as this is the most easiest
variant. But since the real AES-SSE implementation can deal with 192- and 256-bit, all three key lengths
have to be taken into account for register allocations. For the 128-bit case, there seems to be plenty of free
space; but the opposite is true for 256 bits.
The listings in this section are simplified; more than the C listings in the last section, because assembler code
quickly becomes lengthy. And unlike C, there is no unified syntax for the assembly language. Basically there
are two competing syntaxes: AT&T syntax and Intel syntax [47]. The AT&T one is used by tools of the GNU
Compiler Collection, e.g., by GCC (for inline assembly) or GAS (for pure assembly). As the Linux kernel is
compiled by the GNU toolchain, AES-SSE is written in AT&T syntax. Despite that, the Intel syntax has
been chosen for illustrations in this thesis as it increases readability significantly. The Intel syntax is used by
NASM and, of course, by Intel references.

%define
%define
%define
%define
%define
%define
%define
%define

renckey0
renckey1
rdeckey0
rdeckey1
rroundkey0
rroundkey1
rstate
rhelp

xmm0
xmm1
xmm2
xmm3
xmm4
xmm5
xmm6
xmm7

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

encryption key ( 0-127)
encryption key (128-255)
decryption key ( 0-127)
decryption key (128-255)
round key
( 0-127)
round key
(128-255)
current state
short-term usage

Figure 3.8: AES-SSE’s utilization of XMM registers.

Register Allocation Figure 3.8 illustrates the allocation of XMM registers as used by AES-SSE. The
key management of Crypto-SSE stores the encryption key in XMM0 and XMM1; AES-SSE itself computes
a decryption key and stores it in XMM2 and XMM3. “Decryption key” is a term that has been introduced
with AES-SSE and is not defined as such in the official AES documentation. Actually, the decryption key
is just equal to the last round key. It has been introduced to offer nearly equal performance for encryption
and decryption. Since decryption uses the key schedule in inverse order, and since there is no space to store
the entire key schedule, decryption would have to make an additional pass through the entire key schedule
before it can actually start. To avoid this extra pass, the last round key is stored as “decryption key”. So do
not confuse this term with asymmetric cryptography, where really a different key is used for decryption.
AES, as a symmetric block cipher, only knows a single secret key.
As shown in Section 2.2.2, new round keys can be calculated on the basis of the last round keys. For AES-128
new round keys can be calculated on the basis of one round key (128 bits), for AES-192 on the basis of one
and a half round key (192 bits) and for AES-256 on the basis of two round keys (256 bits). In any case it
is sufficient to store only the last two round keys at once. Thus, it is sufficient to reserve registers XMM4
and XMM5 as round key storage. The entire key schedule can be computed on-the-fly, using only these two
XMM registers (and some GPRs of course).
Regardless of the key length, the AES state is a 4 × 4 matrix of bytes. This matrix fits perfectly into the
128-bit register XMM6. In general there are several possibilities how to map a matrix to a flat register. Is the
matrix stored column-by-column or row-by-row? What is the byte-order, little or big endian? And what is
the column/row-order, left-to-right or right-to-left? For AES-SSE it has been defined as shown in Figure 3.9:
The matrix is stored column-by-column, the byte-order is little endian and the columns are stored from the
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Figure 3.9: Mapping of the AES state matrix onto XMM registers.

right to the left. This mapping does not only hold for the state matrix, but also for the round keys which can
effectively be interpreted as matrix, too. Note that it is sufficient to store only one state for AES-SSE. This
state is first equal to the user input, then it gets scrambled by the rounds and finally it contains the output.
There is no need to store any intermediate states separately.
The last XMM register is XMM7. This register has not a static meaning but is used dynamically for several
different tasks. It is primarily used as a helper register to overcome the limitations of the SSE instruction set.
For example, there is no SSE instruction which allows to move other words than the least significant one
between GPRs and XMM registers. So working on the second, third or fourth column, the communication
between GPRs and XMM registers can only be achieved via the detour of a 128-bit helping register. This
difficulty has already been mentioned in Section 2.3.2. It costs performance and additionally, it occupies an
XMM register.
Altogether the SSE registers are fully allocated now. There is not a single bit in any XMM register left. So
how do we perform the actual AES computations? With the help of general purpose registers.
The general purpose registers are utilized for different short- and mid-term tasks of the AES algorithm. None
of them has a long-term meaning such as the XMM key registers. In the majority of cases EBX, EDX, ESI
and EDI are used as a row or column of the AES state. Both, rows and columns, are four bytes long and
therefore they fit perfectly into 32-bit registers. Note that ESI and EDI are used in a non-standard way.
Normally ESI is used as source index and EDI as destination index for string operations. But since AES
does not employ strings at all, they can be exploited for other purposes.
EAX is also used for rows and columns occasionally, but mostly it is used for shorter entities, such as bytes.
ECX finally has a relative constant meaning: It is used to store round dependent variables, most noteworthy
the round counter. The round counter and other round dependent variables are stored in ECX at the same
time. It would be a waste to reserve an entire 32-bit register for a number that cannot exceed fourteen (at
most 14 rounds are performed in AES). Thus, ECX is virtually divided into four chunks: two 10-bit and two
6-bit chunks, resulting in space for four variables. The round counter fits into one of the 6-bit chunks.
Other registers than the XMM registers and the six GPRs mentioned above are not used. The registers
ESP and EBP cannot be used for AES-SSE as they have to preserve the stack and the base pointer. As
recently said, the stack is not used by AES-SSE as a storage for variables, but it is still needed to manage
subroutine calls; return instruction pointers are placed on the stack, for example. That is especially important
when returning to the operating system since invalid stack addresses in kernelspace crash the entire system.
Obviously, EIP cannot be used to store AES states for similar reasons; it must comprise a valid instruction
pointer by all means.
Encryption Loop Figure 3.10 shows the main loop of an AES-128 assembly implementation. It reflects
the pseudo code in Figure 2.3 fairly close. As stated above, the entire AES-SSE implementation presented
here is written close to the official FIPS-197 document. The only difference that stands out is the introduction
of GenNextRoundKey. This modification realizes the on-the-fly computation of the key schedule. Each
time before a round key is added to the state, it must be computed first. In contrast, all conventional AES
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movdqu
call

rroundkey0,renckey0
AddRoundKey

; Load first round key
; Add first round key

mov
ecx,9
encryption_loop:
call
SubBytes
call
ShiftRows
call
MixColumns
call
GenNextRoundKey
call
AddRoundKey
loop
encryption_loop

; Initialize round counter

call
call
call
call

; Last round without MixColumns

SubBytes
ShiftRows
GenNextRoundKey
AddRoundKey

; Normal encryption round

Figure 3.10: AES-SSE (128-bit) encryption loop.

implementations compute the key schedule once and store it permanently in RAM. This is impossible for
AES-SSE due to the memory shortage in CPU registers.
In the topmost line of Listing 3.10, the first round key is initialized with the encryption key. Remember
Figure 3.8 where we have defined aliases for the XMM registers: rroundkey0 stands for XMM4, and
renckey0 for XMM0. For better readability, only these aliases are used from now on.
AddRoundKey and GenNextRoundKey The subroutine AddRoundKey is by far the simplest one to
implement; it is an assembly one-liner: pxor rroundkey0,rstate. That is not only very short, but also
very efficient. Common AES implementations, i.e., such that do not make use of the SSE instruction set, need
at least four operations to add the round key (one per 32-bit chunk). Simple, byte-oriented implementations
perform even worse (16 operations). Nevertheless, this is one of the seldom examples where AES-SSE gains
performance – usually it is the other way around.

/* Transforms roundkey[], an array of four
* 32-bit words, to the next round key. */
for (i = 0; i < 4; i++)
tmp = roundkey[0]
if (i == 0)
tmp = RotWord(tmp)
tmp = SubWord(tmp)
tmp = Rcon ^ tmp
new = roundkey[3] ^ tmp
shiftleft(roundkey)
roundkey[0] = new

Figure 3.11: Generate next round key, pseudo code.

mov
ecx,4
gnrk_loop:
; take last and 4th last word
movd
esi,rroundkey0
shufps rroundkey0,rroundkey0,0x93
movd
edi,rroundkey0
shufps rroundkey0,rroundkey0,0x39
; if (i == 0)
cmp
ecx,0
jne
gnrk_skip
call
RotWord
call
SubWord
call
Rcon
; xor last and 4th last word
gnrk_skip:
xor
esi,edi
; insert new word
pslldq rroundkey0,4
movd
rhelp,esi
pxor
rroundkey0,rhelp
; loop
loop
gnrk_loop

Figure 3.12: Generate next round key, assembly.

Contrary to AddRoundKey, the implementation of GenNextRoundKey is more challenging. Especially the
AES-192 variant is fairly complex, but, as usual, we restrict ourselves to the simpler case of AES-128. First,
recall Listing 2.6; it shows a pseudo code which computes the entire key schedule at one stroke. What we
have to do now is to break this code down into smaller pieces, each computing only the next round key. This
can be achieved as listed in Figure 3.11: To create a new word (32-bit), the last word is simply XOR-ed with
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the fourth last word (possibly after some modifications). This is repeated four times until all words of the
round key (128-bit) are replaced. That is we are talking about an in-place expansion here. The expansion
works solely on roundkey[]: w3 w2 w1 w0 becomes w2 w1 w0 w30 , then w1 w0 w30 w20 , then w0 w30 w20 w10
and finally w30 w20 w10 w00 (the new round key). No extra storage is needed during this transformation.
The pseudo code for GenNextRoundKey shows that an on-the-fly and in-place key expansion for AES
is possible. This is a very space-saving solution, getting along with only one XMM register for AES128 (rroundkey0). For the case of AES-192 and AES-256 one additional XMM register is needed
(rroundkey1). All we are missing now is a translation of this code into real assembly; this is shown in
Figure 3.12. The assembly benefits from the fact that key expansion is based on words and words perfectly fit
into 32-bit GPRs: ESI holds the last word and EDI the fourth last word. As you can see, it is a little bit tricky
to get the fourth last word into EDI, because SSE does not provide any instructions to move other words than
the least significant one directly into GPRs. Therefore shufps is used to rotate the XMM register to the left
first. Another little workaround can be found at the end, when the new word is actually inserted: Indeed,
movd rroundkey0,esi would move ESI to the correct location in rroundkey0, but, unfortunately, it
would also reset the rest of rroundkey0 to zero. Thus, the detour via rhelp is necessary.
The implementations of RotWord, SubWord and Rcon have been skipped to keep the listing clearer, not
because of their complexity. Quite the contrary, they are fairly easy to implement. Rotating a word byte-wise
can be implemented as an assembly one-liner: ror esi,8; and SubWord can basically be implemented as
four subsequent table lookups; and Rcon is just the XOR-ing of ESI with a round constant.
mov
ecx,16
sb_loop:

; initialize loop counter

movd
movb
psrldq

eax,rstate
al,[sbox+al]
rstate,1

; take most right byte and subst. it

movd
pslldq
pxor

rhelp,eax
rhelp,15
rstate,rhelp

; re-insert the subst. byte on the left

loop

sb_loop

; jump back

Figure 3.13: Substitute all bytes of the current state.

SubBytes The next AES transformation is SubBytes. As its name suggests, each byte of the state is
substituted. There is a mathematical description for this substitution (cf. Section 2.2.2). But even in FIPS-197
it is stated that it is expedient to precompute the S-box. So the implementation which is presented here makes
use of a table lookup; it does not compute the substitution for each byte again and again. Do not confuse this
with Gladman’s algorithm; Gladman uses table lookups for almost everything, not just for SubBytes. A
precomputed S-box for SubBytes is widely in use and can be found in FIPS-197 [21], for example. It is
save to be stored in RAM, also for AES-SSE, since it is accessed in a read-only manner.
Figure 3.13 shows assembly code which substitutes all bytes of rstate consecutively in a loop. The
current byte is always read from the most right, meaning the least significant position of the state. To
get the next byte, the state is shifted by one byte to the right. The actual substitution takes place with
movb al,[sbox+al], where sbox points to the beginning of the S-box. Bytes which have been substituted
are immediately inserted into the state on the very left. Thus, the state circulates; old bytes are taken from
the right, new ones are inserted on the left. For the limited SSE instructions this seems to be the most
efficient and space-saving solution, because the circulation allows an in-place substitution. (But compared to
common AES implementations, which store the state in RAM and can access single bytes directly, it is still
inefficient.)
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mask:

db

maskn:

db

movdqu
pand
shufps
pand
pxor

0x00,0x00,0xff,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xff,0x00,
0x00,0x00,0xff,0x00,0x00,0x00,0xff,0x00
0xff,0xff,0x00,0xff,0xff,0xff,0x00,0xff,
0xff,0xff,0x00,0xff,0xff,0xff,0x00,0xff
rhelp,rstate
rhelp,[mask]
rhelp,rhelp,0x4e
rstate,[maskn]
rstate,rhelp

Figure 3.14: Rotate third row by two bytes to the left.

ShiftRows The second last transformation is ShiftRows. As described in Section 2.2.2, it rotates the
second row one byte to the left, the third row two bytes to the left, and the fourth row three bytes to the
left. The first row is not rotated. According to the documentation of Intel’s AES instruction set [30],
ShiftRows() can be implemented as a single instruction, namely as:
pshufb rstate,0x0b06010c07020d08030e09040f0a0500

The pshufb command supports byte permutation within an XMM register, but it belongs to SSSE3. One of
the design goals of AES-SSE has been to be compliant with SSE2 and hence, pshufb cannot be used, or not
only. We need a fallback solution for the case that SSSE3 is not available.
An excerpt of an SSE2 compliant implementation of ShiftRows is illustrated in Figure 3.14. To avoid
redundancy, only the rotation of the third row is shown; the other rows can be rotated analogously. The third
row is rotated two bytes to the left. Basically this is a fairly simple task, but the mapping of the AES state
onto XMM registers causes problems here. As defined above, the state matrix is mapped column-by-column,
not row-by-row. Consequently the bytes of a row are spread all over the XMM register, they do not border
each other. With SSE2 it is costly to address single bytes directly and independently from each other. Hence,
the solution shown in Figure 3.14 makes use of byte-masks. Byte-masks are applied onto the state in order to
filter out all bytes which do not belong to the row. To circumvent the destruction of rstate, the filter affects
only rhelp, which holds a copy of rstate. The filtered state in rhelp can then comfortably be rotated
using shufps.
MixColumns Of course, the AES state matrix could have been mapped row-by-row instead of columnby-column to simplify ShiftRows. Indeed, it would simplify the task for all row-based operations, but
naturally, it would complicate the task for column-based operations. Columns are used more frequently
in AES and the AES transformation MixColumns is complex enough – even with a column-by-column
mapping. Thus, it has been decided to keep the mapping as it is.
MixColumns is by far the costliest AES transformation. Compared to Gladman’s fast table lookups, most

performance is lost during this transformation. It can be expressed as a matrix multiplication (cf. Section
2.2.2). To keep the implementation of this matrix multiplication as efficient as possible, AES-SSE makes use
of xtime, which can be implemented as follows:
Recall that AES is based on a finite field arithmetic, i.e., bytes can be interpreted as polynomials. Also recall
that xtime is the multiplication by polynomial x. Roughly speaking, xtime can efficiently be implemented
as a left-shift since the notation x corresponds to byte 02h . More detailed, we also have to consider the most
significant bit as we are working in a finite field: If the most significant bit is 1 and gets shifted out by the
multiplication, we need to add x4 + x3 + x + 1 (byte 1bh ).5 Expressed as a mathematical formula:

xtime(a) =

(a6 , ..., a0 , 0) if a7 = 0
(a6 , ..., a0 , 0) ⊕ (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1) if a7 = 1

Figure 3.15 shows an assembly implementation of xtime. Both, the input and the output, of this subroutine
are stored in register AL. This xtime implementation benefits from the fact that bits which get shifted
5 Reminder:
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beyond the operand boundary are shifted into the CF flag. Thus, the first line works like a shift and compare
instruction at a single stroke. The second line means “Jump on No Carry”, i.e., jump if CF is zero; otherwise
0x1b is XOR-ed onto the result.

; al = xtime(al)
shl
al,1
jnc
xt_end
xor
al,0x1b
xt_end:

for (c=0; c<4; c++) {
t = st[c][0] ;
Tmp = st[c][0]^st[c][1]^st[c][2]^st[c][3];
Tm = st[c][0] ^ st[c][1];
Tm = xtime(Tm); st[c][0] ^= Tm ^ Tmp;
Tm = st[c][1] ^ st[c][2];
Tm = xtime(Tm); st[c][1] ^= Tm ^ Tmp;
Tm = st[c][2] ^ st[c][3];
Tm = xtime(Tm); st[c][2] ^= Tm ^ Tmp;
Tm = st[c][3] ^ t;
Tm = xtime(Tm); st[c][3] ^= Tm ^ Tmp;
}

Figure 3.15: xtime, assembly.

Figure 3.16: Mix columns, pseudo code

Based on xtime, a relatively efficient implementation of MixColumns can be achieved. But, as stated above,
MixColumns is still the costliest AES transformation; not comparable to Gladman’s fast table lookups.
Anyhow, Figure 3.16 shows pseudo code which corresponds to the matrix multiplication of MixColumns. It
traverses all four columns in a loop and, of course, mixes them. The code employs only XOR and xtime
operations, no inefficient arithmetic operations. But let us go without an assembly implementation here.
Effectively, an assembly version of the pseudo code can be written straightforward, but it is very lengthy.
Summarizing this section, the reader should have get a feeling of the basic ideas behind AES-SSE, and,
above all, should have been convinced that it is possible to implement AES solely on registers. Some
exemplary aspects of AES-SSE have been discussed in detail, others at high-level. And some complications
have been omitted completely, primarily the interaction between the different transformations. For instance,
ECX has been utilized as counter for small loops. In the real code, ECX is occupied by the global round
counter (and other round dependent variables); it cannot be used for small loops. Further simplifications have
been the restriction to AES-128 in the key expansion step and the use of pseudo code. All simplifications
aimed to keep the extent of this section reasonable and the explanations comprehensible. For more precise
information it is referred to the source code.

3.2.2 Implementation close to Gladman
The most important characteristic of a symmetric block cipher, beside security, is its performance. The
possibility of a high-performance implementation of AES has been crucial during its standardization process.
Without its benefits concerning performance, Rijndael may not have been chosen for AES; other finalists
have actually been classified as more secure.
Brian Gladman has been involved into the AES standardization process early, as an advisor for software
implementations and performance issues. Independently from the reference implementations of the authors,
he developed his own, efficient versions of the AES finalists [28]. His feasibility studies and performance
evaluations have been considered by the NIST and influenced the selection process in favor of Rijndael. Since
then, a lot of research has been done about the efficient implementation of Rijndael [7] [13], but Gladman’s
version is still the most important one today. It is not only used as the generic AES implementation in the
Linux kernel (crypto/aes.c), but also by WinZip and TrueCrypt for instance. One reason of Gladman’s
success is the free licensing of his implementation and ideas. Actually, an AES implementation by Helger
Lipmaa [45] is faster, but not free for use.
After the AES standardization process, Gladman developed his work further; the most recent version of
his code is from 2006. The basic principle of his code has always been the same: Increased performance
by the extensive use of tables which combine several AES transformations to a single, fast lookup. A
basic, easily understandable realization of this principle is used during the key expansion step. Figure 3.17
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illustrates Gladman’s version of an on-the-fly and in-place key expansion: k holds the old and new round
key (16-byte array, i.e., 128-bit), rcon is a round constant and sr_tab is a table which substitutes and
rotates a byte at once. If you compare this to Listing 3.11, the key expansion from last section, the most
noticeable improvement is the replacement of SubBytes and RotWord by a single lookup to sr_tab. Since
SubBytes is an S-box lookup and RotWord rotates the byte that was just looked up, it seems natural to use
a table which combines both steps.
/* first column */
k[0] ^= sr_tab[k[13]] ^ rcon;
k[1] ^= sr_tab[k[14]];
k[2] ^= sr_tab[k[15]];
k[3] ^= sr_tab[k[12]];
/* remaining columns */
for(c = 4; c < 16; c += 4)
k[c+0] ^= k[c-4];
k[c+1] ^= k[c-3];
k[c+2] ^= k[c-2];
k[c+3] ^= k[c-1];

Figure 3.17: Gladman’s key expansion step.

fn_column(out, in, col) {
out[col] = fn_tab[0][in[(col+0)%4][0]]
^ fn_tab[1][in[(col+1)%4][1]]
^ fn_tab[2][in[(col+2)%4][2]]
^ fn_tab[3][in[(col+3)%4][3]]
}
fn_round(out, in, key) {
fn_column(out, in, 0);
fn_column(out, in, 1);
fn_column(out, in, 2);
fn_column(out, in, 3);
out ^= key;
}

Figure 3.18: Encryption round using Gladman’s tables.

This has been an easy example how to reduce two AES transformations to a single table lookup. In general,
it is more complex but still possible. As already advised in Section 2.2.3, for a detailed, mathematical
derivation of Gladman’s tables please refer to his original work [27]. In short, AES can be implemented
solely using table lookups and XOR operations. Since both, lookups and XOR operations, are cheap, the
algorithm is very efficient. Four tables are needed, namely fn_tab (forward normal table), fl_tab (forward
last table), in_tab (inverse normal table) and il_tab (inverse last table). The former tables are used during
encryption (“forward”), the latter during decryption (“inverse”). Two different tables are required in each
case since the last AES round differs from the previous ones. All tables are equally sized: 4 × 256 elements,
32-bit each, e.g., int fn_tab[4][256]. That is 4 kilobytes per table and 16 kilobytes in total.
So, the tables are indexed by bytes (0..255) and a number 0 to 3; this keeps the tables relatively small (1024
elements). Contrary to that, the following table design is not practicable: The inefficient MixColumns
transformation could simply be replaced by a table lookup which transforms the old 32-bit column into a
new 32-bit column. While this is possible in theory, it is not easy like that in practice since such a design
implies a table which must hold 232 elements, 32-bit each, resulting in a 16 gigabyte table. This just as an
example, that Gladman’s table design is not trivial.
Figure 3.18 illustrates how the Gladman tables are actually utilized, here by means of fn_tab, i.e., for
normal encryption rounds. The other ones are utilized analogously. In fn_round, the new AES state is
derived from the old one column by column. The two-dimensional byte arrays key, in and out represent the
round key, the old and the new state matrix, respectively. The function fn_round equals to a complete AES
encryption round, i.e., all transformations like SubBytes, ShiftRows and MixColumns are incorporated
into the table fn_tab. Merely the AddRoundKey transformation can still be surmised. As Figure 3.18
illustrates, one AES round has been reduced to only 16 table lookups and 13 XOR operations. This is a more
than significant performance enhancement, compared to what has been achieved before.
For simplification, Figure 3.18 shows pseudo-code, an assembly version is skipped. Note that the assembly
implementation is not as short as you might expect. It cannot live with only the 16 lookups and 13 XORs but
needs a multiple of that. A lot instructions are needed for technical overhead, e.g., an SSE register must be
rotated to get a certain column, the column is then copied into a GPR, from the GPR the specific byte is
extracted and finally the byte is looked up. Thus, AES-SSE still performs much worse than common AES
implementations. Because, working on main memory, bytes can be addressed directly; working on SSE
registers, bytes must be extracted costly. Nevertheless, Gladman AES-SSE performs much better than the
algorithmic version of AES-SSE which has been presented in Section 3.2.1.
A marginal drawback of Gladman AES-SSE might be its increased code size: 89 kilobytes, whereas the
old implementation needs only 13 kilobytes. For modern computer systems, which have several hundred
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megabytes of main memory, this difference is negligible. Anyhow, Gladman tables sum up to only 16
kilobytes; the remaining 60 kilobytes of the difference have not been explained yet.
In general there is a tradeoff between size and performance of code. Several ways allow a program to be
more efficient at the cost of size. The use of tables is one example, the avoidance of branches is another.
Since modern CPUs assume a certain linearity in code, they do not only load the immediately next instruction
from memory into the control unit, but prefetch the subsequent ones as well. In the majority of cases this
increases speed, but it cannot be effective if any kind of jump or call operation is in between. Thus, high
performance code should avoid logical branches, loops and subroutine calls as much as possible.
The preferred way to minimize branches in code is an alteration of its logical structure. Compare Gladman’s
key expansion listed in 3.17 to the key expansion listed in 3.11 again. In Gladman’s code, the extra case for
the first column is extracted from the loop, by what four if-statements are saved. Further branches can be
saved by introducing redundancy: The code listed in 3.17 can still be optimized by removing the loop as a
whole, because the remaining three passes could be written linearly in full. Declaring new subroutines for 10
lines of code, or defining a loop which traverses a small block only a few times, can generally be considered
as inefficient. It can be avoided at the cost of code size.
To keep such a redundancy maintainable, most assemblers, including the GNU assembler, have a built-in
support for macros. Macros are directives such as .if or .rept (repeat). Their parameters must be statically
known at compile time. Real branches in machine code, which differentiate situations dynamically, are not
supported by macros. During compilation, macros are expanded to linear code without branches. Thus,
macro directives are extensively used in AES-SSE to gain performance. This explains the remaining 60
kilobytes of additional code size compared to the old AES-SSE implementation.
In this section, a high performance implementation of AES-SSE has been introduced. It differs considerably
from the straightforward, algorithmic implementation presented in the last section. Today, only the efficient
Gladman version is part of the kernel patch. The old version is many times slower (cf. Section 5.3), and
therefore only interesting for demonstrative purposes, not for production systems. Using macros, readability
and maintainability of the new AES-SSE version is not affected, though the generated machine code
implicates much redundancy. What makes readability of the code a bit harder is the usage of Gladman tables
– at least when the theoretic background is missing. Therefore, basic principles of the Gladman tables and
their utilization have been covered in this section. Table lookups by itself are not complex to implement, but
the overhead which arises from a register-only approach makes it laborious.

3.2.3 Implementation using Intel AES
As stated above, Intel introduced a new instruction set to support AES primitives directly in hardware:
AES-NI (AES New Instructions). AES-NI based implementations of AES perform significantly faster;
according to Intel two or three times faster than pure software implementations [30] [29]. Furthermore, Intel
claims that timing attacks are prevented by the new instruction set. However, AES-NI does not prevent
cold boot attacks since Intel has not introduced new registers for storing the key. The existing AES-NI
implementation in the Linux kernel (/arch/x86/crypto/aesni-intel_asm.S) cannot replace the ideas
of Crypto-SSE as it uses the built-in key management of the Crypto-API. That is, it stores the key and the key
schedule in RAM. However, it can be used as a reference and can be combined with the ideas of Crypto-SSE
to create a more efficient version of AES-SSE.
In this section, a combination of AES-NI and AES-SSE is described – but only in theory, it has not been
achieved in practice yet for two reasons: First of all, the market launch of AES-NI was planned for 2009
originally but was then delayed to the beginning of 2010. That was too late for this thesis; also in the
beginning of 2010, AES-NI supporting systems were scarce and expensive. New Intel Core processors
(codename Westmere) like Core i3, Core i5 and mobile Core i7 support the new instruction set. AMD will
follow not before 2011 (with its next-generation processors, codename Bulldozer). That leads us to the
second reason why AES-NI has not been exploited yet: One of the fundamentals of this thesis is to bring
cold boot resistance to wide spread hardware. At the moment, AES-NI is not wide spread.
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Also with AES-NI, the main performance drawback of AES-SSE remains the need for an on-the-fly key
generation. But the impact of this drawback can presumably be reduced since Intel explicitly points out that
their new instruction set facilitates faster key expansion than software [30]. Of course, it also facilitates faster
encryption and decryption rounds than software. Altogether, an AES-NI based AES-SSE implementation
is expected to be considerably faster than the Gladman version (though practical measurements are not
available yet).
Porting AES-SSE to the AES instruction set is expected to be a relatively easy task. All the hard work
has already been done for previous implementations of AES-SSE and for the Crypto-SSE patch. Six
new instructions are introduced with AES-NI: The four instructions aesenc, aesenclast, aesdec and
aesdeclast for encryption and decryption and the two instructions aesimc and aeskeygenassist for
key expansion. The names stand for AES Encrypt Round, AES Encrypt Last Round, AES Decrypt Round, AES
Decrypt Last Round, AES Inverse Mix Columns and AES Key Generation Assist. None of these instructions
encrypts or decrypts a block on its own, but they must be tied together to do so. Figure 3.19 shows how to
encrypt one input block for AES-128. This approach is very flexible and it is easily possible to implement
versions for AES-192 and AES-256 as well.
; AES (128-bit) encryption
; The block/state is in xmm1
; Registers xmm2-xmm12 hold the round keys.
pxor
xmm1, xmm2
; Round 0
aesenc
xmm1, xmm3
; Round 1
aesenc
xmm1, xmm4
; Round 2
aesenc
xmm1, xmm5
; Round 3
aesenc
xmm1, xmm6
; Round 4
aesenc
xmm1, xmm7
; Round 5
aesenc
xmm1, xmm8
; Round 6
aesenc
xmm1, xmm9
; Round 7
aesenc
xmm1, xmm10
; Round 8
aesenc
xmm1, xmm11
; Round 9
aesenclast xmm1, xmm12
; Round 10

Figure 3.19: Standard AES using AES-NI.

; AES-SSE (128-bit) encryption
; With an on-the-fly key schedule
movdqu
rroundkey0,rkey0
pxor
rstate,rroundkey0
.rept 9
call
GenNextRoundKey
aesenc rstate,rroundkey0
.endr
call
GenNextRoundKey
aesenclast rstate,rroundkey0

Figure 3.20: AES-SSE using AES-NI.

As you can see in Figure 3.19, the new AES instructions are used together with the XMM registers. Because
AES states and round keys fit just perfectly into the 128-bit XMM registers. Fortunately, AES-NI’s utilization
of XMM registers does not necessarily conflict with the allocation of AES-SSE. It is fairly easy to adapt
the code from Figure 3.19 to the needs of AES-SSE: For AES-128, aesenc rstate,rroundkey0 needs
to be executed nine times and aesenclast rstate,rroundkey0 once. In between, key expansion must
take place, as illustrated in Figure 3.20. Decryption can be done analogously. The use of AES-NI does not
only speed up AES-SSE, but makes it very short and clear as well.

3.2.4 Kernel Integration
This section covers the integration of AES-SSE into the Linux kernel. To run as cold boot resistant cipher
module, AES-SSE must implement two interfaces: Crypto-SSE and Crypto-API. The AES-SSE code under
arch/x86/crypto/ is split into two files: aes-sse_asm.S and aes-sse_glue.c. The assembly file
contains basically everything which has been covered above, namely the AES algorithm. The C file is what
we cover now, that is the integration of AES-SSE into existing kernel structures. In this sense, the C file
“glues” the assembly file onto the Linux kernel (and there its name comes from).
The glue code is a linkage between AES-SSE, Crypto-SSE and the Crypto-API. It registers AES-SSE with
the Crypto-API and passes on the actual encryption procedure as callback function to Crypto-SSE. Its role
can be explained best by an example: When a disk encryption system orders the encryption of a new file,
it calls the Crypto-API. The Crypto-API breaks the file down into 128-bit blocks and passes each of them
to the AES-SSE glue code. For each 128-bit block, the glue code invokes Crypto-SSE to do the actual
encryption in a prepared environment, i.e., after executing the Crypto-SSE prologue. After the block has
been encrypted, Crypto-SSE executes the epilogue and returns to the AES-SSE glue code. The glue code
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static struct crypto_alg aes_sse_alg = {
.cra_name
= "aes_sse",
.cra_driver_name = "aes_sse-driver",
.cra_priority
= 100,
.cra_flags
= CRYPTO_ALG_TYPE_CIPHER,
.cra_blocksize
= 16,
.cra_u = {
.cipher = {
.cia_min_keysize = 16,
.cia_max_keysize = 32,
.cia_setkey
= aes_sse_setkey,
.cia_encrypt
= aes_sse_encrypt,
.cia_decrypt
= aes_sse_decrypt
} }
};

Figure 3.21: AES-SSE’s registration with the Crypto-API.

returns to the Crypto-API and the Crypto-API finally puts the encrypted blocks together, e.g., by CBC, and
returns the scrambled file to the disk encryption system.
Figure 3.21 shows the part of the glue code which actually implements the Crypto-API. The structure
struct crypto_alg needs to be filled out in order to register AES-SSE as a cipher. Most fields of this
structure contain meta data:
• .cra_name and .cra_driver_name are names of the new crypto module. The former does not
have to be unique; it is used to address an algorithm regardless of its implementation. The latter needs
to be unique within the Crypto-API, it refers to the specific implementation.
• .cra_priority is the priority of the implementation in case there are several implementations for
the same algorithm. This is the case for standard AES and AES-NI – both share the name “aes”.
AES-NI has a priority of 300, standard AES of 100. Hence, the more efficient implementation is
executed preferably. For AES-SSE another name has been chosen, though it implements AES. Because
only with different names the user can choose dynamically between “aes_sse” and “aes” at run-time.
• .cra_flags determines the type of the algorithm. This field is necessary because the Crypto-API
does not only support ciphers but also hashes and compressions.
• .cra_blocksize, .cia_min_keysize and .cia_max_keysize define block and key sizes (in
bytes).
Beside the meta data, struct crypto_alg requires three function pointers to be defined: .cia_setkey,
.cia_encrypt and .cia_decrypt. The function to set a key is just a dummy function (cf. Figure 3.22).
As mentioned before, keys from the Crypto-API are not trusted as they come from RAM. They are just
discarded and Crypto-SSE provides its own, secure key management instead.
The encryption and decryption functions are not dummy functions, they point to real AES-SSE code (cf.
Figure 3.22). They are one-liners as they act as linkage only. So to say, they are Crypto-API compliant
wrappers around AES-SSE. In the body of these wrapper functions, Crypto-SSE is invoked by calling the
interface functions crypto_sse_encrypt and crypto_sse_decrypt (cf. Section 3.1.5). Recall that
Crypto-SSE is involved here to ensure the execution of the prologue and epilogue around the actual cipher.
Thus, the functions aes_sse_encrypt and aes_sse_decrypt are the central points of the entire implementation. The three components we are talking about all the time, namely the Crypto-API, Crypto-SSE and
AES-SSE, get together here. There is only one aspect which is not involved: support for loadable kernel
modules. Writing Linux kernel modules is a well documented task [61]. It is fairly simple to load new
ciphers as modules as this is explicitly supported by the Crypto-API. Figure 3.23 lists code which turns
AES-SSE into a module. Without these lines, AES-SSE would be compiled statically into the kernel.
The function aes_sse_init is called when the AES-SSE module gets inserted. The function aes_sse_
fini is called when it gets removed again. Every cipher module has to register itself with the Crypto-API in
the initialization phase, because the Crypto-API contains a management layer which provides locating and
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int aes_sse_setkey(const u8 *key, int keylen)
{
return 0;
}
void aes_sse_encrypt(u8 *dst, const u8 *src)
{
crypto_sse_encrypt(dst,src,&aesse_encblk);
}
void aes_sse_decrypt(u8 *dst, const u8 *src)
{
crypto_sse_decrypt(dst,src,&aesse_decblk);
}

static int __init aes_sse_init(void)
{
return crypto_register_alg(&aes_sse_alg);
}
static void __exit aes_sse_fini(void)
{
crypto_unregister_alg(&aes_sse_alg);
}
module_init(aes_sse_init);
module_exit(aes_sse_fini);
MODULE_DESCRIPTION("Cold boot resistant AES");
MODULE_AUTHOR("Tilo Mueller");
MODULE_ALIAS("aes-sse");
MODULE_LICENSE("GPL");

Figure 3.22: Crypto-API compliant wrappers for AES-SSE.

Figure 3.23: AES-SSE as loadable kernel module.

loading of cipher algorithms. This layer cannot work without the latest list of algorithms. Accordingly, every
cipher module must de-register itself during cleanup. The Crypto-API provides the following functions for
these tasks: crypto_register_alg and crypto_unregister_alg.
Summarizing, this section has shown the integration of AES-SSE into existing kernel code, that is how to
write a Crypto-API compliant algorithm and how to compile it as a module. The description of AES-SSE
comes to an end now, meaning that the core implementation of this thesis has been covered. Section 3.4
describes how to apply the Crypto-SSE/AES-SSE patch and how to configure, compile and install the
patched kernel. Chapter 4 goes one step further and shows how to build an entire desktop system on top of
the patched kernel, particularly how to use AES-SSE for scrambling home directories. But before all this,
Section 3.3 goes into DES-SSE quickly.

3.3 DES-SSE
In this section, the implementation of DES-SSE, a cold boot resistant implementation of DES, is outlined.
We focus on the DES algorithm, because implementing the Crypto-SSE framework and the Crypto-API are
almost equal to the case of AES-SSE. And as the topic of this thesis is a cold boot resistant implementation
of AES, not DES, also the description of the algorithm does not go much into detail.

; Sets bit dst[dpos] to src[spos]
%macro SetBit src, spos, dst, dpos
xor
eax,eax
bt
\src,\spos
setc al
shl
eax,\dpos
or
\dst,eax
%endmacro

Figure 3.24: Set one bit of a DES permutation.

%define
%define
%define
%define
%define
%define

renckey0
renckey1
rdeckey0
rdeckey1
rsubkey
rgenkey

%xmm0
%xmm1
%xmm2
%xmm3
%xmm4
%xmm5

%define
%define

rstate
rhelp

%xmm6
%xmm7

;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;
;

encryption key
encryption key
resrv. by AES-SSE
resrv. by AES-SSE
sub (~round) key
generating subkey
(C_i and D_i)
current state
short-term usage

Figure 3.25: DES-SSE’s utilization of XMM registers.

DES (Data Encryption Standard) [49] has been the official encryption standard of the NIST from the mid
1970s until the publication of its successor AES in the year 2000. Back in the 1970s, personal computers
were scarce and the notion of an average consumer who does cryptography at home seemed utopian. Hence,
DES aimed to perform well on specialized crypto hardware, as it is used in cash machines for example.
But DES is very inefficient when it comes to standard hardware, i.e., when it is implemented in software.
Responsible for this inefficiency is the extensive use of bit oriented permutations in DES. Modern computer
systems are byte oriented, accessing single bits is a tedious task. Implementing a bit permutation in software,
each single bit has to be tested and set one after the other. Figure 3.24 illustrates a constant-time function
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SetBit which must be used to set each single bit of a permutation,6 resulting in many cycles. By contrast,

building specialized hardware, a bit permutation can be implemented as a hard-wired chip which permutes
all bits in only one cycle.
Though there is no software-based high performance variant of DES, like Gladman for AES, we can utilize
table lookups to speed up permutations. Theoretically, a table with 264 64-bit entries could serve a 64-bit
permutation by a single lookup. But the size of such a table is 128 zettabyte, meaning that it is impracticable
to create and store it. Hence, we split up one lookup into 8 smaller lookups on byte basis (cf. Figure 3.26).
This results in 8 tables, 28 64-bit elements each. One table has a size of only 2 kilobyte, this is not more than
16 kilobyte in total. The 8-bit chunks are just requested one after another, and the 64-bit replies are XOR-ed
to form the final result. In other words, each table spreads only the bits of one byte and leaves the remaining
56 bits untouched. Using this trick, a 64-bit permutation can be reduced to 8 small table lookups and 8 XOR
operations.
64 Bit

8-bit
lookup

...

XOR

=

8-bit
lookup
permuted

Figure 3.26: DES permutation using table lookups.

Obviously there is a tradeoff between table size and performance. It would also be possible to look up 2
bytes at once. This would save 50% of the table lookups, but it would also imply 2 megabytes of table data
(4 tables, 216 64-bit elements each), which is already considered as too much. On the other hand, lookups
which are not a multiple of a byte, like 12-bit lookups, are not recommended from an implementation
perspective since a byte is the smallest unit in memory addressing. Thus, table lookups which are indexed by
exactly one byte are the only meaningful option.
Without going too deep into the DES algorithm, there are many permutations in DES which can make
use of this lookup principle: initial permutation (IP), expansion function (E), permutation choice 1 (PC-1),
permutation choice 2 (PC-2) and the final permutation (FP). Beside permutations, DES is primarily based on
S-boxes, which are essentially lookup tables as well.
Figure 3.25 illustrates the allocation of XMM registers for DES-SSE. As it is already defined by Crypto-SSE,
the encryption key is stored in XMM0 and XMM1. Thus, if AES-SSE and DES-SSE are active in parallel,
what is absolutely possible, they share the same key. Crypto-SSE provides only one key for all algorithms and
each algorithm takes as many bits from the key registers as it needs. That means for DES only the first half
of renckey0 is taken (64-bit); more 64-bit chunks are taken when using Triple-DES. Note that the effective
key size of DES is 56 bits (not 64), since 8 bits are used for parity checks. Most DES implementations
discard the 8 parity bits – it is just not in the scope of an encryption algorithm to check whether a key is
distorted or not. DES-SSE does so as well (and has to do so, otherwise a 64-bit sequence would not form a
valid key in most cases).
DES is a Feistel cipher which transforms 64-bit input blocks in 16 rounds to 64-bit output blocks. In each
round, a so called subkey is XOR-ed onto the state, similar to the round keys in AES-SSE. DES-SSE must
perform an on-the-fly key schedule, too; the current subkey is stored in XMM4. The register XMM5 is
utilized by the key schedule as an intermediate storage that holds information to compute the next subkey. In
6 Shorter

versions of SetBit exist; but these are not constant in time and vulnerable to timing attacks.
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DES, the algorithms for encryption and decryption are exactly the same – just the subkeys are applied in
inverse order for decryption.
The two registers XMM2 and XMM3 are already occupied by the AES “decryption key” and should stay
untouched to keep AES-SSE efficient. However, future ciphers are also allowed to utilize these registers, as
long as they reset them to zero before leaving the atomic section. AES-SSE has been specified in a way that
it automatically recomputes the decryption key if XMM2 and XMM3 are zero. Of course, this performs
poorly when AES-SSE is used in parallel to other ciphers, but it allows all future ciphers to exploit XMM2
and XMM3 without breaking compatibility to AES-SSE. Anyhow, the said registers can stay untouched by
DES-SSE, because for DES it is equally efficient to derive both, the forward and the inverse key schedule.
DES encryption subkeys are derived from the secret key by rotating it one or two bits further to the left each
round (and then performing a permutation choice). Consequently, DES decryption subkeys can be derived
from the secret key simply by rotating it to the right instead of left.
Last but not least, XMM6 is used to hold the current state, and XMM7 is used as temporary register. The
temporary register is used for similar reasons as in AES-SSE, i.e., for workarounds dealing with the limited
SSE instruction set.
Some problems that arise when implementing DES on SSE registers should be mentioned: First of all,
neither the DES state, nor the secret key, nor any subkeys or intermediate results of DES fit perfectly into
a 128-bit XMM register. Compared to AES-SSE, this leads to a high fragmentation within these registers.
Even worse, some units in DES are not a multiple of 32 bits. Consequently it becomes a challenging and
inefficient task to deal with these units in assembly language. A subkey in DES has a size of 48 bits for
instance, the secret key is 56 bits and the so called C and D blocks [49] are 28 bits each.
Another problem is that the endianness must be taken into account frequently for DES. This is especially
problematic using the official DES documentation as it notes bit-permutations in big-endian, whereas Intel
systems use little-endian. The DES-SSE implementation avoids this problem, as far as possible, by using the
following trick: The initial permutation (IP) is modified in a way that it also converts the endianness of the
input; accordingly, the final permutation (FP) converts the endianness back.
The last problem which should be mentioned here are the S-boxes of DES: They shrink an input of 6 bits to
an output of only 4 bits, i.e., an expanded block of 48 bits is reduced to 32 bits. This makes a direct in-place
substitution impossible since the relative position of a 6-bit request is different to that of its 4-bit response.
Furthermore, it is laborious to look up 6 bits because memory is addressed in units of bytes (8 bits).
Summarizing, after implementing both, AES-SSE and DES-SSE, it is evident that AES has been chosen
by the NIST because of its suitability for software implementations. To the contrary, implementing DES is
a tedious task. The DES code contains a lot of technical detours, which also show up in its performance.
However, DES-SSE has proven the modular design of Crypto-SSE and that Crypto-SSE allows for the
implementation of various cold boot resistant ciphers. So, DES-SSE is tedious to implement as an algorithm,
but Crypto-SSE already provides an environment which allows to focus completely on this algorithm. The
hard work in depths of the Linux kernel has already been done, and AES-SSE is a nice reference how
to implement the interfaces. Thus, the modular design of Crypto-SSE pays off now; future projects like
MARS-SSE, RC6-SSE or Twofish-SSE become straightforward tasks.
It is not expected that any of these algorithms (MARS, RC6, Twofish) cannot be implemented for the reason
that they run out of registers. These algorithms are “normal” round-based block ciphers (mostly Feistel
networks) with a normal key length of 128, 192 or 256 bits. And, in case of necessity, there are still the
FPU/MMX registers which can be used additionally to SSE and general purpose registers. The FPU/MMX
registers can serve the programmer with 512 additional bits.

3.4 Kernel Patching
In the preceding sections, the implementation of the Crypto-SSE patch has been introduced. The subject
of this section is building up a running Crypto-SSE based system. For people who have no time or will to
compile their own customized kernel, there are two convenient alternatives: By far the simplest method is to
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use the Crypto-SSE based live distribution Paranoix (cf. Chapter 4). The live CD has the advantage that
it provides a completely preconfigured desktop system. It gets along without SSE userland applications
and uses AES-SSE as default algorithm for the encryption of home directories. The other method is less
convenient than the live CD, but still more convenient than patching the kernel manually: There is a
precompiled and prepackaged kernel (linux-2.6.30-crypto-sse.deb) which can be installed on a
Debian based system.

Figure 3.27: Kernel parameters for the configuration of Crypto-SSE.

Anyhow, for everybody who wants to go the long way round and build an own, customized Crypto-SSE kernel,
this section is the entry point. As stated above, the kernel patch is written for Linux 2.6.30 (published in mid
2009). Thus, the sources of kernel 2.6.30 must be downloaded first, best from kernel.org, and unpacked
to /usr/src/linux-2.6.30. The Crypto-SSE patch (crypto-sse-2.6.30) can then be applied by the
patch utility. Afterwards the kernel must be configured, preferably by calling make menuconfig. The
new configuration parameters which are related to the Crypto-SSE patch are described now. Figure 3.27
shows the default settings of these new parameters. There meaning is as follows:
• CRYPTO_SSE (“Support for cold boot resistant ciphers”): This option enables basic Crypto-SSE
support; only when it is selected, the other options get visible. It cannot be compiled as a module.
• CRYPTO_AES_SSE (“AES cold boot resistant (AES-SSE)”): This option enables the cold boot resistant
implementation of AES. It can be compiled either as a module or directly into the kernel. Modules are
the preferred way.
• CRYPTO_DES_SSE (“DES cold boot resistant (DES-SSE)”): This option enables cold boot resistant
implementations of DES and Triple-DES. Again, it can be compiled as module or into the kernel
binary.
• CRYPTO_SSE_DEBUG (“Debugging system calls (insecure)”): This option should only be selected if
you are a Crypto-SSE developer. It introduces insecure system calls for debugging. No modules are
supported since system call implementations cannot be loaded at runtime.
• CRYPTO_SSE_TEST (“Crypto-SSE test module (TCrypt-SSE)”): This option selects a testing module
which is useful for evaluation. It cannot be compiled into the kernel binary. As it is only useful for
developers and testers, it can be skipped for production systems. More on this module in Chapter 5.
These configuration parameters and their dependencies are defined in crypto/Kconfig. Dependencies are
automatically solved by the kernel configurator. The following dependencies have been defined:
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• CRYPTO_SSE: Depends on the x86 architecture, the Crypto-API and on some ACPI options.
• CRYPTO_AES_SSE: Depends on Crypto-SSE and on AES (because Gladman tables are shared).
• CRYPTO_DES_SSE: Depends on Crypto-SSE and on DES (also because of minor sharings).
• CRYPTO_SSE_DEBUG: Depends only on Crypto-SSE.
• CRYPTO_SSE_TEST: Depends on Crypto-SSE, the crypto test manager, AES-SSE and DES-SSE.
Brief help information for all options are defined in crypto/Kconfig; these information can be requested
inside the kernel configurator. The help message of Crypto-SSE, for example, is:
Uses the SIMD Streaming Extensions (SSE) of the i686 architecture for secure cipher computations. It
prevents cold boot attacks as described in http://citp.princeton.edu/memory/.
The idea behind this implementation is to store the key in SSE registers rather than in RAM. All critical
computations take only place on registers. No state is ever going to RAM. Hence, attacks against main
memory become useless.
WARNING: This option will reserve the SSE extensions for crypto. SSE will NOT be available for the
userland anymore. This may break binary compatibility with x686 optimized programs.

After Crypto-SSE has been patched and configured, it is time to compile the kernel. Basically, this can
be achieved by running make from within the Linux-2.6.30 source directory. But this generic way is
inconvenient and not recommended. On a Debian based system, it is easier to use the tool make-kpkg
which builds a kernel package that can easily be installed via dpkg. Exact installation commands are listed
in Figure 3.28.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

cp crypto-sse-2.6.30 /usr/src
cd /usr/src/linux-2.6.30
patch -p1 < ../crypto-sse-2.6.30
make menu config
make-kpkg kernel_image --initrd
dpkg -i linux-image-2.6.30_i386.deb
update-initramfs -c -k 2.6.30
reboot

Figure 3.28: Patching and installing Linux.

name
driver
module
priority
selftest
type
ivsize
geniv

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

cbc(aes_sse)
cbc(aes_sse-driver)
kernel
100
passed
blkcipher
16
<default>

name
driver
module
priority
selftest
type

:
:
:
:
:
:

aes_sse
aes_sse-driver
aes_sse
100
passed
cipher

Figure 3.29: AES-SSE self-test.

After successful installation, the system can eventually be booted with the new kernel. How to encrypt a
partition with AES-SSE is not described here but in Section 4.2.2. Anyhow, it should quickly be verified
that the installation has successfully been completed: First of all, the Crypto-SSE key prompt should be
displayed during boot. Secondly, when inserting the AES-SSE module via modprobe aes-sse, it should
pass a self-test. Figure 3.29 shows an extract of what is displayed by cat /proc/crypto. Among others,
the output should contain an indicator whether or not the self-test of AES-SSE has been passed. The
self-tests are part of the Crypto-SSE patch, implemented in file crypto/testmgr.c. AES-SSE uses the
same test-vectors as AES.
Concluding, this section has given an overview of applying the Crypto-SSE patch, Crypto-SSE’s new
configuration parameters and, briefly, some instructions for compiling and installing the patched kernel.
More about Linux systems running on top of Crypto-SSE follows in the immediately next chapter – Chapter 4
about Paranoix.
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4

In the last chapter we have discussed Crypto-SSE, a kernel patch which provides enhanced security against
cold boot attacks. Crypto-SSE is the core implementation of this thesis, but taken by itself, it has only
little practical effect. In the majority of cases, people do not want to run a plain Linux kernel but also a
set of userland applications on top of it. To this end, people usually employ Linux distributions; scarcely
anybody builds a Linux systems from scratch. Unfortunately, Crypto-SSE modifies core functionalities of
the Linux kernel, first and foremost it disables SSE support. Consequently, the software compilations of
current Linux distributions are not compatible with Crypto-SSE. This led to the development of an own
distribution, specialized for Crypto-SSE, namely Paranoix – a Linux for paranoids.
Paranoix is a live distribution which makes up a fully preconfigured production system on top of a CryptoSSE kernel. As a live distribution, Paranoix can be run directly from CD, without the need to install it.
This enables everybody to try out the work of this thesis quickly. Admittedly, to call Paranoix a “Linux
distribution” would be a bit overstated, compared to Debian or Fedora. It does not come with an own package
repository and it does not come with its own configuration tools. Actually, Paranoix is a remastered Debian
Lenny and thus, it should be compared to other live distributions like Knoppix.
The essence of Paranoix is the replacement of packages using SSE by such that do not use it. Luckily, Debian
is entirely based on open source projects and there is no obstacle to fix incompatible packages. To avoid
the need to patch all affected packages manually, a modified version of GCC has been developed which
produces SSE-free code. For most packages it is sufficient to get recompiled by this GCC variant. But there
are also Debian packages which introduce SSE instructions themselves, by inline assembly. These packages
must still be patched by hand. Since GCC does not interpret assembly, but just passes it on to the assembler,
it would be a non-trivial task to enhance GCC in way that it eliminates SSE inline assembly. The C language
abstracts from the machine layer and thus, it is always possible to compile an SSE-free binary out of any C
code. Assembly, on the contrary, is a non-abstract language and a translation into SSE-free code can hardly
be automated because a comprehensive, more abstract understanding of the code is missing. Decompilers do
not work well for the same reason.
Beside the replacement of incompatible packages, Paranoix aims to provide a user-friendly interface
which automatically encrypts the home directory with AES-SSE (or optionally with DES-SSE). For a
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live distribution it makes hardly sense to scramble the entire system partition, as this would be the CD
itself. Instead, only the home directories are encrypted. Additionally, there is no need for real multi-user
management on a live CD. Everybody using Paranoix should have the possibility to become root and new
users would be discarded on reboot anyhow. Therefore, Paranoix has its own philosophy of a user login:
Users are not identified by username and password, but by their encrypted home directory and the appropriate
Crypto-SSE key. This principle has been implemented in a GUI-based login manager called PDM – Paranoix
Display Manager. Its functionality is similar to that of GDM (Gnome Display Manager) and KDM (KDE
Display Manager), but does not require usernames and passwords. Everything the user has to provide in
order to login is the path to an encrypted home directory. If the Crypto-SSE key fits, the user gets logged in
with personalized settings, otherwise access is denied and the user has the chance to choose another home
directory. If no home directory yet exists, a new one can be set up. Even though it is possible to create the
home directory on a non-persistent partition in RAM, the idea is to store it on persistent memory, at best on
an USB stick or external hard disk.
The structure of this chapter reflects the two motivations behind Paranoix: Section 4.1 covers the issue
of binary compatibility. Section 4.2 describes the login manager and the encryption of home directories.
Section 4.3 finally goes into the creation of live CDs briefly.

4.1 Binary Compatibility
A Crypto-SSE patched kernel is incompatible with modern Linux distributions since it breaks binary
compatibility. As stated above, binary compatibility in turn is broken since Crypto-SSE disables SSE for
the userland and reserves the XMM registers as cryptographic storage. Applications which try to execute
SSE instructions receive a SIGILL and crash with the message “Illegal instruction”. The only compatible
distributions beside Paranoix may be old ones from the 1990s, before SSE was supported by Linux.
The issue of old, SSE-free distributions leads us to an interesting question concerning modern distributions:
How is it possible that current distributions are still compatible with older processors which do not support
SSE, say a Pentium I for instance? The answer is that all applications which use SSE should run (and do
run) the cpuid command in order to check the capabilities of the processor. Only if SSE is supported by the
CPU, the applications branch into an efficient part of their code exploiting SSE. Otherwise, most applications
jump into a less efficient code segment and go without SSE. Some applications like 3d games, which cannot
run without SSE, may ask the user to upgrade the CPU and quit smoothly, without crashing. Unfortunately,
this common procedure does not recognize the case correctly when SSE is disabled by the OS though it
is basically supported by the hardware. The response of cpuid about SSE is always the same, regardless
whether the operating system has enabled it or not. So, the actual problem of the entire CPUID procedure is
that it ignores an important link, namely operating system support for SSE.
Actually, there is the CPU control register CR4 which allows the operating system to set flags about its
SSE support (cf. Section 3.1.2). But these flags have an influence only to the way the CPU is treating SSE
instructions; they have no influence to the CPUID. In other words: If SSE is disabled, the CPU raises a
general protection fault on any attempt to execute it, but the theoretical support for SSE is still claimed via
the CPUID. This lets userland applications to believe they could use SSE while they actually can not. Even
worse, the CR4 control register is write-only and read-only for ring 0, meaning that it can only be read and
written by the operating system. An userland application cannot simply check CR4 to figure out whether
SSE is enabled or not. This design is open to dispute, but it cannot be helped and we have to deal with it.
In fact, there is no convenient way for userland applications to figure out the state of SSE. The control register
CR4 knows the state of SSE, but cannot be read. The response of cpuid can be read, but is just wrong.
Additionally, the CPUID cannot be forged on hardware level. But recall what we did to patch the kernel:
We forged the CPUID on software level, i.e., retroactively before its response is processed. As we will see,
similar patches can be applied to the majority of userland applications. That is, userland applications can be
patched in a way that they never use SSE, simply by forging the CPUID at software level.
Nevertheless, forging the CPUID statically, applications loose their capability to decide about the employment
of SSE dynamically. Writing applications which abandon SSE only if it is disabled by the OS and make use
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of it otherwise, is a more challenging task. Even though this is not directly supported by hardware, there
are some tricky ways to do so. Roughly speaking, an SSE test instruction is invoked and the application
is prepared to catch the potential SIGILL smoothly. This can either be achieved by appropriate signal
handlers or by forking a child which is allowed to die. Anyway, this is relatively inconvenient and has only
been developed for prototype applications (cf. Section 4.1.4). All Paranoix packages are patched by the
conventional trick to forge the CPUID.
First of all, the patch for GCC is explained in Section 4.1.1. Though it is an essential tool for Paranoix and
though it may sound like a demanding task, it is actually a rather simple task, particularly in comparison to
the work which has been spent to patch the kernel. In principle, the CPUID trick can be applied and only a
bit of extra work must be done. With this new version of GCC, it becomes needless to modify most other
packages, but sufficient to recompile them. In Section 4.1.2, Procps is listed as an example of such a package.
Apart from that, Liboil is listed as an example that still has to be patched by hand, as it uses SSE inline
assembly. Finally, in Section 4.1.3, we show an interest in closed source applications and possibilities to get
them working, too. Adobe’s proprietary Flash plugin is examined exemplary. With basic reverse engineering
techniques it is possible to patch this binary in a way that it runs smoothly on a Crypto-SSE system.

4.1.1 The GCC Patch
The GCC patch is the second most low-level implementation of Paranoix beside the kernel patch. On the one
hand it was a useful utility during the development of Paranoix, on the other hand it ensures that users of
Paranoix do not produce SSE code accidentally. Well, Paranoix users can still produce SSE code using the
assembly language, but then it is happening with intent. The problem with an unpatched version of GCC is
that it may produce SSE code, even though it was not explicitly stated by the programmer. Admittedly, this
scenario does occur only seldom and only in combination with certain optimization flags, but it occurs. And
it does not only occur for obvious optimization flags like msse or msse2, but also for optimization flags
like ffast-math. The ffast-math flag sounds like a reasonable optimization for many cases, but it is not
apparent for the programmer that it introduces SSE. Even worse, frequently used optimizations like O0, O1,
O2, O3 and Os may imply some of the less known flags which in turn lead to the usage of SSE.
As stated above, the actual GCC patch is not a big deal. Basically, there are only two modifications that have
to be applied to convince GCC never to use SSE: A software-level forgery of the CPUID and the setting of
mno-sse (and similar flags) directly within the GCC source. Both modifications are necessary; to use just
one or the other is not sufficient. Corresponding to these modifications, the patch is relatively short. The art
of patching here has been to find central points which allow to disable SSE with only a few lines of code. An
intervention into the compilation logic would work as well, of course, but it would be unnecessarily complex
and prone to error.

+
+
+
+
+

__asm__("cpuid\n\t"
"xchg{l}\t{%%}ebx, %1\n\t"
: "=a"(a), "=r"(b), "=c"(c), "=d"(d)
: "0" (level));
/* no SSE */
if (level == 1) {
c &= 0xffe7fdfe;
d &= 0xf9ffffff;
}

Figure 4.1: Patching CPUID in GCC.

int main (int argc, char **argv) {
const char *mno_sse[] = {
"-mno-sse","-mno-sse2","-mno-sse3",
"-mno-ssse3","-mno-sse4","-mno-sse4a",
"-mno-sse4.1","-mno-sse4.2","-mno-sse5"
};
for (i=0; i<argc; i++)
argv_nosse[i] = argv[i];
for (i=argc; i<argc+9; i++)
argv_nosse[i] = mno_sse[i-argc];
return toplev_main (argc+9, argv_nosse);
}

Figure 4.2: Patching SSE flags in GCC.

Altogether three occurrences of cpuid must be patched. One of them is listed exemplary in Figure 4.1, the
other two are analogous. In effect, it is just the same patch which has already been discussed for the kernel
in Section 3.1.2. For technical details please refer to this section.
Moreover, GCC knows special SSE flags such as msse which, if passed on explicitly, enable SSE support
even though the CPUID has been forged. To make the recompiling of Debian packages more comfortable,
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GCC should be patched in a way that it never produces SSE code – also not if SSE flags like msse are passed
on, because they could be hidden somewhere in the Makefile of a package. Thus, a second modification to
GCC is needed, one that disables the direct SSE flags. Luckily, all SSE flags have an appropriate counterpart
that, if passed on subsequently, invalidates the SSE flag (mno-sse). Consequently, the easiest patch is to
wrap around the main function and to append all no-SSE flags to the argv[] parameter, as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Admittedly, one might argue that this is not a patch which should be applied to the GCC binary
because the programmer is the one who should pass on the no-SSE flags. But then it would not be sufficient
to recompile Debian packages in order to get rid of SSE. As stated above, a Debian package may declare
msse somewhere it its Makefile and thus, all Makefiles would have to be revised manually.
The patch has originally been written for GCC version 4.3.2, but might be directly applicable to other
versions as well. Compared to the Crypto-SSE patch, which is only applicable to Linux 2.6.30, the GCC
patch is tiny and thus, chances are that it is compatible with more GCC versions. It can be applied via
patch -p1 < ../sse-patch-4.3.2 from within the GCC source directory. In order to compile the
patched GCC, a normal version of GCC must be installed beforehand. The new version of GCC can then be
compiled and installed by the common procedure ./configure, make and make install. Be warned
that the compilation takes about two hours on a 1.5 GHz CPU and requires about 2 GB of free disk space. If
gcc -v yields to “gcc version 4.3.2 Crypto-SSE” the installation has been successful.
Concluding, with the GCC fork presented in this section, many Debian packages do not have to be patched
or reconfigured manually, but it suffices to recompile them. And thanks to Debian’s easy to operate package
management, recompilation can simply be achieved via the command dpkg-buildpackage. But, as stated
above, this procedure has limitations. It is not sufficient for all incompatible packages just to recompile them;
some of them use SSE assembly instructions.

4.1.2 Open Source Applications
In this section, two exemplary Debian packages are considered which are both incompatible with Crypto-SSE:
Procps and Liboil. The former as an example which can simply be recompiled with the new GCC, the
latter as an example which has to be patched manually. Note that neither Procps nor Liboil are multimedia
applications. They are just exceptions from the rule of thumb that SSE is primarily used for 3d. Both, Procps
and Liboil, are relative essential packages of Debian. They cannot just be skipped for Paranoix and must be
patched by all means.
Procps is a package that encompasses all Linux tools for process management. Basic shell commands like
ps, top and kill belong to it. Thus, it is a package that, if it is broken, has harmful influence to the stability
of the entire system, because many Linux scripts expect these commands to work correctly. On a newly
installed Crypto-SSE system, commands of the Procps package fail with “Illegal instruction”. That is, tools
like ps, top and kill receive a SIGILL when they try to execute SSE code. Building a new Crypto-SSE
based system from scratch, Procps is the first package that needs to be replaced. Otherwise even System-V
init (the part of the boot process which takes place in userland) cannot survive unscathed since it is primarily
based on shell scripts.
Technically, the replacement of Procps can be done by recompiling it with the modified version of GCC.
That this is sufficient can easily be checked by running ps, top or kill after recompilation – the commands
do not crash anymore. Manual patching of Procps is not needed because Procps does not contain any SSE
assembly instructions. The SSE instructions have only been introduced by GCC optimizations. The flag
ffast-math caused GCC to introduce SSE into Procps. Recompiling the package with a modified Makefile,
which does not contain this flag, would do the trick as well, but could not be generalized to other packages.
The second Debian package covered here is Liboil. Liboil is a library for optimized inner loops. Due to this
optimization aspect it uses SSE instructions by itself. All programs using Liboil receive SIGILLs running on
top of Crypto-SSE. If these SIGILLs necessarily lead to a crash depends on the application. Liboil is used by
the Gnome desktop environment, for example, which receives SIGILLs indeed, but does not crash. Gnome
seems to have an appropriate signal handler reacting smoothly to unexpected situations. On the whole, Liboil
is not as critical as Procps, particularly as it is not used by basic shell utilities. Nevertheless, it should be
replaced by a fixed version.
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As stated above, a simple recompilation of Liboil is not sufficient because it is so optimized that it uses
SSE inline assembly. Thus, a manual patch is needed to avoid the execution of SSE. Liboil follows the
common CPUID procedure, i.e., it first calls cpuid and then jumps either into SSE code or into non-SSE
code. That is, Liboil already contains code which goes without SSE and all we have to do is to convince
Liboil to jump into this code. As you might have expected, this can be achieved by forging the CPUID again
(in liboilcpu-x86.c). The patch is analogous to the patches which have been considered above.

4.1.3 Closed Source Applications
All open source applications refusing their cooperation with Crypto-SSE can either be recompiled with
the modified GCC or their source code can be patched manually (and then recompiled). But none of these
methods is an option for closed source applications. Well, such closed source applications are used seldom
in the Linux world and at least a fresh Debian is free of any closed source projects. But Ubuntu, for instance,
is shipped with non-free packages by default for a good reason: Sometimes there is just no (serious) free
alternative to closed software, e.g., in the field of device drivers. Additionally, large parts of the world wide
web became contingent upon a proprietary standard during the last years, namely Adobe’s Flash. There are
open source projects which implement Flash, or better to say which try to implement Flash (e.g., Gnash and
Swfdec). Practically, none of these projects is in a state that could be called fully operational. The only Flash
implementation which is reliable in practice is Adobe’s own (proprietary) plugin.
Adobe’s Flash plugin uses the SSE instruction set and consequently it is incompatible with Crypto-SSE. As
soon as certain Flash code is executed, the plugin crashes, and together with it the entire browser crashes.
The bug can be reproduced as follows: Start Firefox from a terminal and go to YouTube. As soon as the play
button for a video is pressed, Firefox crashes with the typical “Illegal instruction” message.
Recapitulating, Adobe’s Flash plugin is closed source and incompatible with Crypto-SSE. Thus, we have
to patch its binary. Binary patching calls for reverse engineering and indeed, basic reverse engineering
techniques are applied. Since Flash does not implement any anti-RE mechanisms like packing, it can be
disassembled, analyzed and patched relatively easy. Probably Adobe did not spend much effort to prevent
reverse engineering since Flash is free of charge anyway. In this context, please note that reverse engineering
in order to establish interoperability is widely accepted to be legal [5]:
Ethical uses for reverse engineering software could include interoperability, fixing proprietary
code when the source is lost or not available, and for the purpose of learning. [...] Congress and
courts had in most cases affirmed the right to reverse engineer for the purpose of learning the
underlying technology and for interoperability.
So we are not “cracking” Adobe Flash here but we are establishing interoperability with a new system,
namely Crypto-SSE. Reverse engineering for the purposes of interoperability is, as cited above, mostly legal.
With this in mind, we can go on in all good conscience. Basic tools and knowledge in the field of reverse
engineering are sufficient to patch Adobe Flash. A command line disassembler like objdump and a binary
editor like hte suffice. Technically, the CPUID trick can be applied one more time because Flash is
compatible with older non-SSE CPUs and thus, there must exist code running without SSE somewhere in
the binary. We only have to jump into it. Essentially the same patch as for Liboil can be applied, with the
only difference that we do not know the source code this time.
A good starting point is to get an overview of all cpuid occurrences and their addresses within Flash.
Executing objdump -d libflashplayer.so | grep cpuid leads to a total of 12 occurrences, as
listed in Figure 4.3. That are not too much occurrences to patch each of them separately. Next the
surroundings of cpuid locations must be examined to figure out how the CPUID affects the program flow.
Each location must then be patched to manipulate the program flow in a way that it enters non-SSE blocks.
To keep it short here, the locations can be divided into 3 categories, from which only the easiest one is
covered.
In the easiest case, as it is illustrated in Figure 4.4, the Flash player checks whether SSE2 is available or
not. SSE2 is available if bit 26 of the EDX register is set, i.e., if and edx,0x4000000 is true. In that case
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objdump -d libflashplayer.so | grep cpuid
88a5c: 0f a2
cpuid
892e7: 0f a2
cpuid
899ff: 0f a2
cpuid
11dd82: 0f a2
cpuid
11ddac: 0f a2
cpuid
14238f: 0f a2
cpuid
47bdeb: 0f a2
cpuid
47bf55: 0f a2
cpuid
6f0f55: 0f a2
cpuid
6f0fbb: 0f a2
cpuid
6f103b: 0f a2
cpuid
738b18: 0f a2
cpuid

Figure 4.3: All CPUID occurrences in Flash.

+

88a5c:
88a5e:
88a5f:
88a5f:
88a65:
88a6b:

cpuid
pop
and
and
je
...

ebx
edx,0x4000000
edx,0x0
8871c
// jump to SSE
// non-SSE

Figure 4.4: Patch for one CPUID occurrence in Flash.

the subsequent line jumps to address 0x8871c; otherwise the program flow proceeds with address 0x88a6b.
We can conclude that address 0x8871c contains SSE code, whereas address 0x88a6b contains equivalent
SSE-free code. Replacing the SSE test instruction by and edx,0x0 (which is always false) effectively
prevents the Flash Player from jumping into the SSE block.
Summarizing, the value 0x4000000 in Figure 4.4 must be replaced by 0x0 using a binary editor. This patch
works for the most occurrences of cpuid. More precise, 10 of the 12 occurrences fall into this category. From
the other two cases each is completely different, because the response of cpuid is not processed immediately
but stored in main memory to be retrieved later. In all probability, the cpuid assembly instruction has been
wrapped by a C function here, which is then called from various locations inside the Flash binary. This
makes patching more difficult, but in the end it is well possible, too.

4.1.4 Compatible Applications
In the sections above we have solved the problem of binary incompatibility by creating patches which disable
the use of SSE completely under all circumstances – regardless of the underlying kernel, i.e., regardless
whether the operating system supports SSE or not. Such straightforward patches work well for Paranoix, but
back on conventional systems the patched applications loose a bit of their performance. The issue which has
not been solved yet is: How do we implement applications which exploit SSE on normal systems but not on
Crypto-SSE. That is how do we implement applications which recognize the operating system support for
SSE correctly?
To this end, we have to look at the problem of binary compatibility a bit different: Reliance on the CPUID is
simply considered as wrong. In this sense, applications checking whether the CPU supports SSE, but not
whether the operating system supports it, are buggy since the CPU support for SSE does not say anything
about the OS support for SSE. Admittedly, we cannot impute a mistake to programmers who did not take this
distinction into account because it is just needless on usual Linux systems. Nevertheless, the programmers of
the VLC media player recognized the fact correctly, whereas the others did not.
VLC on top of a Crypto-SSE patched kernel does not crash but prints the following warning message:
“Warning: Your CPU has SSE instructions but not your operating system. Some optimizations will be
disabled unless you upgrade your OS (for instance Linux kernel 2.4.x or later)”. At a first glance, it is
amazing that the VLC programmers have foreseen a situation in which the hardware supports SSE but not
the operating system. At a second glance it becomes clear that this situation has already been the case in
the past, for Linux 2.2 and earlier. Thus, VLC is written in a way that it is very compatible with (or easily
portable to) most operating systems. When the VLC programmers introduced the SSE recognition, they had
old or poorly featured operating systems in mind, most probably not Crypto-SSE.
The VLC sources must contain a way which determines whether the operating system supports SSE or not.
If we track down the function which is responsible for this feature, the same principle can be adopted to all
open source projects exploiting SSE. In other words, the old CPUID way could be replaced by the VLC way.
Looking for the appropriate code parts, the VLC warning message is a nice starting point to go on with; it
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turns out that function check_OS_capability in file src/misc/cpu.c leads to the warning message (cf.
Figure 4.5).

static bool check_OS_capability(pid_t pid) {
int status;
if (pid == 1)
return false;
while(waitpid(pid,&status,0) == 1);
if(WEXITSTATUS(status) == 0)
return true;
fprintf(stderr,"warning: your CPU has SSE
instructions, but not your OS.\n");
return false;
}

Figure 4.5: Catch SIGILL by forking a child.

void sigill(int sig) {
(void) signal(SIGILL,SIG_DFL);
printf("Executing non-SSE block.\n");
exit(0);
}
int main(int argc, char** argv) {
(void) signal(SIGILL,sigill);
__asm__("pxor %%xmm0,%%xmm0\n\t"::);
(void) signal(SIGILL,SIG_DFL);
printf("Executing SSE block.\n");
exit(0);
}

Figure 4.6: Catch SIGILL by a signal handler.

By means of this function, the SSE recognition of VLC can be circumscribed as follows: During startup
phase, VLC checks the CPUID as usual and forks a transient child if the hardware supports SSE. The child
executes an SSE instruction and runs intentionally into danger to die. If it survives, however, meaning that it
does not receive a SIGILL, it immediately returns with exit status “true”. Otherwise it gets killed by the OS
and returns immediately as well – but this time with exit status “false”. Thus, based on the exit status of the
child, VLC can distinguish whether the OS supports SSE or not – without crashing.
So VLC has shown us that there is a possibility for the userland to figure out whether SSE is enabled or not.
Admittedly, it is more complex than just calling cpuid. A slightly more convenient alternative to the VLC
way is the implementation of an appropriate SIGILL handler directly into the main thread, without the need
to fork a child. A proof of concept for this principle is listed in Figure 4.6. This program outputs “Executing
SSE block” on conventional systems and “Executing non-SSE block” on Crypto-SSE systems – without
crashing and without forking a child. The idea is to register a signal handler for SIGILL and to execute an
SSE test instruction afterwards. If the SSE test instruction leads to a SIGILL, the signal handler branches
into SSE-free code; otherwise SSE exploiting code is executed.
Summarizing, there a two possibilities to write applications which are compatible with conventional and
Crypto-SSE systems: forking a child and signal handlers. These possibilities are currently available as proof
of concepts (or in VLC), but have not been used to patch Debian packages for Paranoix. Because Paranoix
and Crypto-SSE are relative enclosed systems and it is not worth to develop such applications since Paranoix
works well with CPUID patches. Real compatible applications would only be relevant for the hypothetical
case that Crypto-SSE is so widespread one day that application developers want to support it out of the box
and without loosing efficiency on traditional systems.

4.2 Paranoix Display Manager
The Paranoix Display Manager (PDM) has been built to meet the special needs of a Crypto-SSE live CD
which encrypts home directories by default. The basic idea of PDM is that users do not login with username
and password, but with the secret Crypto-SSE key and a link to their scrambled home directory. The secret
key is already entered at the Crypto-SSE key prompt; a link to the scrambled home directory must be entered
in PDM.
Otherwise PDM provides similar functionality like GDM (Gnome Display Manager), KDM (KDE Display
Manager) and XDM (X Display Manager). That is, PDM is basically a daemon which runs in background
and which takes care that X as well as a window manager are always running. Xfce4 has been chosen as
window manager for Paranoix, rather than a bloated desktop environment like Gnome or KDE, because it
safes memory on the live CD. As soon as a user logs in, PDM decrypts the home directory, mounts it and
starts Xfce4 with personalized settings. Whenever a user quits the Xfce4 session (by intention or by accident),
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PDM umounts the home directory and displays a fresh login screen. If even the X session terminates, PDM
umounts the home directory first, then starts a new X session and finally displays the login screen.
Beyond that, PDM provides less extra features than GDM and KDM. GDM and KDM support configurable
themes, several window managers and remote logins, for instance. Such features are useless on a live CD,
because on each reboot the default theme would be loaded anyway and there is only one window manager
installed, namely Xfce4. Thus, PDM is restricted to the basics of a display manager and additionally it
encrypts home directories.
This section is structured as follows: First of all, a high-level description of the graphical user interface of
PDM is given in Section 4.2.1. Afterwards, in Section 4.2.2, disk encryption is covered, i.e., the employment
of AES-SSE for home directory encryption. And in Section 4.2.3, some implementation issues of PDM are
outlined briefly.

4.2.1 User Interface
The user interface of PDM (cf. Figure 4.7) can basically be split
up into three parts: One to choose the path to the home container,
one to choose the encryption algorithm and one to actually login
or shut down the system. The home directory is called “container”
here, because a scrambled directory appears as a single file. Using
encrypted containers instead of entire partitions, every USB stick
can directly be used to store the home directory. No need to split
the USB stick up into partitions or to reformat it.
In PDM, either a new container can be created or an existing
one can be chosen. When choosing an existing one, the same
Crypto-SSE key must have been entered and the same encryption
algorithm must have been chosen as for the creation of the container; otherwise the decryption fails and login is denied. When
login has been denied because of a wrong Crypto-SSE key, the
user has to reboot the machine in order to enter a new key. For
security reasons, which have been described extensively above,
there is no way to change the key in a running system. When a user
has no home container yet and wants to login, a new container can
be created. In that case a skeleton of the default home directory
is copied to the new container to set default configurations. The
Figure 4.7: Paranoix Display Manager.
minimum size of a new container is 32 megabytes – a nice size
for testing, since small containers are quickly created. Anyhow, a
serious container should have the size of several hundred megabytes, but be aware that the creation of such a
container takes a while on external USB devices. The bottleneck is not AES-SSE but the USB speed; the
creation of big containers on virtual partitions of the live CD is faster.
The benefit of the USB stick approach is that it allows users to store their data persistently. In other words,
Paranoix allows users to access their data and settings from different computers in a secure, cold boot
resistant manner, whenever they insert a Paranoix CD and their personal USB stick. The CD image could
also be copied to a bootable USB stick, effectively unifying both devices into one. Moreover, USB sticks
can just be plugged off when a suspended machine must be left unattended. This increases security against
physical attacks further.
But the live CD approach has also some drawbacks: First of all the performance is decreased since both,
CD-ROMs and USB sticks1 , are considerably slower than hard disks. And secondly, it is inconvenient to
install new programs because they would have to be re-installed after reboot or into the home directory. To
overcome these drawbacks, an installer is supplied with the live CD which allows to install the Paranoix
1 Not
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system onto hard disk. The installer copies the Paranoix system into a free partition, sets up another one as
swap partition and configures the MBR and Grub so that it is possible to boot into the new system.

4.2.2 Disk Encryption
The Paranoix Display Manager encapsulates all encryption internals from the end user, meaning that the
user can set up an encrypted home container with only a few mouse clicks. It can be chosen between
two encryption systems (cryptoloop and dm-crypt), three encryption algorithms (AES-SSE, DES-SSE and
3DES-SSE) and two modes of operation (CBC and ECB). But most of these combinations are only for
demonstration purposes. It is highly recommended to use the default setting (dm-crypt, AES-SSE, CBC)
since this setting is the most secure and efficient one.
So encryption is fully automated by PDM; in this section we want to have a look to its internals. First of all,
let us have a look closer to dm-crypt and cryptoloop. Dm-crypt and cryptoloop are two independent disk
encryption systems, but they equal each other in many aspects. Both are integrated into the main branch of
the Linux kernel and both are based on the Crypto-API, what makes them interesting for us. In this respect,
they differ from encryption systems like TrueCrypt which runs in userspace. Roughly speaking, dm-crypt
(available since Linux 2.6.4) is the successor of cryptoloop; cryptoloop is deprecated today and its support
might be removed in future kernel versions. All new crypto systems should be based on dm-crypt. Cryptoloop
is only an option in PDM to demonstrate the modular character of Crypto-SSE, i.e., to demonstrate that all
encryption systems using the Crypto-API are supported, not only dm-crypt.
To be transparent to the userland, dm-crypt introduces a new layer below the filesystem, i.e., it introduces an
encryption layer between the actual hardware and the filesystem. Technically, this model is implemented
by means of the device mapper infrastructure (and there the name dm-crypt comes from). In short, device
mappers are a generic framework in the Linux kernel which allow to map a real block device onto a virtual
one.2 Dm-crypt is implemented as the virtual one, also called a device mapper target; data which is passed
between the two devices is encrypted. Device mapper targets are stored in the directory /dev/mapper/,
whereas real block devices are stored in /dev/. A mapping could be set up from /dev/sda0 to /dev/
mapper/enc_sda0 in a way that the data which is internally passed between these devices is encrypted
with AES-SSE. As a consequence, /dev/sda0 does not contain a valid filesystem structure anymore but
only a meaningless, scrambled sequence of bits. Thus, mounting the real device fails; instead the virtual
device /dev/mapper/enc_sda0 must be mounted.
A userland front-end for the setup of dm-crypt devices (or more precise, for the setup of device mappers in
general) is the command line tool dmsetup. Figure 4.8 illustrates the use of dmsetup to create an AES-SSE
/ CBC encrypted ext2 filesystem on device /dev/sda0 that can be accessed via /dev/mapper/enc_sda0.
Afterwards the newly created filesystem is mounted to directory /media/encrypted. Admittedly, the
dmsetup tool is not very user-friendly and requires us to pass on all parameters via the echo command, as
shown in Figure 4.8. The most important parameter is aes_sse-cbc: AES-SSE is used along with CBC.
The next parameter, namely 01234..., is a 256-bit AES key; but since we are using AES-SSE, this is only
the dummy key. It can be any arbitrary 256-bit sequence as it has absolutely no effect to the encryption
process (which uses the secret Crypto-SSE key).
> echo 0 ‘blockdev --getsize /dev/sda0‘\
crypt aes_sse-cbc\
0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef 0\
/dev/sda0 0 |\
dmsetup create enc_sda0
> mkfs2.ext2 /dev/mapper/enc_sda0
> mount -t ext2 /dev/mapper/enc_sda0\
/media/encrypted

Figure 4.8: Setting up an AES-SSE encrypted filesystem with dm-crypt.
2 Device

> echo dummypw |\
losetup -p 0 -e aes_sse-cbc\
/dev/loop0 /media/usb/container
> mkfs.ext2 /dev/loop0
> echo dummypw | mount -p 0 -t ext2\
/dev/loop0 /media/encrypted

Figure 4.9: Setting up an AES-SSE encrypted container
with cryptoloop.

mappers are not only the foundation for dm-crypt, but also for RAID systems, for instance.
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In the example from Figure 4.8, an entire block device gets encrypted. But for Paranoix a container should
be encrypted, not a partition or device. Unfortunately, dm-crypt does not support containers directly, only
the encryption of block devices. Thus, PDM has to make a detour via loop devices. Loop devices allow
to map virtual devices like /dev/loop0 onto containers, e.g., via losetup /dev/loop0 /media/usb/
container. That is, using dm-crypt, two mappings are used in the end: One mapping from the container to
the loop device and another from the loop device to the encryption device.
The need for a second mapping is theoretically redundant. It can be avoided by using cryptoloop instead of
dm-crypt. As its name suggests, cryptoloop brings itself into action at the level of loop devices. Otherwise
the working principle of cryptoloop is similar to that of dm-crypt. It is transparent to userland applications
since it is located below the filesystem layer. Figure 4.9 illustrates how to utilize cryptoloop to create an
ext2 filesystem on top of an AES-SSE / CBC encrypted container. The equivalent counterpart to dmsetup
is losetup. Contrary to dmsetup, the dummy password is passed on as a string, not as a hexadecimal
sequence. Because losetup applies a hash function to the password in order to compute the secret key,
whereas dmsetup requires the key itself to be passed on.

4.2.3 Implementation Internals
In this section, some implementation internals of PDM are covered briefly. PDM is solely written in scripting
languages and thus, it does not have to be compiled. Actually, it is a mixture of Python and Bash scripts.
Broadly speaking, the PDM daemon and its user interface are written in Python and for encrypting and
mounting the home directories external Bash scripts are called. Scripting languages have been chosen for
these tasks because they simplify GUI programming and external program calls. In C language both tasks
are inconvenient and lengthy.
The entry point of PDM is the initialization script /etc/init.d/pdm. Booting into one of Debian’s
graphic runlevels, this script is automatically executed during the System-V init process. Alternatively, an
administrator can operate it manually via /etc/init.d/pdm start|stop|restart|status. Basically,
all this initialization script does is to start, stop or restart the actual PDM daemon. The actual PDM daemon
is a Python script named pdm-session, active in background. It creates X authority files, keeps the X
server running and starts the PDM login screen. When the PDM daemon is stopped, the X server is brought
down as well. In this respect, the PDM daemon just behaves like the GDM and KDM daemons.
The PDM login screen, that is the GUI of PDM, is implemented in a Python script named pdm-login.
This login script is the starting point for several Bash scripts: pdm-mount mounts or creates a scrambled
home container; pdm-adduser adds a user to the system; and pdm-umount umounts the home container
as soon as the user logs out. The Bash scripting language has been chosen for these tasks because a lot of
terminal commands like dmsetup, losetup or mount must be called. Of course, it would also be possible
to integrate the Bash scripts directly into Python, but only the pdm-mount script consists of more than 200
lines. Thus, it is a meaningful design choice to separate the functionalities into different files.
On the Paranoix live CD, PDM is already installed and fully preconfigured. If you want to install PDM on
another system, you can simply run make install from within its source directory (best in a Debian based
distribution; others are not supported). You do not have to run configure or make as there is just nothing
to compile. The installation copies the scripts into their appropriate directories of the Linux source tree and
updates the symlinks under /etc/rc*.d, so that PDM gets started automatically on boot.

4.3 Live CD
In the last two sections we had a look to the problem of binary compatibility and to PDM. In this section
we want to have a look to the live CD itself. At first some operating instructions for Paranoix are given in
Section 4.3.1. These instructions encompass a description of the desktop environment and its applications,
as well as a description of the /usr/src directory. This directory contains the sources of all projects which
have been developed in the course of this thesis: Crypto-SSE, AES-SSE, DES-SSE, PDM and the userland
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patches (GCC, Flash etc.). Section 4.3.2 covers trouble shooting for typical live CD problems, such as video
and sound card issues. And finally, in Section 4.3.3, theory and practice of creating a live CD are sketched.

4.3.1 Operating Instructions
By all means, real hardware must be used to test Paranoix. All tested virtualization solutions have bugs
regarding SSE.3 In short, most VMs do not allow to disable SSE correctly; instead, SSE is enabled
initially (what is already wrong) and stays enabled even though it is explicitly disabled. That is, most VM
manufacturers emulate a simplified behavior of real SSE. These flaws do not pose a problem usually, since
no widespread operating system requires SSE to be disabled. But under Crypto-SSE they do pose a problem.
For more details about this, please refer to Section 5.2.1.
Any serious conclusions of Paranoix can only be drawn using real hardware. The real hardware must support
at least SSE2. During boot, Crypto-SSE verifies whether SSE2 is available; if not it refuses to continue
work and raises a panic with the message “Your machine is not capable to run Crypto-SSE. At least SSE2 is
needed to do so.”.
Starting reasonable hardware with an inserted Paranoix live CD, the Grub bootloader is displayed (cf. Figure
4.11). Grub allows the user to choose a desired keyboard layout and to decide between graphics and text
modes. By default Grub boots into graphics mode with a German keyboard layout. Next the Linux kernel
is loaded and the Crypto-SSE key prompt is displayed, as it has already been shown in Figure 3.1. After
the key has been entered, the System-V init process starts and after a while PDM is executed – actually it is
the last daemon which is started by init. After a scrambled home container has been chosen or created, the
Xfce4 desktop environment starts (cf. Figure 4.10) and the system can finally be used.

Figure 4.10: The Paranoix Xfce4 desktop running VLC and Firefox.
3 Tested

virtualization solutions are: Qemu, Bochs, VirtualBox, VMware and Virtual PC.
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Figure 4.10 shows a typical Paranoix Xfce4 desktop running VLC and Firefox. As a little demonstration on
binary compatibility issues, the VLC warning message regarding SSE is visible in a terminal. Furthermore,
Firefox is running the patched version of Adobe’s Flash plugin to play a video about cold boot attacks from
YouTube. Beside VLC and Firefox, several other useful programs are installed, most noteworthy:
• Multimedia: Audacity, Gimp, Ristretto (lightweight image viewer), VLC
• Network: Claws Mail, Firefox (a.k.a. Iceweasel), Wicd (network manager)
• Office: AbiWord, ePDFViewer, Gnumeric (spreadsheets)
Beside these GUI based programs, a lot of terminal programs are installed, like SSH, Mutt and Irssi for
instance. Additionally a complete development system composed of GCC, GDB and Vim is provided. The
most mentionable missing package is probably OpenOffice, which is not part of the live CD because of its
memory consumption. The current software compilation of Paranoix requires 676 megabytes, a CD-ROM
has a maximum capacity of 700 megabytes. As a compensation for OpenOffice, the lighter office tools
AbiWord and Gnumeric have been added to Paranoix. Other live CDs, the Ubuntu live variant for example,
are able to include OpenOffice since they do not have a development system installed and do not provide
source codes on the CD.
Paranoix on the contrary includes a comprehensive /usr/src directory which encompasses all sources of the
Paranoix subprojects. It is structured as follows: /usr/src/kernel includes the kernel patch, i.e., CryptoSSE, AES-SSE and DES-SSE; /usr/src/aes includes AES-SSE in principle as well, but embedded in its
development environment, not embedded in the kernel; the same holds for /usr/src/des; /usr/src/pdm
contains the PDM scripts; and the subdirectories gcc, procps, liboil and flash contain userland patches.
Last but not least, the directory /usr/src/tests comprises little tests and demonstration programs. One
tool, for example, checks which SSE version is supported by hardware; another tool demonstrates the
“Illegal instruction” crash as it attempts to execute SSE. And there are two useful disk encryption scripts,
cryptoloop.sh and dmcrypt.sh, providing minimal references for dm-crypt and cryptoloop. These
scripts are restricted to the basics of disk encryption and they are clearer than the pdm-mount script of PDM.
To compile or install projects in /usr/src it might be necessary to gain root privileges. The standard user in
Paranoix is “puser”. Since a live CD is a single-user system, the standard user is allowed to run administrative
commands with a preceded sudo, just like in Ubuntu. To get a full root shell, one can either use sudo su in
an X terminal or go to one of the text consoles via CTRL-ALT-Fx which are root shells by default.
Figure 4.10 shows an open start menu of Paranoix’s Xfce4 desktop. The item “Install Paranoix” starts an
installer which copies Paranoix to hard disk. The user has various configuration possibilities; for example
the keyboard layout and the locales scheme. Furthermore a root and a swap partition must be chosen. If
none exist yet, they can be created. Optionally an extra home partition can be applied. This is meaningful if
a Paranoix based system is being planned which encrypts an entire home partition. The item “Suspend” of
the start menu puts the machine into ACPI sleep state (more precise Suspend-to-RAM).
Last but not least, the “Logout” item of the start menu should be used to quit a Paranoix session. Xfce4 shuts
down immediately, but it may take some time (up to a minute) until the PDM login screen reappears. That is
not a bug but a feature of PDM, since it tries to umount the scrambled home directory safely first. When
processes accessing the home directory are still active, the home directory cannot be umounted immediately.
PDM waits a few seconds and then it begins to terminate the blocking processes, first smoothly (SIGTERM)
then rigorously (SIGKILL). This procedure takes a while and the user should not plug off the USB stick
during this time. Otherwise data may get lost and the encrypted filesystem may get damaged.

4.3.2 Trouble Shooting
This section gives solutions for basically three problems that may arise using Paranoix, all related to hardware
compatibility: video cards, sound cards and ACPI problems. These problems are general problems regarding
Linux and especially regarding live CDs, because a live CD has to recognize all hardware components
correctly by itself. In principle, none of these problems is Crypto-SSE specific.
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Figure 4.11: Grub options for starting Paranoix in safe graphics mode (VESA).

One common problem arises when the X server does not recognize the video card correctly. Even though
Paranoix is delivered with all free video drivers which are available in Debian, some new or just unusual
video cards may not be detected correctly. And proprietary video card drivers (often provided by ATI) are
not delivered with Paranoix at all. If your hardware is affected by such problems, Paranoix provides a safe
graphics mode: VESA. The VESA standard is a vendor independent interface to video cards and should be
supported by most, if not all, manufacturers. Figure 4.11 illustrates the VESA options in Grub. (The VESA
options are not visible by default but get visible as soon as the cursor is moved down.) The first option asks
the video card for supported VESA modes, the second tests the 1024x768 mode and the last one boots into
this mode.
Another common problem with Paranoix is ACPI wakeup. On some hardware, Paranoix does not wake up
correctly after it has been suspended to RAM. Again this problem is mostly related to video cards: Linux
wakes up but does not reactivate the video card correctly and the screen stays blank. Even if a video card
seems to work fine and no VESA mode is required, the card can make trouble when suspending (or more
precise when resuming). Even more problematic for Paranoix, some video cards are reactivated only when
returning to X. For such video cards it is impossible to suspend and resume in console mode. The especial
problem for Paranoix is that the Crypto-SSE prompt to re-enter the key is displayed before returning to X,
i.e., in console mode. For trouble shooting the user may try to enter the key “blind”, meaning on a blank
screen without seeing the Crypto-SSE prompt displayed. With a bit luck the video card is reactivated when
returning to X afterwards.
Lastly, Paranoix may have trouble with the sound card. If sound is needed but not working out of the
box, the problem can usually be solved by running alsaconf, which automatically detects most sound
cards correctly. As shown in Figure 4.10, this tool can be chosen conveniently from the start menu (item
“Configure Sound”).

4.3.3 Building a Live CD
In the last sections we have discussed the design choices behind Paranoix, the implementation of its subproject
PDM and how to use it in practice. What we have not covered yet is how the live CD has actually been
created. We have a look to this now, but only briefly. Because creating a live CD is neither specific for this
thesis, nor very complex or interesting from an implementation point of view. Truly, it is only configuration
(and not implementation) work and it is supported by a lot of automated tools and tutorials nowadays.
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Paranoix, and live CDs in general, are based on two specialized filesystems: SquashFS and UnionFS.
SquashFS compresses data, UnionFS accomplishes pseudo write-access on a read-only filesystem. The high
compression of SquashFS is required since CD-ROMs provide only 700 megabytes. It would hardly be
possible to install a meaningful desktop system on a CD-ROM without compression. Paranoix for example
has an ISO image of 676 megabytes, but the running system indicates 2.2 gigabytes of allocated disk space.
The difference is solely caused by the high compression of SquashFS. The drawback of SquashFS is that it is
a read-only filesystem, as CD-ROMs are read-only media. Running Linux on top of a read-only filesystem
involves serious problems, since directories like /var or /tmp are not writable. A lot of system processes
require write access to these directories. Thus, a writable filesystem which resides in RAM (ramdisk) must
be overlayed with the compressed, read-only filesystem. Therefore UnionFS is employed. UnionFS allows
for a transparent overlay of filesystems, i.e., it enables files from separate filesystems to virtually form a
single filesystem. The separate filesystems here are the read-only SquashFS on the one hand, and the writable
ramdisk on the other hand. The ramdisk filesystem has higher priority, meaning when both filesystems
contain the same file, the more up to date one from main memory is chosen.
Thus, the combination of SquashFS and UnionFS provides a pseudo read-write environment for live CDs.
“Pseudo”, because the ramdisk loses data as soon as the machine is halted. That is, the overlay filesystem
allows to alter the Paranoix distribution temporarily, but changes are lost after reboot. Until such a reboot,
Paranoix can be used like a normal Debian, meaning that apt-get can be used to install new programs
(they are just installed into the ramdisk).
Since a combination of these filesystems is the common way to create live CDs under Linux today, there are
a lot of tools and tutorials which take away the hard work from a live CD creator. In other words, creating
a live CD you are hardly in contact with SquashFS and UnionFS directly. Paranoix has been created with
help of the RemasterSys utility. RemasterSys can make a distributable copy of the current Debian hard disk
installation. Once everything is configured on hard disk, one can simply run remastersys to create an ISO
image of the current hard disk. ISO images exceeding the limit of 700 megabytes are also supported; they
can still be used to create live DVDs or bootable USB sticks. In fact, RemasterSys is only an interface for
other scripts and programs like casper, live-initramfs and mkisofs; the work of RemasterSys could
also be accomplished manually. But RemasterSys speeds up the development process significantly because
it provides a user-friendly interface encapsulating the creation of a live CD.
Bringing everything together, the Paranoix live CD can be created with the following steps: Install a minimal,
console based Debian Lenny system onto hard disk. Replace the package libc-686 by libc-486. Set up a
development system with the modified version of GCC. Patch the kernel with Crypto-SSE and compile it
with the newly installed GCC. Reboot into the new kernel. Patch and reinstall essential system packages
like Procps and Liboil. Install a graphical desktop environment (X, Xfce4, Firefox etc.) and the Paranoix
Display Manager. Patch more userland applications, such as Adobe Flash Plugin, if needed. Finally, install
RemasterSys and simply use it to create an ISO image of the current system.
Concluding this chapter, without the Paranoix live distribution it would be necessary to perform all the steps
listed above (except the last one) on every new system to be tested. Meaning that testing would become a
tedious task. Not everybody is willing to spend the time needed to patch and compile the kernel and userland
applications. For people which are not very experienced in Linux, and especially in kernel development, it
could take days only to set up one working Crypto-SSE system. In contrast, booting the live CD takes a few
minutes. Thus, Paranoix is provided to give people the chance to have a quick, carefree look to the work that
has been achieved during this thesis. It is also used to demonstrate that Crypto-SSE is serviceable in practice
and that missing SSE instructions can be compensated well.
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The three main aspects of evaluation are compatibility, performance and security. While all of these aspects
have already been addressed before, they are clearly recapitulated now, with more exact arguments and with
completely new findings. That is, statements which have been claimed in the last sections are proven with
accurate measurements now. For example, it has been claimed that AES-SSE is an implementation of AES,
it has been claimed that the performance drawback of AES-SSE is acceptable and, most important, it has
been claimed that AES-SSE is resistant to cold boot attacks. These and more statements are examined in
detail during this chapter.
Beside the three main aspects (compatibility, performance and security) Section 5.1 begins with a presentation
about implementation statistics. For example: How many lines of Crypto-SSE code are going to which
kernel source directory? How many percentage of the implementation is written in assembly, how many in C
language? These and similar questions are answered in the first section.
The next section, Section 5.2, covers compatibility aspects. Of course, binary compatibility is probably the
most critical topic here; but it has already been covered extensively in previous sections. Thus, this section
focuses also on other aspects. Section 5.2.1 examines compatibility with different architectures: 64-bit
systems, multi-core systems and virtual machines. Section 5.2.2 considers software aspects such as userland
and multiuser support. And Section 5.2.3 finally proves that AES-SSE is compatible with AES. We have not
proven yet, that we did not accidentally implement a slightly different algorithm.
Performance aspects are covered in Section 5.3. As so often, for AES-SSE it holds that increased security
comes along with decreased performance. Accurate timings comparing AES-SSE and standard AES are
given in Section 5.3.1. The average performance drawback of AES-SSE is about factor six. Practical more
relevant is the performance drawback for disk encryption. Disk encryption benchmarks are presented in
Section 5.3.2. The performance drawback for AES-256 is about four here. Beyond throughput, the reactivity
of Crypto-SSE systems is evaluated in Section 5.3.3.
Security aspects are covered in Section 5.4. In this thesis, security is always discussed regarding the
implementation of AES, i.e., regarding side channel attacks. Those are attacks by local, unprivileged users
(Section 5.4.1), cold boot attacks (Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3), cache timing attacks (Section 5.4.4) and others
(Section 5.4.5).
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5.1 Source Code Statistics
The implementation phase, from the initial idea up to the first release of Paranoix, took between three and
four months. It is hard to give accurate information about working hours for single tasks, since it was omitted
to measure them in these months. Thus, the statistics are restricted to a census of code lines: LOC (lines
of code). LOC must be treated with great care; they should only be used to point out the focus of work
within Crypto-SSE itself, because LOC are not a direct indicator for software complexity or man hours.
For example, Crypto-SSE is a “5-KLOCer” (meaning 5,000 lines of code), whereas PDM is a “1-KLOCer”
(meaning 1,000 lines of code). This ratio does not reflect the ratio of work behind these projects. Crypto-SSE
is more than 5 times the work of PDM, since kernel, C and assembly programming is another challenge than
GUI and Python scripting.
The actual LOC number additionally depends on the personal programming style. To avoid this, Crypto-SSE
complies with the kernel programming conventions as originally suggested by Linus Torvalds [75]. Linus’
coding conventions differ substantially from the GNU coding conventions (“I’d suggest printing out a copy
of the GNU coding standards, and NOT read it. Burn them”– Linus Torvalds [75]). Usage of the kernel
conventions makes Crypto-SSE easier to read for other developers and easier to compare with other patches.
The conventions by Linus encompass the C language; for assembly there exists no convention.
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Figure 5.1: Source code statistics of the Crypto-SSE kernel patch.

Figure 5.1 shows statistics on the code distribution of the Crypto-SSE kernel patch. Beside the fact that this
table gives a nice overview about involved files, it answers several interesting questions, e.g.: How many
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LOC does Crypto-SSE encompass? 5000. How many files are changed? 25 (15 C, 4 assembly, 4 header
and 2 configuration files). How many new files have been introduced into the kernel? 11 (the other 14
are existing files which have been patched). How many percentage of the code relates to the actual cipher
implementations of AES-SSE and DES-SSE? 54.18% (consequently, the remaining 45.82% make up the
Crypto-SSE framework). How many percentage of the code goes to the architecture dependent directory
/arch/x86/? 89.36% (the remaining 10.64% go to architecture independent directories).
Some interesting facts are not answered by the table directly, but can be summed up easily, e.g.: How
many LOC are written into new files, how many into existing files? 89.40%, that are 4,470 lines, are
written into new files; the rest into existing ones. How many LOC are written in assembly, how many in C?
2,557 (51,51%) are written in assembly, 2321 (46.42%) in C (inclusive header files), the missing 2,44% are
configuration files. Note that only the table based versions of AES-SSE and DES-SSE are factored into these
statistics. The algorithmic versions are based on completely different code which is not listed.
Summarizing, the most important message of the table is that only two files, namely the cipher implementations aes-sse_asm.S and des-sse_asm.S, make up almost fifty percent of the code. The other fifty
percent set up the Crypto-SSE framework; the framework does not have such central files but is spread
all over the kernel. Thus, while it is easy to track the cipher implementations, it is hard to reconstruct the
correlation of all patched files involved in Crypto-SSE. And exactly this difficulty has been the motivation
behind the framework: All the hard work which makes changes to existing kernel code and which may be
opaque to a programmer is encapsulated. A well defined interface allows new, cold boot resistant ciphers to
be developed quickly without the need to know what is going on in all these files. For example, it would
basically be sufficient to create rc6-sse_asm.S and rc6-sse_glue.c in order to introduce a cold boot
resistant implementation of RC6.
Lastly, let us consider the other projects briefly: The Paranoix Display Manager consists of 1091 LOC,
573 are written in Python (52.52%) and 518 in Bash language (47.48%). The effort for an equivalent C
implementation would have been higher by an order of magnitude. The application patches to establish
binary compatibility (i.e., the patches for GCC, Liboil, Procps and Flash) are negligible, meaning each
consisting of less than 100 LOC (always in C and/or assembly language).

5.2 Compatibility
In this section, the compatibility of Crypto-SSE with architectures (Section 5.2.1) and software (Section
5.2.2) is investigated. Moreover, the compatibility of AES-SSE with AES is proven (Section 5.2.3), i.e., it is
proven that AES-SSE is a correct implementation of AES.
The section about architecture compatibility does not only encompass hardware architectures, but also virtual
architectures, meaning virtual machines. It turns out that Crypto-SSE is very compatible with real hardware,
but not with virtual machines. The problem is that virtual machines perform a demonstrably incorrect
simulation of real hardware. As a result, many VMs are not capable to run Crypto-SSE and vulnerable to
attacks on SSE key registers.

5.2.1 Architecture Compatibility
In principle, Crypto-SSE is compatible with all x86 architectures supporting at least SSE2. Other architectures
like old x86 CPUs, SPARC, PowerPC or ARM are not supported. Since notebooks are the most vulnerable
class for cold boot attacks, it is not really a restriction that server architectures like SPARC are not supported.
However, the ARM architecture is frequently used to built netbooks and smartphones, often with a preinstalled
Linux like Android. This new market of small, mobile Linux devices is unfortunately not supported by
Crypto-SSE. The ARM architecture has only fifteen 32-bit general purpose registers; it does not have any
extensions like SSE.
Since Apple has switched from PowerPC to Intel in 2005, no PowerPC notebooks are produced anymore,
meaning that it is tolerable that PowerPC is not supported. Well, PowerPC has not died, it is still in use
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for gaming consoles like Microsoft Xbox 360, Nintendo Wii and Sony PlayStation 3, and also for high
performance servers (supercomputers). But cold boot attacks are not a serious security flaw for any of those
systems. If really needed, something like Crypto-VMX could (presumably) be implemented. VMX (also
referred to as AltiVec or Velocity Engine) is the SIMD extension for PowerPC [25]. In its first version, VMX
is already available since 1997. VMX and SSE have a lot in common: Both use 128-bit registers (but VMX
has more: 32); both can optionally interpret these registers as four 32-bit values or eight 16-bit values;
both provide cache control instructions; etc. Thus, though it has not been examined further, it is likely that
Crypto-VMX is realizable.
As stated above, all x86 CPUs with SSE2 are supported by Crypto-SSE. But for exactly which processors
does this apply? Till now we have broadly said that it applies for all Intel CPUs since Pentium 4 (2001) and
for all AMD CPUs since Opteron and Athlon 64 (2003). In principle that is correct, but the following list is
more detailed:
• AMD: Athlon 64, Athlon II, Athlon X2, Mobile Athlon 64, Mobile Sempron, Opteron, Phenom,
Phenom II, Sempron, Turion 64, Turion II
• Intel: Atom, Celeron, Celeron D, Celeron M, Core, Core 2, Core i3, i5 and i7, Pentium 4, Pentium D,
Pentium M, Xeon
• VIA: C7, Eden, Neon
• Transmeta: Efficeon
The list does not mention every single processor, but processor families, i.e., Core 2 encompasses Core 2
Solo, Core 2 Duo, Core 2 Quad, Core 2 Extreme and so forth. More exact architecture code names like
Northwood, Prescott, Nehalem etc. have not been mentioned as they would be meaningless for most readers.
In fact, Intel’s and AMD’s naming scheme for processors, processor families and underlying architectures
can be quite confusing. The above list attempts to be complete while still understandable. In case of doubt,
please refer to the documentation of your exact processor or simply call cpuid. All modern CPUs have
SSE2 integrated and we can safely assume that all coming CPUs will have SSE2 integrated as well.
You may have noticed Transmeta in the list above. Transmeta was an U.S. semiconductor corporation until
2009 (it is defunct today). Interestingly, it employed Linus Torvalds until June 2003. It was known to build
components with low power consumption and a low thermal footprint. Two x86 compatible CPUs have been
produced by Transmeta: Crusoe and Efficeon, from which only the latter supports SSE2.
Crypto-SSE runs on Intel’s and AMD’s 64-bit systems. Anyhow, Paranoix is currently only available as 32-bit
distribution, it just boots and works fine on 64-bit systems because 64-bit processors are backward compatible
with 32-bit binaries. To avoid redundant work during this thesis, the more general 32-bit architecture has
been chosen to be supported natively. Crypto-SSE does not exploit any 64-bit specific features, especially
not the increased register size. On 64-bit systems, the sizes of general purpose registers are doubled (from 32
to 64 bits); the sizes of XMM registers stay 128-bit, but their number is doubled (from 8 to 16), effectively
doubling the space as well. This extra space is not exploited yet, but it may be a meaningful future task to do
so, since more SSE registers can increase the performance of AES-SSE substantially. For example, the eight
new 128-bit registers can be used to store a major part of the AES key schedule. Recall that the on-the-fly
computation of round keys has pointed out to be the most serious performance drawback of AES-SSE.
Symmetric multiprocessing architectures (SMP), i.e., multi-core and multi-processor systems, are supported
by Crypto-SSE as well. Support for SMP systems is simply achieved by setting the CPU affinity of all crypto
threads to CPU0. This becomes necessary because Crypto-SSE stores the secret key into CPU0 registers. An
AES-SSE thread running on CPU1 would use the wrong XMM registers and consequently the wrong key
(probably a zero key).
Well, the current handling of multiple processors is not the best in theory, but has been the simplest to
achieve in practice. For future versions of Crypto-SSE, one may think about enhanced methods to exploit
the second CPU (for simplification we assume two CPUs now). Of course, the SSE registers of CPU0
(including the key) can be duplicated to CPU1. But there are more interesting methods: CPU0 could be
used for Crypto-SSE, while CPU1 is used to serve the userland with SSE. However, if this is possible is
questionable because it is likely that the SSE state of both CPUs is coupled. A different, also interesting
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approach is to let each CPU store its own secret key. At the moment, all Crypto-SSE ciphers must share
the same key. With this approach, multiple keys could be supported (as many keys as CPUs). Last but not
least, we could exploit the second CPU by parallelizing AES-SSE, e.g., by running the actual encryption
on CPU0 while the key expansion is running on CPU1. This could compensate the performance drawback
arising from an on-the-fly key schedule. Anyhow, also this approach is questionable, because the different
CPUs would have to communicate without main memory.
To test Crypto-SSE functionalities, the TCrypt-SSE kernel module has been used. This module is part of the
Crypto-SSE kernel patch and can be loaded like usual modules, that is via modprobe tcrypt-sse. It is
described in detail during the performance evaluation in Section 5.3. At the moment it is enough to know
that such functionality tests exist and that they are based on generally accepted test vectors for AES. The test
module is a reliable indicator for the proper functioning of AES-SSE and Crypto-SSE in general.
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Figure 5.2: Paranoix’s compatibility with real and virtual computer systems.

Table 5.2 illustrates the compatibility of Paranoix with different computer systems – real and virtual ones. A
great advantage of the Paranoix live CD is that it allows to test the compatibility of Crypto-SSE with different
computer systems quickly. Without Paranoix it would take days to test the compatibility of all 10 systems
which are listed in Table 5.2. These 10 systems encompass 5 real systems (each with a different processor
and video card) and 5 virtual systems (each from a different vendor). The set of real machines has been
chosen in a way that it includes a 64-bit system (Athlon 64), a multi-core system (Core Duo) and a system
with the earliest processor supporting SSE2 (Pentium 4; it verifies that Crypto-SSE does not require SSE3).
Furthermore the set includes the first SSE compatible processor from AMD (Athlon 64; thus verifying that
AMD’s SSE implementation does not miss essential parts). The set of virtual machines has been chosen
in a way that it simply encompasses the five most famous VM solutions: VMware Player (3.0, Linux and
3.0.1, Windows), VirtualBox (3.0.4, Linux and 3.1.6, Windows), VirtualPC (6.0.156, Windows), Qemu
(0.10.6, Linux) and Bochs (2.4.1, Linux). Beside the two compatibility criteria (Crypto-SSE and ACPI), all
10 machines are also judged from a security perspective, later in Section 5.4 (cf. Table 5.16).
The set of tested systems can be divided into three categories: 1) Crypto-SSE (including AES-SSE and DESSSE) works as expected and the ACPI suspend / wakeup procedure works as well. Most real machines fall into
this category. 2) Crypto-SSE works, but the ACPI wakeup fails. Some real machines fall into this category
and VMware. 3) Even Crypto-SSE fails. Solely virtual machines fall into this category. Compatibility
problems of virtual machines with Crypto-SSE must be explained by wrong VM implementations. For
corner cases which are irrelevant under normal circumstances and become essential only under Crypto-SSE,
the VM vendors have just been “sloppy” and did not emulate the real hardware accurate enough. That is,
virtual machines fail to execute Crypto-SSE because of a poor emulation of SSE. The exact reasons differ
for each VM:
• Qemu: Under Qemu it is impossible to disable SSE. SSE is enabled by default upon boot (what is
wrong, normally the OS must enable SSE explicitly) and cannot be disabled later. Recall that SSE can
be disabled by resetting flags in CPU control register CR4. Resetting these flags under Qemu, it has
just no effect, the flags stay 1. This situation is identified correctly by Crypto-SSE and a kernel panic
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is raised: “Your machine is not capable to disable SSE. Are you using virtualization software?” This
error message can be reproduced by running qemu -cdrom paranoix.iso.
By the way, running qemu -cpu pentium3 -cdrom paranoix.iso the kernel halts execution
with “Kernel panic: Your machine is not capable to run Crypto-SSE. At least SSE2 is needed.”
• VirtualBox: Under VirtualBox it is impossible to disable SSE as well, but VirtualBox is more nasty
than Qemu. VirtualBox resets the bits in CR4 correctly from 1 to 0, but it has no effect. SSE stays
enabled, disregarding the flags. This makes the situation harder to recognize; it would be necessary to
run an SSE test instruction, protected by an exception handler.
The test program /usr/src/tests/sse of the Paranoix CD can be run to verify that SSE stays
enabled under VirtualBox. This program executes an SSE instruction in userland and should crash, but
it does not.
• VirtualPC: Under VirtualPC another strange problem regarding SSE occurs – neither the problem
of Qemu, nor the problem of VirtualBox. To the contrary, SSE is disabled for the userland but
unfortunately, it cannot be re-enabled for kernelspace. SSE stays disabled.
• Bochs: Under Bochs, Paranoix does not boot but hangs right after Grub. Well, Bochs is known to
be very slow, since it emulates all instructions in software rather than executing them directly on
hardware. But at least the Crypto-SSE key prompt should get displayed after half an hour, but it is not.
• VMware: VMware finally is the only tested virtual machine which is capable to run Crypto-SSE
(VMware Player 3.0 and later, Linux and Windows). So whenever possible, real hardware should be
used to judge Paranoix, but VMware can be used for basic functionality tests, too.
After all the bad news about virtual machines you might have received the impression that there is something
fundamentally wrong with Crypto-SSE, not with the VMs. Admittedly, this impression arose early in the
development phase, too. But regarding corner cases of SSE which become important only when running
Crypto-SSE, the VM implementations are definitively wrong, not Crypto-SSE. The behavior of several VMs
demonstrably contradicts the documented hardware behavior, particularly when enabling / disabling SSE
(cf. Intel’s developer manuals [39] [40]). Real machines, as listed in Table 5.2, show that Crypto-SSE runs
smoothly on diverse physical platforms. In practice this is the only relevant case; cold boot attacks against
virtual machines are meaningless anyhow. Cold boot attacks are physical attacks and consequently they
make only sense against physical hardware.
Unlike Crypto-SSE, the ACPI suspend procedure of Paranoix is not compatible with all real machines. As
listed in Table 5.2, two out of five real systems fail to wake up after they have been suspended to RAM. This
problem is not dramatic regarding the topic of this thesis (which is to implement AES resistant to cold boot
attacks and not to fix ACPI problems of the Linux kernel). But even so it is very annoying, particularly as
suspended laptops have been identified as the class which is most vulnerable to cold boot attacks. Therefore
a lot of effort has been expended to get ACPI wakeup to work, and all the more disappointing it is that it still
fails on some systems. As expounded in Section 2.4.5, the hardware component which is mostly responsible
for ACPI failures is the video card; hence, video cards are listed in Table 5.2, too.
Summarizing, the compatibility of Crypto-SSE with different real and virtual architectures has been evaluated
in this section. Crypto-SSE is compatible with all processors of the x86 architecture supporting SSE2. This
includes various kinds of processors from Intel and AMD: 32- and 64-bit systems as well as single- and multicore systems. Other architectures, such as SPARC and ARM, are not supported since SSE is an architecture
specific feature. Interestingly, it has been found that many virtual machines are poorly implemented
regarding non-standard exploitations of SSE. These findings also show that it is anything but self-evident
that the Crypto-SSE project is within the boundaries of possibility. Just imagine one of the VM behaviors,
which indeed work fine with current operating systems, would be the standard behavior for real hardware –
Crypto-SSE would be doomed to failure.
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5.2.2 Software Compatibility
The current Crypto-SSE patch does work out of the box with kernel version 2.6.30 only. The patch is neither
directly applicable to kernel 2.6.29 nor to kernel 2.6.31. The problem is mostly a syntactical one: Code
lines and offsets have been changed in a way that the patch cannot be handled automatically anymore. In
these cases, manual patching with little changes to the automatic process helps. However, so more the kernel
version differs from 2.6.30, so more manual changes are needed and so more complex these changes get. For
example, it has been easily possible to create a Crypto-SSE version for kernel 2.6.28 (the Ubuntu 9.04 kernel)
and 2.6.31 (the Ubuntu 9.10 kernel), but not for kernel 2.6.26 (the native Debian Lenny kernel). Too many
parts of the code have been changed and essential files have been added later. But these are only problems of
a technical nature and can be solved as the principle of Crypto-SSE is applicable to all x86 operating systems,
theoretically even to Windows. Only the amount of work increases dramatically for completely other OS.
The officially supported applications for disk encryption are dm-crypt and cryptoloop. Nevertheless, AESSSE as an algorithm is not restricted to be utilized by disk encryption. It can be used by all kernel applications
which are based on the Crypto-API. Well, userspace programs do not use the kernel Crypto-API and thus,
they cannot use AES-SSE. For this reason another prominent disk encryption system, namely TrueCrypt, is
not supported by AES-SSE. TrueCrypt makes use of the kernel module FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace),
which allows to create scrambled filesystems in userspace.
So current Linux kernels do not provide the Crypto-API to the outside world, i.e., to the userspace. The
Crypto-API can only be accessed from within kernelspace, leading to the following situation: Kernel
applications make use of the secure Crypto-API, whereas userspace applications make use of a redundant,
less secure userland library such as OpenSSL (or even worse, they implement their own ciphers). Apparently,
this situation is suboptimal and should be improved by providing the Crypto-API to userspace. An interface
for this approach already exists: CryptoDev [46]. CryptoDev must be applied as an external kernel patch,
similar to Crypto-SSE. It creates a pseudo device called /dev/crypto which provides an opportunity for
userspace processes to use kernelspace ciphers.
But Paranoix comes without CryptoDev support, because its relevance regarding Crypto-SSE is questionable
since only one secret key can be stored. All applications which make use of Crypto-SSE must share the
same key. Thus, for Paranoix it has been decided to support only one application, namely disk encryption.
Everything else is confusing and in many cases even impossible or dangerous: A lot of cryptographic
applications like SSL make use of dynamic session keys. Such applications cannot be supported by CryptoSSE in a meaningful way because dynamic, automatic settings of the secret key are insecure. First of all,
the key would enter userspace memory, potentially vulnerable to cold boot attacks. Secondly, users could
overwrite the secret SSE key simply by invoking an SSL session.
Summarizing the key problematic, Crypto-SSE is neither capable to serve multiple keys nor capable to serve
dynamic keys. Hence, on Crypto-SSE based systems the superuser should have exclusive rights for the
one and only static key. This is for example the case in Paranoix where only root is allowed to mount and
umount scrambled home directories (PDM is running with root privileges). However, this is not a critical
restriction since disk encryption is the only crypto system which is really vulnerable to cold boot attacks.
Other crypto systems, including SSL, SSH and IPSec, protect data against an insecure communication line,
namely the Internet. Physical attacks against the local machine, such as cold boot attacks, do not belong to
the threat model of these crypto systems. They use session keys, not static keys, and thus, the impact of one
compromised key is very limited.
Beside the compatibility of Crypto-SSE with encryption systems, we want to come back to binary compatibility. The cause of this problem and solutions to it have already been covered in Section 4.1. Now we
want to evaluate the number of binaries in Paranoix which actually contain SSE, i.e., the number of binaries
which are problematic to be executed on top of Crypto-SSE. To this end, a small utility has been developed
which checks all binaries for SSE occurrences – Schecker, short for “SSE checker”. The working principle
of Schecker is straightforward: The disassemblies of all executable Paranoix binaries are searched for SSE
instructions. Additionally, shared libraries can contain SSE and thus, Schecker goes through all libraries as
well.
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Figure 5.3: SSE residues in Paranoix applications and libraries.1

Table 5.3 lists the findings of Schecker, that is all executables and all libraries which have not been patched
but contain SSE. 1727 executables have been examined; in 10 of them (meaning in 0.58%) SSE instructions
have been detected. Furthermore, 2264 libraries have been examined from which 30 (that is 1.32%) contain
SSE. All these binaries are susceptible to crash on top of Crypto-SSE, but for most a reasonable explanation
exist that it does not happen:
• GNU Gettext is a GNU library for internationalization and localization which can be used to write
multilingual programs. Executables like msginit and msgmerge help the programmer with the
translation process. It is rather surprising that a package like Gettext requires SSE at all. Anyhow, on
Paranoix this package is only needed due to dependencies of Debian’s kernel package builder. In other
words, Gettext is only used by developers to build the kernel, not by end users. (And even building the
kernel package does not crash.)
• Gimp has not been patched for Paranoix though it uses SSE, because it comes with its own, built-in
patch. Gimp can be started with the command line parameter no-cpu-accel which disables the use
of features like MMX and SSE despite they are present. Thus, users should launch Gimp in Paranoix
only by passing on this extra parameter. (But even starting Gimp without this parameter, no crash
situation could be evoked yet.)
• VLC contains SSE instructions but does not need to be patched because it recognizes correctly that
SSE is supported by the CPU but not by the OS. This has already been covered in detail in Section 4.1.
• Mesa is the OpenGL implementation under Linux, i.e., a commonly used library for 3d graphics. Since
the very beginning, 3d applications have been identified as the most problematic class of applications
under Crypto-SSE. As SSE is an essential part of Mesa, patching it is not a trivial task and has
been skipped. Paranoix is actually not designed to run 3d applications but to run Office and Internet
applications. Paranoix users should not expect most 3d games to be executable.
1 Long
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• OpenSSL is a library for userland cryptography. Indeed, Paranoix focuses on kernelspace cryptography,
but for security reasons OpenSSL should be patched in upcoming releases. So far, no problems
regarding OpenSSL are known; applications like SSH and Firefox/SSL have been tested and work
smoothly. A brief look to the source brings out that SSE is only used within the SHA-256 code of
OpenSSL and can simply be disabled by passing on the compile option no-sse2 to the configure
script. The documentation of this parameter (in openssl-0.9.8/INSTALL) gets to the heart of
binary incompatibility: “[...] if you happen to run OS kernel which does not support SSE2 extension
on Intel P4 processor, then your application might be exposed to illegal instruction exception.”
Summarizing two issues have been evaluated in this section: The compatibility of Crypto-SSE with encryption
systems and the compatibility of Crypto-SSE with userland executables and libraries. Regarding the
compatibility with encryption systems, it has been pointed out that Crypto-SSE is only meaningful in
combination with kernel cryptography and disk encryption. Other encryption systems, which run in userland,
need dynamic session keys mostly and are not vulnerable to cold boot attacks in a dramatic scale. Regarding
binary compatibility it has been pointed out that Paranoix does a quite good job with the userland patches that
have been introduced in Section 4.1. “Illegal instruction” errors cannot be observed in the current Paranoix
release.

5.2.3 Implementation Correctness
In the previous chapters we have taken for granted that AES-SSE is really an implementation of AES. This
allegation may have been substantiated by detailed descriptions of its implementation in Section 3.2, but it
has not been verified yet. Essential parts of AES could have been skipped or wrongly been implemented in
AES-SSE, to save some of the scarce registers for instance. To disprove this, two methods can be applied in
general: formal program verification and testing.
Formal methods on program verification cannot be applied to show the equality of AES and AES-SSE since
formal methods are based on abstract descriptions of an algorithm, whereas AES-SSE is a machine-oriented
implementation written in x86 assembly. Constraints of x86 instructions and their actual effect in hardware
would have to be taken into account for a valid formal line of argument. Thus, we restrict ourselves to black
box testing, meaning that we define some input vectors and compare the outputs. This kind of testing is very
common for the development of ciphers; official standards, such as FIPS-197, already contain a set of testing
vectors to this end.
Of course, also white box tests have been performed, meaning that single functionalities like SubBytes(),
ShiftRows() and MixColumns() have been tested independently from each other. But a description of
these tests would be lengthy and without new findings for the correctness of AES-SSE. Thus, only black box
tests are described here. Beyond the tests which are based on official, predefined test vectors, several tests
with random data have been performed, too. Otherwise the risk remains that the AES-SSE implementation
is optimized for the test vectors but not correct in general. Random tests are reasonable to dispel any
outstanding doubts about the correctness of AES-SSE.
.key

= "\x00\x01\x02\x03\x04\x05\x06\x07\x08\x09\x0a\x0b\x0c\x0d\x0e\x0f"
"\x10\x11\x12\x13\x14\x15\x16\x17",
.klen
= 24,
.input = "\x00\x11\x22\x33\x44\x55\x66\x77\x88\x99\xaa\xbb\xcc\xdd\xee\xff",
.ilen
= 16,
.result = "\xdd\xa9\x7c\xa4\x86\x4c\xdf\xe0\x6e\xaf\x70\xa0\xec\x0d\x71\x91",
.rlen
= 16,

Figure 5.4: Exemplary test vector for AES-192/ECB.

Figure 5.4 shows an exemplary test vector as defined by the Crypto-API test manager (crypto/testmgr.
h). All AES test vectors in Linux are either taken from FIPS-197 [21], RFC 3602 [24] (AES-CBC) or
NIST SP800-38A [19] (block cipher modes). One test vector is defined for all combinations arising from
encryption/decryption, ECB/CBC and the three key lengths 128/192/256. AES-SSE has been integrated into
the Crypto-API test manager (crypto/testmgr.c) in such a way that these test vectors must be passed
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whenever the AES-SSE module is loaded. Thereby, the AES-SSE implementation meets exactly the same
requirements as the standard AES implementation. As already shown in Figure 3.29, the file /proc/crypto
indicates whether the self-test has been passed or not. The AES-SSE self-test is always passed on real
hardware, meaning that AES-SSE performs here correctly on all defined test vectors. Despite the fact that the
Crypto-API test manager automatically executes a self-test when AES-SSE is loaded, the same test vectors
can be checked explicitly via the test module TCrypt-SSE. Of course, these tests are always passed, too.
Now let us have a look at disk encryption. The test vectors have shown that single predefined blocks are
equally encrypted with AES-SSE and standard AES. To overcome the last reservations concerning the
correctness of AES-SSE, entire disks, partitions and containers can be scrambled with standard AES and
unscrambled with AES-SSE (or the other way around). Assuming the password “coldboot” has been entered
into the Crypto-SSE key prompt, an AES-SSE compatible AES container can be created as follows:
1
2

> echo -n "coldboot" | sha256sum
74b401f2c947755c0fddaca89111d5a9634e7f1664bd4109ffc737fdfb7e536e

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

#
>
>
>

CREATE CONTAINER WITH AES
dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=50 of=container
losetup /dev/loop0 container
echo 0 ‘blockdev --getsize /dev/loop0‘ crypt aes \
74b401f2c947755c0fddaca89111d5a9634e7f1664bd4109ffc737fdfb7e536e \
0 /dev/loop0 0 | dmsetup create vol-aes
> mkfs.ext2 /dev/mapper/vol-aes
> mount /dev/mapper/vol-aes aes-mountpoint
> echo testmsg > aes-mountpoint/test

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

# READ CONTAINER WITH AES-SSE:
> losetup /dev/loop1 container
> echo 0 ‘blockdev --getsize /dev/loop1‘ crypt aes_sse \
0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef0123456789abcdef \
0 /dev/loop1 0 | dmsetup create vol-aes_sse
> mount /dev/mapper/vol-aes_sse aes_sse-mountpoint
> cat aes_sse-mountpoint/test
testmsg

A container which is created like this is fully compatible with both, AES and AES-SSE, as far as the AES
key for dm-crypt (line 8) equals the Crypto-SSE key (line 2). Recall that the Crypto-SSE key is derived as
SHA-256 hash from a password; hence, the same hash value must be used for standard AES. On the contrary,
the dm-crypt key for AES-SSE (line 17) can be an arbitrary value – it is just the pseudo key. By the way, that
AES-SSE is in no way affected by the pseudo key can be (and has been) proven as follows:
• With two different pseudo keys the same disk can be decrypted when using the same SSE key.
• With two equal pseudo keys the same disk cannot be decrypted when using different SSE keys.
Along with structured data like the text file and the filesystem, a large random file, full of bytes taken from
/dev/urandom, has been created in the compatible container. Both plaintext versions of the random file,

i.e., before scrambling with AES and after unscrambling with AES-SSE, have been compared byte by byte.
Since all bytes have exactly been equal to their counterpart, we can safely assume that AES-SSE decryption
is the reverse operation of AES encryption. Compared to small, predefined test vectors, the compatibility of
entire containers is more convincing, the more so as the containers are filled with large files of random data.
Summarizing this section, the correctness of AES-SSE has been proven by two different methods: 1) Test
vectors, which can be used manually but first and foremost they are used automatically by the Crypto-API.
2) Compatible dm-crypt containers, which can be scrambled and unscrambled by both, AES-SSE and
standard AES. This proves the correctness of AES-SSE not only in terms of single, predefined blocks but
also regarding a great amount of random data in conjunction with CBC. Incidentally, both methods have also
been applied to verify the correctness of DES-SSE and 3DES-SSE.
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5.3 Performance
In the following sections the performance of AES-SSE is analyzed, primarily in comparison to the performance of standard AES. Performance aspects of DES-SSE and 3DES-SSE are mentioned briefly as well.
Reading through the following sections, one should always have in mind that security was the primary goal
that led to the implementation of AES-SSE, not performance. As mentioned before, the measurements in
these sections reveal that AES-SSE is by factor 4 to 8 slower than standard AES. This penalty was foreseeable
but has been accepted considering the gain in security.
Three tools are used for benchmarking: Interbench, Postmark and the kernel testing module TCrypt-SSE.
Interbench and Postmark are userland programs; the former runs benchmark tests on the interactivity of
desktop environments, the latter runs benchmark tests on the efficiency of (scrambled) hard disks. Both,
Interbench and Postmark, are known benchmarking tools under Linux. The third one, the TCrypt-SSE
module, has been written as part of the Crypto-SSE patch during this thesis. Its task is to compare cipher
algorithms directly in kernelspace and on basis of static test vectors, without any disk encryption system
in between. Thus, TCrypt-SSE provides us with accurate timings and allows us to draw the most detailed
conclusions about the performance drawback of AES-SSE.
The kernel testing module and its accurate measurements about cipher algorithms are introduced first, that is
in Section 5.3.1. Section 5.3.2 is based on the findings of Postmark and shows the performance drawback of
disk encryption in practice. Section 5.3.3 finally is based on Interbench and shows the effect of AES-SSE on
interactive processes. Interactive processes are, for example, graphical applications which spend a lot of
time waiting for key presses and mouse clicks. Receiving input, these applications should react immediately,
otherwise the computer appears to hang. It must be shown that interactivity is preserved by AES-SSE
because long atomic sections have been introduced. While the kernel operates in an atomic section, the
scheduler cannot react to interactive events.
The interactivity tests prove that running AES-SSE in background does not affect the reactivity of desktop
environments. But it turns out that a substantial performance loss of AES-SSE really exists. The throughput
of AES-SSE is comparable to that of Triple-DES. In other words, fast cold bold resistant ciphers are on a par
with slow standard ciphers. That is, a certain minimum of speed which is mostly acceptable in practice can
be guaranteed, though the implementation is comparative slow.

5.3.1 Cipher Algorithms
The kernel Crypto-API already comes along with a module named TCrypt (located in crypto/tcrypt.c)
which offers benchmark and functionality tests for standard cipher algorithms. However, this module does
not meet the needs of benchmark tests about cold boot resistant ciphers like AES-SSE and DES-SSE.
Therefore a new testing module named TCrypt-SSE (located in arch/x86/crypto/tcrypt-sse.c) has
been invented as part of the Crypto-SSE patch.
> modprobe tcrypt-sse; rmmod tcrypt-sse; dmesg
unit: unit of speed measurements
0: cpu cycles
1: nano seconds
mode: selects one of the following test runs
1: AES functionality test
2: DES functionality test
3: 3DES functionality test
101: AES performance test
102: DES performance test
103: 3DES performance test

Figure 5.5: Supported tests by TCrypt-SSE.

The working principle of TCrypt-SSE has been learned from the TCrypt module: It is controlled from the
userland by passing on a certain mode when inserting it via modprobe. The mode option selects one of the
benchmark or functionality tests in different categories. The results of these tests are written to kernel log
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(not to standard out) and can be viewed via dmesg. Once the module is inserted, it must be removed before
it can be re-inserted again to run another test.
Inserting TCrypt-SSE without any special parameter, no test is performed but a help message is printed
to the kernel logs (cf. Figure 5.5). Beside the functionality tests (modes 1, 2, 3) and benchmarking tests
(modes 101, 102, 103), the testing module allows to choose between two different units: CPU cycles and
nanoseconds. The former is more accurate while the latter helps to get an idea of actual times. Invoking
a real test, e.g., by modprobe tcrypt-sse mode=101 unit=1, it must be taken care that no encrypted
partition or container is mounted, because all tests overwrite the SSE key register. After performing tests, the
machine must be rebooted in order to re-enter the correct personal key.
In principle, functionality tests print out only “true” or “false”. They are not of interest for this section, but
have been used in Section 5.2.3. Benchmark tests are of interest for this section. These tests execute cold
boot resistant ciphers (AES-SSE or DES-SSE) on various key sizes and on various number of input blocks,
either in ECB or CBC mode. The results of AES-SSE and DES-SSE are compared to those of standard AES
and standard DES. This allows us to draw conclusions about the performance loss between these variants.
AES Encryption
AES Decryption
AES-SSE Encryption
AES-SSE Decryption

1024000
1500000

cpu cycles
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Figure 5.6: Required CPU cycles per input size (AES-192, CBC).

Figure 5.6 points out how many CPU cycles are required in order to encrypt (or decrypt) a message of 16, 64,
256, 1024 or 8192 bytes, respectively. Exemplary, 192 bits have been chosen as key length and CBC as block
mode. Graphs for other key lengths and other block modes are analogous. Note that both, the X and the Y
axis, are scaled logarithmic (base 4) in the left graph, but not in the right graph. Otherwise both graphs are
identical, i.e., they are based on the same data set. We have to learn from these graphs that AES-SSE is by
magnitudes slower than AES and that decryption is generally slower than encryption. Standard AES-192, for
example, requires 805 cycles to encrypt one block (16 bytes) and 273.996 cycles to encrypt 512 blocks (8192
bytes). On the other hand, AES-SSE (192-bit) requires 3.081 and 1.446.448 cycles to encrypt messages of
the same length, meaning that it is 5.3 times slower here.
The number 5.3 is called the “slow down factor”. The next two graphs in Figure 5.7 abstract from the actual
cpu cycles and focus on this factor. Again, CBC has been used as block cipher mode of operation. For the
left graph, the case of AES-128 has exemplary been chosen to illustrate the slow down factor relative to the
input size. As you can see, the slow down factor is lower for smaller inputs and grows together with the
input size until a maximum is reached. This maximum is typically reached in the range of 4096 through
8192 bytes. The same effect can be observed for AES-192 and AES-256. The reason for this is the constant
overhead of AES and AES-SSE which has larger influence to smaller input sizes. Constant overhead emerges
from calling the Crypto-API, searching the right algorithm, filling the CPU caches etc. This overhead loses
more and more influence to the slow down factor as larger the input becomes. Hence, the actual slow down
factor is the factor for input sizes of 8192 bytes and more.
The right graph of Figure 5.7 illustrates the slow down factor relative to the AES key length. Of course, the
slow down factor is the actual one for input sizes of 8192 bytes. As you can see, the slow down factor of
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Figure 5.7: Slow down factors of AES-SSE per input size / key length (CBC).

AES-SSE falls with an increasing key size. Because AES-SSE performs even-handedly for all key lengths,
whereas standard AES performs better for small key lengths. For instance, standard AES needs 225.748
cycles to encrypt 8192 bytes with AES-128, but 319.985 cycles to encrypt it with AES-256; this is an increase
by approximately 40%. This imbalance is caused by the number of rounds which varies from 10 to 14 for the
different key sizes. For AES-SSE this effect is missing (1.448.167 cycles for AES-128 vs. 1.445.627 cycles
for AES-256), because the key schedule must be recalculated on-the-fly for each block. The key schedule in
turn can be computed more efficiently for higher key sizes and thus, the imbalance gets compensated.
Another important message of Figure 5.6 and 5.7 is that encryption performs better than decryption. This
effect holds for AES-SSE only, not for standard AES. Thus, the slow down factors of decryption are higher
than those of encryption. To understand this effect, we have to come back to some implementation issues:
Basically, AES knows two variants for decryption: a straightforward inverse cipher and an equivalent
inverse cipher. The current version of AES-SSE, namely the Gladman version, makes use of the equivalent
inverse cipher, meaning that the same order of transformations can be used for both directions. Instead of
changing the transformation order, the key schedule is altered: Decryption round keys are derived from
the encryption round keys by applying InvMixColumns(). In other words, two different key schedules
are used for encryption and decryption, and the key schedule for decryption requires an extra operation
(namely InvMixColumns()). For the standard implementation of AES, the influence of this extra operation
is marginal as the key schedule is computed only once. But in AES-SSE, the key schedule is recomputed for
each input block and consequently, the extra operation is noticeable. For Gladman AES-SSE this leads to a
decryption which is about 1.3 times slower than encryption.
Figure 5.8 illustrates the efficiency of Gladman AES-SSE compared to that of the algorithmic AES-SSE
implementation. The slow down factor of the algorithmic version is 15.3 for encryption, and even 71.5
for decryption. Apparently, such a high decryption factor is not acceptable for many practical cases like
watching videos. But what causes the factor of the algorithmic decryption to be almost 5 times slower than
this of the algorithmic encryption? The problem is that InvMixColumns() performs poorly compared to
its counterpart MixColumns() when implemented algorithmically (rather than with table lookups), just
because the multiplication factors are higher. Recall that MixColumns() can be expressed as multiplication
with a constant matrix (cf. Section 2.2.2); the same holds for InvMixColumns(), but with higher matrix
entries:




02 03 01 01
0e 0b 0d 09
01 02 03 01
09 0e 0b 0d




01 01 02 03 vs. 0d 09 0e 0b 
03 01 01 02
0b 0d 09 0e
The higher matrix entries lead to more xtime() applications for MixColumns(). In contrast, the other
inverse transformations are not slower than their forward counterparts. InvSubBytes() uses only another
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Figure 5.8: Required CPU cycles per implementation (AES-256, 8192 bytes input, CBC).

S-box, InvShiftRows() rotates the rows to the right instead of left, and AddRoundKey() just XOR-s the
round key onto the state as before. Thus, the only transformation which causes the decryption of algorithmic
AES-SSE to be 5 times slower than its encryption is InvMixColumns(). Contrary to that, for Gladman
AES-SSE the differences between encryption and decryption are acceptable (factor 1.3).
Anyhow, all the graphs above have shown that Gladman AES-SSE performs still worse than the standard
implementation of AES. In the last chapters it has been claimed that this is, among others, mainly caused
by an on-the-fly key schedule. To proof this statement, benchmark tests on a slightly modified variant of
AES-SSE have been performed – one that stores the key schedule in RAM. Of course, this modified version
of AES-SSE is not secure against cold boot attacks anymore; it has only been invented for testing purposes.
Benchmark tests on this AES-SSE variant reveal a slow down factor of 2.87 for AES-256 (decryption, CBC).
Comparing that to factor 5.7 (cf. Figure 5.7), almost 50% of the performance drawback can be explained by
the key schedule. Thus, the key schedule is indeed a main cause of the performance loss.
But the key schedule cannot be the only cause. Even without recomputing the key schedule, the performance
penalty is around factor 3. Consequently, AES-SSE has been analyzed further in order to find code sections
which can be tweaked to achieve better efficiency. But it turned out that all transformations which cause a
performance loss are using unavoidable workarounds. As already mentioned in the implementation chapter,
many workarounds become necessary when working on SSE registers instead of RAM. While single bytes
can be accessed in RAM directly, they cannot be accessed directly in SSE. It is only possible to copy the
least significant word of an SSE register into a multi-purpose register, everything else must be achieved by
rotating and shifting – quickly resulting in three or more operations for what can be done in one operation
otherwise.
Another unavoidable cause of performance loss is the prologue and epilogue of AES-SSE. Recall that the
prologue encompasses disabling of interrupts (i.e., entering atomicity) and enabling of SSE. The epilogue
encompasses enabling of interrupts (i.e., leaving atomicity) and disabling of SSE. The prologue must be
executed before encrypting a block while the epilogue must be executed right after it. Skipping them for
testing purposes, the slow down factor can be decreased further to 2.67. But compared to factor 2.87, which
has already been achieved above, the performance gain is minimal. Hence, the prologue and epilogue are not
a main cause of the performance loss.
Finally, let us have a view on DES-SSE and 3DES-SSE benchmark data quickly: The slow down factor of
DES-SSE (56-bit keys) is 7.7 for encryption and 7.5 for decryption. The slow down factor for 3DES-SSE
(168-bit keys) is 9.2 for encryption and 9.0 for decryption. Comparing DES-SSE and AES-SSE among
themselves, DES-SSE is about 15 times slower than AES-SSE. Consequently, 3DES-SSE is even 45 times
slower than AES-SSE. Thus, if using a cold boot resistant cipher implementation, one should consider
AES-SSE – for security as well as for performance reasons.
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Summarizing, it could be managed to get all slow down factors of cold boot resistant ciphers below 10.
The best factor is the one from AES-256 (4.5) and the worst is the one from 3DES-SSE (9.2). Well, cipher
implementations which are about 5, 6 or more times slower are not great of course, but at least a certain
minimum (i.e., below factor 10) can be guaranteed. And one should not forget the gain in security and also
not where we have started with: The first algorithmic version of AES-SSE has been more than 200 times
slower than standard AES and could than be enhanced to a factor around 70 (for decryption). But only
switching to an implementation which is based on Gladman’s tables allowed to decrease the factors further,
to a value even below 10.

5.3.2 Disk Encryption
In the last section we have seen measurements about the exact number of CPU cycles. Since no operations
other than the straight encryption and decryption steps are involved, these measurements allow for an
accurate comparison of the cipher algorithms. However, these measurements have less practical relevance
than a benchmarking test on disk encryption speed, because disk encryption is the relevant application for
AES-SSE.
To measure the practical performance drawback of encrypted disks, the benchmarking tool Postmark has
been used. Postmark was designed to create a large pool of continuously changing files, originally to measure
the disk load of mail servers (where “post” in its name comes from). For this thesis, a Postmark configuration
has been used which creates 20 text files, 20 megabytes each, on a 500 megabytes partition, performing 20
transactions on each file (create, read, append and delete). The same test was executed several times: on a
plain, an AES encrypted and an AES-SSE encrypted partition. Additionally, the test was performed for DES
and its variant 3DES.
E NCRYPTION
None
AES
DES
3DES
AES-SSE
DES-SSE
3DES-SSE

T OTAL TIME
28 s
87 s
156 s
324 s
392 s
1024 s
3024 s

W RITE SPEED
22.48 MB/s
7.26 MB/s
4.03 MB/s
1.94 MB/s
1.66 MB/s
0.63 MB/s
0.21 MB/s

R EAD SPEED
6.81 MB/s
2.21 MB/s
1.22 MB/s
0.60 MB/s
0.52 MB/s
0.19 MB/s
0.06 MB/s

Figure 5.9: Postmark filesystem benchmarks.

Table 5.9 lists results of Postmark running on a Hitachi hard disk (40 GB, 4200 RPM). As already mentioned
before, especially 3DES-SSE is terrible slow. Probably you do not want to use it in a production system. Let
us focus on AES and AES-SSE: An AES encrypted partition is about 3.1 times slower than a plain partition
– in both, reading and writing. An AES-SSE encrypted partition in turn is about 4.3 times slower than an
AES encrypted partition, that is about 13.3 times slower than the plain partition. Thus, the slow down factor
from AES to AES-SSE is 4.3; that is a little less than the average factor which has been discovered in the
last section. The reason is that not only the cipher algorithms are involved in disk encryption, but also some
side effects like hard disk speed, file system caching, file read ahead, disk level caching etc.
As you can see in Table 5.9, the speed of AES-SSE is pretty much the same as of normal Triple-DES. Using
Paranoix in conjunction with home directories located on an USB 1.0 device, the performance drawback of
AES-SSE is eaten up almost completely, since USB 1.0 on its own is so slow (192 kB/s). Serious problems
due to the decreased speed may arise only seldom; one example are high definition (HD) videos which
require a reading speed of 1.9 MB/s. Compared to Table 5.9, such videos can only be played from AES
partitions (and plain partitions of course) – all other ciphers are too slow and frames of the video would be
dropped.
Altogether, the employment of AES-SSE is absolutely reasonable when comparing the performance loss
to the security gain. In fact, AES-SSE partitions are more than four times slower than AES partitions, but
that does not mean the system gets practically unusable. To the contrary, a Paranoix user can hardly feel
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a difference to other live CDs which do not encrypt their home directories. Only when using disk active
operations, like copying or watching large videos, the performance drawback of AES-SSE gets annoying.

5.3.3 Scheduling
In the last sections, the performance of AES-SSE has been examined in respect to the encryption throughput.
Beside throughput, the interactivity of a system is equally important, especially for desktop environments
and real time systems. The interactivity of a system involves the latencies and jitters of interactive events
such as mouse clicks and keyboard inputs. Latencies up to 150 ms are not perceptible by humans; this holds
for both, auditory and visual stimuli. It does not matter if we are calling or having a video conference, delays
should be at most 150 ms to ensure a smooth communication. Also reactions on mouse clicks and keyboard
strokes must be within these 150 ms.
Response times to interactive events heavily depend on the scheduler. The scheduler divides the CPU time
into slices, one for each runnable process. These slices are critical for the system performance, they should
neither be too long nor too short. On the one hand, the scheduler must provide fast interactivity for desktop
and multimedia applications. On the other hand, a good throughput for background and server jobs must be
provided. Both tasks are contradictory since interactivity is increased by short scheduling times whereas
throughput is increased by long scheduling times (because long scheduling times lead to fewer context
switches and thus to less overhead). Consequently, a typical scheduler uses time slices in the range of 100 to
200 ms as tradeoff – the maximum amount of time which is not perceptible as delay by humans. However,
schedulers are mostly capable to react faster on interactive events. A process is not only preempted when its
time quantum expires (timer interrupt occurs), but also when another interrupt like a key press occurs. A
text editor, for instance, is paused as long as the writer thinks but can be reactivated quickly by the first key
stroke.
Until Linux 2.4 a relative complex scheduler with several waiting queues and priorities has been used.
The time quantum of new processes was initially set to 20*HZ/100, which is about 200 ms on the x86
architecture (where HZ is set to 100). Today, since Linux 2.6.23, a new scheduling algorithm is used: the
Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS). This algorithm does not rely on static time slices and not on system details
such as HZ anymore. With CFS, the scheduler dynamically determines execution times simply by dividing
the wait time of a task by the total number of tasks on a per-processor basis. This performs better on SMP
systems.
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Figure 5.10: AES/ECB benchmarks in milliseconds (ms).

Important for this thesis is to ensure that Crypto-SSE does not substantially affect the interactivity which
is given by CFS. A Crypto-SSE based system must stay interactively usable, even when heavy AES-SSE
operations are taking place in background. It must explicitly be proven that the interactivity is preserved by
AES-SSE because relative long atomic sections have been introduced. As long as AES-SSE is running in its
atomic section, it is never preempted – neither by timing interrupts nor by any other interrupts. The atomic
section of AES-SSE could be so long, say 500 ms, that desktop and multimedia applications cannot run
smoothly anymore. Hence, in the following it must be shown that the interactivity of Linux is not affected.
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Table 5.10 lists timings on AES and AES-SSE as produced by the kernel testing module. According to this
table, one input block (16 bytes) is scrambled and unscrambled by AES-SSE in approximately 0.003 to
0.004 ms. Recall that AES-SSE has been programmed in a way that the atomic section encompasses one
block. If longer messages have to be encrypted, scheduling can take place between the blocks. In other
words, every 0.004 ms the scheduler has the ability to preempt AES-SSE threads. And since 0.004 ms is
only a minimal fraction of the usual scheduling slices (100 to 200 ms), interactivity is not affected. 0.004 ms
would even be low enough to support real time schedulers which are more accurate than CFS.
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Figure 5.11: Interbench interactivity benchmarks.

Practically, this prognosis can be verified by using the desktop environment of Paranoix while heavy AESSSE operations take place in background. Nevertheless, such a “feeling of interactivity” must be attested by
meaningful numbers. Therefore the interactivity benchmarking tool Interbench has been utilized. Interbench
is designed to emulate the behavior of interactive tasks such as desktop environments, video and audio
players, games etc. under different loads. Additionally to predefined loads, a special crypto load (none, AES
or AES-SSE) has been introduced for the measurements of this thesis. The output of Interbench contains
valuable information about latencies, jitters and met deadlines.
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100

Average Latency
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107
100
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AES

None
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Figure 5.12: Latency and jitter under crypto load.

Table 5.11 illustrates Interbench results running on an Intel Pentium M (1.5 GHz). The simulated task is
a video player which tries to get the CPU 60 times per second and causes itself a CPU load of 40%. The
columns “Average Latency” and “Maximum Latency” are given in milliseconds; latency is the time between
a CPU request and its actual assignment. The column “Jitter” lists the standard deviations of the latencies.
For medium load, these columns are also visualized in Figure 5.12. The column “Deadlines Met” describes
how many percentage of video frames are displayed in time. If a deadline cannot be met, a frame is dropped.
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Similar results apply for tests on audio players and desktop environments; missing a deadline results here in
jerky window movements, for example.
The table substantiates that the interactivity of Linux is not decreased when using AES-SSE instead of AES.
Of course, the latency values are somewhat higher when running AES-SSE, but that is due to the general
CPU load which is just higher for AES-SSE. It is not due to long atomic sections as the continuous increasing
of latencies and jitters for additional load shows. If AES-SSE would stuck in a long atomic section of say
100 ms, the average latency would always be around 100 ms – but it is not. Comparing line 3 (no crypto
load; heavy additional load) to line 7 (AES-SSE crypto load; no additional load), AES-SSE just behaves like
normal, heavy load. Some values are worse, some are better, but the dimension of the effect of AES-SSE and
normal, heavy load are comparable. Furthermore, the latencies of AES-SSE are not much worse than these
of AES; for a human it is just not perceptible if the average latency is 13.4 ms (line 5) or 17.7 ms (line 8).

5.4 Security
The crucial point of AES-SSE is its security. It is more vital to judge a cryptographic implementation by the
perspective of assurance than by performance. We accept a certain loss in performance intentionally and
get a considerable gain in security instead. Until now, it has just been claimed, or at best explained, that the
security gain of Crypto-SSE encompasses resistance against cold boot attacks. Of course, AES-SSE is cold
boot resistant – otherwise the goal of this thesis would have been failed. But that is proven not until this
section. I.e., the resistance against cold boot attacks is analyzed here above all. Additionally, some other
security aspects are covered, primarily other side channel attacks.
Today, AES is widely approved to be secure as an algorithm and this is not called into question during this
thesis. AES is not analyzed for weaknesses from a mathematical point of view. Instead, implementation
flaws and their exploitations are taken into account. But proving the security of an implementation is rather
problematic: The cryptographic algorithm of AES might be well analyzable with mathematics, since it has
a strict arithmetic background. But formal methods are not applicable to its implementation because it is
influenced by many side effects, such as hardware and operating system issues. We already faced a similar
problem in Section 5.2.3, proving the correctness of AES-SSE, and came up with black box testing. For
security analysis we are in a similar situation: A proof in mathematical sense cannot be given, and thus,
extensive tests along with well reasoning arguments are given.
This section is divided into five subsections: Section 5.4.1 covers local attacks by unprivileged users. This is
especially important to AES-SSE since SSE registers are accessible by the userland in general. The remaining
sections cover side channel attacks. In Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3 the core of this thesis is substantiated, namely
that AES-SSE is resistant to cold boot attacks. In Section 5.4.4 cache timing attacks are covered relatively
detailed, too. Cache timing attacks can presumably be prevented with minimal changes to the AES-SSE
implementation and an additional loss in performance. Finally, in Section 5.4.5, other attacks which are
interesting regarding AES-SSE are mentioned briefly, primarily such that cannot be prevented by AES-SSE.
But all in all, it turns out that Crypto-SSE can successfully defeat several known side channel attacks for the
first time.

5.4.1 Local Attacks
In this section it is shown that the SSE key cannot be read out from userland on all tested systems. The
Crypto-SSE key is basically protected from access by the userland since SSE is disabled whenever a userland
thread can be active. SSE is enabled only right before encryption, i.e., after the atomic section has been
entered, and it is disabled again right after, i.e. before the atomic section is left. Hence, no userland thread
can be executed while SSE is enabled. Any attempts to access SSE registers from userland lead to a general
protection fault. And since SSE can only be enabled and disabled with ring 0 privileges, the secret key is
effectively protected.
So, any attempt to read out the key directly from userland fails. This can be verified by several tools from
the /usr/src/tests directory of Paranoix. The tool sse for instance tries to access SSE registers in
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order to read out the key. Under Paranoix this tool fails with “Illegal instruction”, while it succeeds on
conventional systems. Another tool is cr4; it tries to write to CPU control registers in order to activate SSE.
The tool crashes with a segmentation fault – on all systems, not only on Paranoix. Because userland tasks
are generally not allowed to read from or write to CPU control registers.
Because of these results, the SSE key was believed to be secure during the work of this thesis for a long time.
Anyhow, a nasty part of the Intel documentation, regarding the operations fxsave and fxrstor, reveals
that this theory might fail on some systems (even though, such a platform has not been found yet). fxsave
and fxrstor is an instruction pair which provides fast saving and restoring of the floating point and XMM
registers at once. Saving a register means copying it into RAM. The problem is that the instruction pair
fxsave/fxrstor is neither bounded to ring 0, nor to a system state where SSE is enabled. In other words,
an unprivileged user is allowed to execute fxsave while SSE is disabled. Now assume fxsave would store
XMM registers even though SSE is disabled; this would have dramatic consequences for the security of
Crypto-SSE. Every user could copy the secret SSE key into userspace memory, independently of privileges.
Once the key is in userspace it can be retrieved by cold boot attacks of course, but even worse it can simply
be read out by the user. The case for fxrstor is fatal as well; every user could overwrite the secret SSE key.
Anyhow, it is proven by all practical tests that fxsave does not save the SSE registers while SSE is disabled.
These test results can be reproduced by the Paranoix tool /usr/src/tests/fxsave; it tries to read out
the SSE registers from userland via fxsave. As long as this tool prints out a bunch of zeros while SSE is
disabled (what is the case when running under Paranoix), your system is secure. Otherwise it is likely that
the output encompasses your secret key. However, no system has been found yet where this case occurs. But
having a more detailed look into the Intel documentation [37], it turns out that the behavior of fxsave and
fxrstor is undefined for this special case:
If the OSFXSR bit in control register CR4 is not set, the FXSAVE instruction may not save
these registers. This behavior is implementation dependent.
The wording for fxrstor is similar. So what Intel says about this issue is that it just depends on the specific
processor implementation. As the problem is negligible for all applications other than Crypto-SSE, there
exists no exact list of affected CPUs. Consequently, we have to check CPUs separately. A list of CPUs
which have been checked during this thesis can be found in Table 5.16 (in Section 5.4.3).
Note that the entire Intel manual has been searched painstakingly for keywords like SSE and XMM to find
instructions which could make similar trouble as fxsave. No suspicious instruction has been found. The
case of fxsave shows us once again how close Crypto-SSE is programmed to the ultimate limit of what is
technically feasible. Crypto-SSE is practically useless if fxsave is implemented in a way that unprivileged
users can read out the secret key. Fortunately, this does not apply for any tested processor and thus, it is
assumed that it does not apply for most, if not all, processors. Because processors naturally try to be as
efficient as possible and storing SSE registers into RAM though it is not needed would be an unnecessary
performance drawback.
If the key cannot be read out from userland, it cannot be read out by root as well, but only from kernelspace.
To avoid that root can read it by inserting (malicious) kernel modules, Linux can be compiled without module
support. Highly critical systems are often compiled without module support because modules are a nice
place for rootkits. Anyhow, if compiled without module support, Crypto-SSE is more secure against local
attacks than common crypto system because even root cannot read out the key. This might be an interesting
side effect for scenarios where an attacker has gained root privileges.
The core statement of this section has been about attacks against the key registers by local, unprivileged
users. Now let us come to a second point briefly: brute force attacks. For Crypto-SSE, as for most other
crypto systems, there are two possible brute force attacks, one against the key and one against the password.
Key lengths are always between 128 and 256 bits and thus, an attack against the key is computationally
infeasible today. So let us focus on the Crypto-SSE password mechanism. Recall that the secret AES key is
derived from a password of 8 to 54 characters. Obviously, the security of the password depends on its length.
Using the minimal length of eight characters, brute force attacks against the password are more efficient than
attacks against the secret key. But the user has the ability to choose strong passwords of up to 54 characters.
Breaking a 54 character password is costlier than breaking a 256-bit key. This can be shown as follows:
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It must be shown that 54 characters allow for more combinations that 256 bits. The number of 256-bit
keys is clearly 2256 . For the password all printable characters are allowed, namely all ASCII characters
between 0x20 and 0x7E; that are 95 characters. Consequently there are 9554 possible passwords and it
holds: 9554 > (26.5 )54 = 2351 > 2256 . In other words, an attacker could directly break the key instead the
password. By the way, the number of characters needed for a password which is equally strong as a 256-bit
key can be determined by solving the equation 95x = 2256 , i.e., x = 39. Using only alphanumeric characters
it holds x = 43; using only alphabetical characters it holds x = 45; and using only lower-case characters
it holds x = 54. Thus, even without special characters, long Crypto-SSE passwords can be as strong as a
256-bit key. But dictionary attacks and attacks based on certain patterns (e.g. numbers at the end) have not
been taken into account here. The security-conscious user is expected to be aware of strong passwords.

5.4.2 Cold Boot Attacks on Main Memory
Resistance against cold boot attacks is the most important requirement of Crypto-SSE. In this section, cold
boot attacks on main memory are covered, i.e., the kind of attacks which have been described by Halderman
et al. It must be shown that neither the secret key nor any part of it enters RAM in any situation. And indeed,
it turns out that Crypto-SSE is secure against memory attacks because there is just no sensitive data in RAM.
This is attested by practical tests as well as by theoretic argumentation during this section.
Note that already the usage of an on-the-fly key schedule taken by itself would hamper the key recovering
process substantially. Recall how Halderman et al. retrieve the key: They search the memory dump for a
pattern similar to a key schedule, not for the key itself. Since the key is a completely random sequence of
128 to 256 bits, it is impossible to search for the key without extra information about its surrounding area.
Additionally the key schedule helps in recovering decayed bits. Hence, Halderman et al. state [32]:
All disk encryption systems we studied precompute key schedules and keep them in memory
for as long as the encrypted disk is mounted. While this practice saves some computation for
each disk block that needs to be encrypted or decrypted, we find that it greatly simplifies key
recovery attacks.
This statement of Halderman et al. reflects their dependence on an AES key schedule. Meaning that even if
Crypto-SSE leaks information to RAM (what it actually does not), Crypto-SSE would be safer against cold
boot attacks than conventional crypto systems, just because it does not store the key schedule. But of course,
as long as the secret key is in RAM, successful cold boot attacks are imaginable, also without the help of a
key schedule. As a last resort, the key could be retrieved by brute force attacks trying out all 256-bit chunks
of a memory dump (well, if some bits are disturbed it is getting more complicated). Therefore, Crypto-SSE
goes further and does not store any sensitive information in RAM. That allows Crypto-SSE to be secure
against all kinds of cold boot attacks.
To prove that no sensitive data is actually going to RAM, several practical tests have been performed. For
most practical tests it is sufficient to take a memory dump of the running system via cat /dev/mem or
cat /proc/kcore. In reality, an attacker does not have this possibility as it requires root privileges. But
for our purpose these software dumps of RAM meet even stronger conditions than real cold boot attacks:
They are not affected by bit disturbance. Another strong condition we can use in our proofs is knowledge of
the secret key. While Halderman et al. are searching for an unknown key, we have to show that a well known
key is not in RAM. Summarizing we have stronger test results: While Halderman et al. are searching for an
unknown key in a partially damaged memory image, we are searching for a known key in a perfectly intact
image. Thus, if we cannot find the key, we can safely assume that it is not present and that it cannot be found
by real cold boot attacks, too.
Only when examining a suspended machine, the software dumps from /dev/mem and /proc/kcore cannot
be used. Obviously, these devices cannot be read while the machine is suspended and reading them just before
and afterwards falsifies the result. Because memory images of suspended machines differ considerably from
normal memory images; the CPU context gets written out to RAM during suspend. Hence, to cover these
cases correctly, real cold boot attacks must be performed. Or alternatively, memory images of suspended
VMs can be examined. VMware, for example, supports ACPI to a sufficient extent.
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First, let us use the original tool AESKeyFind from Halderman et al. to recover keys. As expected,
this tool can find the secret key of conventional AES implementations, but not the key of AES-SSE.
The tool is publicly available (http://citp.princeton.edu/memory-content/src/aeskeyfind1.0.tar.gz) and easy to use: ./aeskeyfind dump searches for AES keys in the file dump. As recently
mentioned, the file dump can either be obtained by cat /dev/mem > dump or by real cold boot attacks.
Before examining AES-SSE, we briefly ensure the proper functioning of AESKeyFind regarding standard
AES. Listing 5.13 illustrates how to find an AES-256 key of cryptoloop. To verify that the found key
is also the correct key, the cryptoloop hash of “coldboot” (the password used in Listing 5.13) must be
computed. Unfortunately, the hash function of cryptoloop is not documented. But the source of cryptoloop
reveals a hash method which is based on RMD-160 (file util-linux/mount/lomount.c, line 387). In
fact, reconstructing this method, it turns out that AESKeyFind locates the key which has been derived by
cryptoloop from “coldboot”.
> dd if=/dev/zero bs=1M count=50 of=container
> losetup -e aes-cbc /dev/loop0 container
Password: coldboot
> mkfs.ext2 /dev/loop0
> mount -t ext2 /dev/loop0 cryptodir
> cat /proc/mem > dump
> ./aeskeyfind dump
d3d5c439027b5f09beb703eab50eb34eaa060d4c8a7a2b389bcd8d3e0e17b78f

Figure 5.13: Successful AESKeyFind attack against standard AES.

The cases for AES-128, AES-192 and dm-crypt have been tested as well – AESKeyFind always finds the
correct key. So, after the correctness of AESKeyFind has been proven, we can use this tool to analyze
AES-SSE. In principle the same procedure as listed in Figure 5.13 can be used, just with aes_sse-cbc
instead of aes-cbc. The password “coldboot” is then used to create a pseudo key only. Using AES-SSE,
the AESKeyFind tool finds nothing, neither the Crypto-SSE key nor the pseudo key. Again it has been
tested for cryptoloop as well as for dm-crypt and for all three key lengths. That the key can never be found
means that AES-SSE is secure against AESKeyFind. Well, it was expected that AESKeyFind cannot find the
Crypto-SSE key. But why does it fail to locate the pseudo key? The pseudo key is handled by the Crypto-API
and, indeed, it is going to RAM. But the Crypto-API passes the pseudo key on to AES-SSE and there it gets
discarded, instead of computing and storing a key schedule.
Just because AESKeyFind does not find a key, it does not necessarily imply that it is not present in RAM. As
mentioned before, AESKeyFind is based on the key schedule and AES-SSE does not use a key schedule.
This might be the only reason why AESKeyFind cannot find the SSE key and thus, more meaningful tests
are required. As stated above, we have advantage over real attackers for further tests: We now the secret
key we are searching for. Therefore, a small utility named HexMatch has been written to search an arbitrary
binary file (here a memory dump) for a given hexadecimal pattern (– surprisingly no existing tool for this job
could be found). The tool comes in two variants: exact_match and longest_match; the former counts
the exact occurrences of a hex pattern while the latter prints the longest continuous part which matches the
binary file. Roughly speaking, 30 seconds are needed per gigabyte to count exact matches.
Note that HexMatch has been proven to work correctly, meaning that the key is not existing in RAM when
the tool cannot find it. To use HexMatch in practice, the secret SSE key must be determined first, because
usually only the password is known. The SSE key can easily be determined as it is the SHA-256 hash of
the password. So if “coldboot” has been entered as password during boot, the secret key is the 32-byte
sequence 74b401f 2c947755c0f ddaca89111d5a9634e7f 1664bd4109f f c737f df b7e536e. No exact match
of this key can be found in the memory of a running Crypto-SSE system, regardless whether disk encryption
is active or not. The longest match exists of no more than 3 bytes; 01f 2c9 is the first 3-byte hit.
By intuition, a 3-byte match can be explained purely by chance. Nevertheless, this intuition should be
supported by statistics. The testing machine has one gigabyte of RAM, leading to the question: How
likely is it to find a random 3-byte sequence in a random gigabyte? The answer is almost 100% since
3
1 − (1 − 2124 )1024 −2 = 0.999. In comparison, the probability to find a 4-byte sequence within one gigabyte
3
is only 22% since 1 − (1 − 2132 )1024 −3 = 0.221. And the probability to find a 5-byte sequence falls to
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0.0976%. Thus, finding a 3- or 4-byte match in a gigabyte can safely be explained by probabilities. On the
contrary, a 5- or more byte match would be suspicious and the near surrounding of such a match should be
searched for more key fragments. However, several test runs have been performed and not a single 5-byte
match could be found. In most cases the longest match has been exactly 3 bytes, regardless whether the
search pattern is related to the actual key material or not. Summarizing we can conclude that neither the key,
nor a part of it leaks into RAM. (Unless the key would be stored in a strange way like backwards, shuffled or
fragmentary in 2-byte chunks; but there is absolutely no serious reason to believe in that).
As another alternative to AESKeyFind and HexMatch, a third tool named Interrogate (available at http:
//sourceforge.net/projects/interrogate/) has been used to search for the secret key. Interrogate
is similar to AESKeyFind but supports more ciphers than just AES and tries out several different algorithms
for key recovery. Consequently, it performs worse. To keep it short here: Calling ./interrogate a aes -k 256 dump finds exactly the same keys than AESKeyFind, namely the correct key for AES but
none for AES-SSE. This has been tested for all key lengths and for dm-crypt as well as for cryptoloop.
Last but not least, also memory images of virtual machines have been examined. Even though many VMs
cannot run Crypto-SSE due to several bugs (cf. Section 5.2.1), at least VMware can simulate a CryptoSSE machine sufficiently. Principally, VMware memory images have been examined with the three tools
mentioned above: AESKeyFind and Interrogate for key recovery and HexMatch to search for known key
fragments. The important findings correspond exactly to what has already been figured out on real hardware,
i.e., keys can be found for standard AES but not for AES-SSE. Well, some interesting new findings should
be mentioned:
First of all, it is worth remarking that the guest processor is simulated in RAM of the host, meaning that the
CPU registers of the guest reside in RAM of the host. This leads us to the following prediction: Though
the secret Crypto-SSE key cannot be found in the virtual RAM of the guest, it should be traceable in the
physical RAM of the host. Indeed, this prediction could be verified by several tests based on HexMatch.
Running a Paranoix guest (Crypto-SSE password: “coldboot”) upon a non-Paranoix host, the secret key can
be recovered as follows:
1
2
3
4
5

> host> cat /proc/kcore > dump
> host> echo -n coldboot | sha256sum
74b401f2c947755c0fddaca89111d5a9634e7f1664bd4109ffc737fdfb7e536e > host> ./exact_match 74b401f2c947755c0fddaca89111d5a9634e7f1664bd4109ffc737fdfb7e536e dump
3

Hence, the secret key exists in the physical memory of the host; and not just once, but three times (this might
be due to different data structures which are stored in RAM by the VM software and by context switches of
the host). Finding the VM key in physical memory allows us to draw several important conclusions:
• It proves that HexMatch works correctly and can find the Crypto-SSE key if it is present. The CryptoSSE key is stored in its expected forward order when entering RAM and thus, HexMatch is a valid
tool to seek after it.
• It indicates that unpatched kernels, i.e., the host kernel, swap SSE registers out to RAM during context
switching. Since SSE code of the guest runs natively on the host, the secret key enters SSE registers of
the physical CPU and eventually physical RAM – due to unpatched context switching.
• Since AESKeyFind and Interrogate cannot find the key, it also implies that the key schedule is not
stored (and that these tools require it).
Another prognosis which can be verified in combination with VMs concerns ACPI suspend under Paranoix:
Even in sleep mode, which usually backups all CPU registers to RAM, the SSE registers stay away from
RAM. Running echo standby > /sys/power/state in a Paranoix guest (VMware), the guest goes
to sleep and the VM session quits. Afterwards the suspended memory image paranoix.vmem can be
examined as usual with AESKeyFind and HexMatch. The test results confirm that the Crypto-SSE key does
not enter RAM, even not when the machine is suspended.
Additionally, the case of ACPI suspend has been verified as follows on real hardware: The key prompt which
is usually displayed upon wakeup has been deactivated and the SSE registers have been read out instead
(with the Crypto-SSE debugging syscalls). After wakeup, the SSE registers are unset, i.e., they are filled up
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with zeros. This is a strong indicator that SSE contents are actually lost during sleep. As the CPU is switched
off and the SSE registers are not swapped out to RAM, the OS cannot restore them.
By now we have seen several tests judging Crypto-SSE by a certain input (the secret key) and its output into
RAM. To this end, several tools have been utilized to analyze main memory dumps. Of course, such tests are
important and their results have exactly confirmed what has been forecasted. But such tests can never be
complete and can cover only a fraction of possible scenarios. Who guarantees us there is no situation where
the key enters RAM? The key may enter RAM only in seldom situations, under special edge conditions,
e.g., only on heavy load when swapping takes place, or regularly but too shortly (in the range of nano or
milliseconds). Admittedly, such scenarios are highly unlikely from an implementation point of view, but it
would be nice to be able to exclude such scenarios as well. Thus, a theoretical line of argument which is
based on operating system internals is given in the following.
SSE is enabled only while the system flow is inside AES-SSE, and disabled otherwise. This is achieved
by switching SSE on after the atomic section has been entered, and by disabling it right before the atomic
section is left. Since all interrupts are disabled during this phase, there is no way for foreign code to get
executed while SSE is enabled – neither for interrupt handlers, nor for userland or operating system threads.
Any attempt to access XMM registers while SSE is disabled, instantly leads to a general protection fault,
regardless whether the code gets executed in user- or kernelspace. Hence, even the operating system is not
up to copy critical XMM contents into RAM unless it explicitly enables SSE before.
And the only possibility to enable SSE is via the CPU control register CR4. Putting two and two together: If
there is any situation where the kernel copies critical XMM contents into RAM, it must be preceded by CR4
write access.2 Therefore, the entire /arch/x86 directory of the Linux source has been searched for CR4
occurrences. Altogether there are 236 occurrences in 55 files. Every single occurrence has been analyzed to
ensure that it does not enable SSE, be it on purpose or by accident. To mention each case separately would
go too far here, instead all cases have been summarized into categories, see Table 5.14.
As illustrated by this table, most occurrences of CR4 have no bearing on SSE. Many files contain 64-bit or
para-virtualization code; both categories can be neglected for Paranoix. Other files, primarily header files,
contain CR4 to define prototypes, data structures and constants. In some files, CR4 is read or cleared, but
never set. Finally there are 17 files in which CPU features actually get enabled by setting bits in CR4. 15 of
them do not enable SSE but other features like MCE, PAE, PGE, PSE or TSD. The only two files which
could enable SSE are kernel/i387.c and kernel/traps.c.
In i387.c, SSE can get enabled by fpu_init(); this function is called during boot to set up the initial
FPU state. As several tests have already shown, SSE stays disabled during boot because of the Crypto-SSE
patch. And in kernel/traps.c, SSE can get enabled if cpu_has_xmm is true. But this flag is forged by
the Crypto-SSE patch, too. Thus, all attempts to enable SSE are successfully prevented by the Crypto-SSE
patch. This has also been verified by kernel patches which intervene all CR4 write accesses, print logging
information about the set flags and raise a kernel panic in case that SSE gets enabled (– though this never
happens).
Summarizing, in this section it has been proven that Crypto-SSE successfully protects against cold boot
attacks, by practical tests as well as by argumentation. First, the memory was put to the acid test by different
tools (AESKeyFind, Interrogate, HexMatch) and under different situations (normal, suspended, virtual, real
etc.). Neither the key, nor any parts of it could be traced in RAM. After these practical tests, it has been
argued that the kernel cannot swap out SSE registers into RAM as long as SSE stays disabled. And it stays
disabled; this has been proven by examining all occurrences of CR4, the only register which can enable SSE.
On the whole, it has been shown that classic cold boot attacks, as performed by Halderman et al., are without
effect against AES-SSE, because the secret key is physically just not available in RAM.
But a second type of cold boot attacks may arise, one that targets the SSE registers rather than RAM. Such
attacks are covered in the immediately next section.
2 Well,

there might be an alternative on some processor implementations, namely fxsave/fxrstor (cf. Section 5.4.1).
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kernel/acpi/wakeup_64.S
kernel/process_64.c
kernel/cpu/mcheck/mce_64.c
kernel/head_64.S
kernel/relocate_kernel_64.S
power/cpu_64.c
power/hibernate_asm_64.S
include/asm/paravirt.h
include/asm/virtext.h
kernel/paravirt.c
kernel/vmi_32.c
kvm/vmx.c
kvm/x86.c
kvm/mmu.h
kvm/svm.c
lguest/boot.c
xen/enlighten.c
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C ATEGORY
In these files the CR4 register is saved and restored,
mostly due to ACPI sleep modes, but never altered.
SSE cannot be enabled here.

In these files the CR4 register is just read, sometimes
bits are cleared. But bits are never set, i.e., SSE
cannot be enabled here as well.

In these header files some prototypes, data structures
and constants containing “CR4” are just defined (but
not used). Thus, SSE cannot be enabled.

In these files CPU features get enabled by setting
certain bits in CR4, but not SSE. The features which
get enabled in these file are:
•
•
•
•
•

PGE = Page Global Enabled
MCE = Machine Check Exception
PAE = Physical Address Extension
PSE = Page Size Extensions
TSD = Time Stamp Disable

Here SSE could actually get enabled (see text).

64-bit specific code. To keep it simple we focus on
32-bit systems. The Paranoix live CD is a 32-bit
operating system.

Para-virtualization code. Running a Crypto-SSE
patched kernel as guest is not secure against (real)
cold boot attacks. Crypto-SSE has only practical relevance when running with full hardware privileges.
To run Crypto-SSE as dom0 is not meaningful as
well and thus, para-virtualization is skipped.

Figure 5.14: Occurrences of control register CR4 under /arch/x86.
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5.4.3 Cold Boot Attacks on CPU Registers
Though it has been claimed that CPU registers loose their contents too quickly for cold boot attacks to
succeed, it has not been proven yet. This section shows that CPU contents get lost completely after a short
power down and even after a software reset. To this end, a boot disk has been developed which performs cold
boot attacks on SSE registers. The attacks of this boot disk are not successful, i.e., it turns out that all tested
machines are secure against cold boot attacks on CPU registers. Well, some VMs are buggy implemented
and thus, they are vulnerable; but this has no consequences to Crypto-SSE as it is secure on real hardware.
The tool which has been written to perform cold boot attacks on SSE registers is called Cobossat (Cold
Boot SSE Attack). Cobossat can be used as bootable floppy, CD-ROM or USB stick. It comes with its own
bootloader and runs without an underlying operating system directly on top of the hardware. This design
has been chosen to have maximum control over the CPU registers. If Cobossat would run Grub and a mini
Linux, before it finally reads out the SSE registers, the registers may get polluted. Instead, Cobossat runs its
own bootloader as first stage and then, as second stage, it immediately reads and prints out the SSE registers.
Nothing happens in between; Cobossat does not even switch to protected mode, but stays in real mode. As
the bootloader is self-written, it does not touch SSE registers assuredly. Only the BIOS could pollute the
SSE registers, but a real attacker would be faced with the same problem.
Like the Paranoix live CD, also Cobossat allows for quick and comfortable testing on many different systems.
It does not only read out the SSE registers but has been enhanced by a second test: It checks whether fxsave
and fxrstor are implemented in a secure way (cf. Section 5.4.1). It is meaningful to integrate this test
into Cobossat as it is a hardware dependent issue as well. Once Cobossat has been used to check whether a
machine is secure, it is safe to run Paranoix. Though no insecure hardware has been found yet, it is highly
recommended to run Cobossat on each new machine before Paranoix is used seriously.
The most complex part of Cobossat is its bootloader. But a bootloader implementation is not of interest
for this thesis. Instead, let us have a look to the second stage implementation, i.e., the actual test run. A
Cobossat test run covers both issues, namely the remanence effect of CPU registers and the security of
fxsave/fxrstor, at once. Its sequence can be described as follows:
• Enable SSE and print the untouched XMM registers. If these registers are not zero after reboot, the
hardware is vulnerable to cold boot attacks on registers.
• Fill the XMM registers with A’s and call fxsave while SSE is disabled. The XMM registers should
not be saved, meaning that the corresponding memory location should not be overwritten by A’s but
keeps its initial F’s.
• Fill the XMM registers with B’s, call fxrstor while SSE is disabled and print the registers. The
registers should not be restored. If the B’s are overwritten, the hardware is vulnerable to fxrstor
attacks.
• Call fxrstor while SSE is enabled. The XMM registers should be restored by F’s, not by A’s, since
the A’s should not have been saved in point 2. If the registers are restored with A’s, the hardware is
vulnerable to fxsave attacks.
• Finally fill the XMM registers with C’s. After rebooting the XMM registers should be zero. Of course,
one has to reset the machine and boot Cobossat a second time to figure that out.
The screenshot in Figure 5.15 shows Cobossat in action. Note that Cobossat uses XMM0 and XMM1
representative for all SSE registers. The left screenshot shows Cobossat running on a real machine. Every
security test is passed successfully and the system is secure to run Paranoix. The right screenshot shows
Cobossat running on a virtual machine (Bochs). Two out of three security tests are not passed. That is, Bochs
is vulnerable to cold boot attacks on registers as well as to fxsave attacks. With Bochs, the worst example
has been chosen; for other VM solutions, the fxsave vulnerability does not occur. More details about the
tested systems can be found in Table 5.16.
Now let us focus on cold boot attacks against registers, meaning attacks which read out SSE registers after
the machine has been rebooted. Principally there are two different kinds of reboots: soft reboots which can
be triggered by software (pressing CTRL-ALT-DEL, or in Cobossat pressing any key); and hard resets which
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Figure 5.15: Cobossat running on real hardware (left) and under Bochs (right).

can only be triggered by the reset button of your machine. The important difference is that the latter cuts
power briefly whereas the former jumps into the machine’s initialization code while power is kept up. Thus,
soft reboots are much more susceptible to cold boot attacks than hard resets. Though register contents are
immediately lost on power-down, they may withstand soft reboots as soft reboots do not cut power at all.
Here it depends on the machine’s initialization code whether CPU registers are reset or not. Obviously, it
would be harmful for the security of Crypto-SSE if the registers are not reset. While virtual machines are
affected by this problem, all tested real machines are not. That is, real hardware is secure against cold boot
attacks on registers, even after a soft reboot has been induced (cf. Table 5.16).
P ROCESSOR
AMD Athlon 64
Intel Core2 Duo
Intel Celeron M
Intel Pentium M
Intel Pentium 4
Bochs
Qemu
VirtualBox
VirtualPC
VMware

B IOS
AMI-BIOS v8
FirstBIOS v2
PhoenixBIOS v4R6
FirstBIOS v2
PhoenixBIOS v5R1
Plex86/Bochs
Plex86/Bochs
AMI-BIOS
PhoenixBIOS

S OFT R EBOOT H ARD R ESET F XSAVE
x
x
x
x
x
[x] = vulnerable
[-] = not vulnerable

F XRSTOR
-

Figure 5.16: Cobossat results for real and virtual computer systems.

So there are two different types of cold boot attacks: Classic cold boot attacks which try to retrieve the secret
key from RAM, and new cold boot attacks which try to retrieve the key directly from SSE registers. While
protecting the former is a business of Crypto-SSE, we have to rely on the hardware to be invulnerable against
the latter. Hence, several processors have been tested for their vulnerability to register attacks in this section.
All real processors turned out to be secure, while virtual machines turned out to be vulnerable to soft reboots.
Once again, this must be explained by an erroneous implementation of the VM software. Of course, it does
not affect the security of Crypto-SSE; but it shows us one more time that Crypto-SSE is implemented on a
knife edge. Would a real CPU keep its registers during a soft reboot, just like in VM solutions, Crypto-SSE
could not meet its security requirements. Luckily, all tested platforms could be proven to be secure and thus,
Crypto-SSE is expected to run safe on most, if not all, compatible systems.
So concerning resistance against register attacks, we have to rely on the specific hardware implementations.
This encompasses the fxsave/fxrstor implementation as well as the handling of soft reboots. Cobossat
allows to verify both aspects quickly and all tested platforms could be proven to be secure. However, it
depends on the hardware implementation and is not in the reach of Crypto-SSE. Contrary to that, resistance
against classic cold boot attacks is the achievement of Crypto-SSE. Independent of a certain processor,
Crypto-SSE is definitely secure against memory attacks, because it stores the key just not in RAM. Strictly
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speaking, this thesis can guarantee resistance against memory attacks for all systems, while it can guarantee
resistance against register attacks only for the tested hardware.

5.4.4 Cache Timing Attacks
Beside cold boot attacks, timing attacks are the most prominent side channel attacks. Using timing attacks,
an attacker tries to recover the secret key by analyzing the time passed for an encryption. Code branches
depending on the key or state are the most evident source of input-dependent timings in AES. Such timings
can be exploited to recover the secret key. However, AES-SSE does not contain any branches depending on
sensitive inputs. Neither a jmp instruction, nor a call instruction, nor any arithmetic instruction like add or
mul (which vary in time by the size of their operands). Of course, there are some jumps and there are some
arithmetic operations, but they branch by the key length or increment round counters – they never depend on
sensitive input. Thus, they have no value for an attacker.
AES-SSE does not use any input-dependent branches because all calculations are implemented as table
lookups. This feature is not an achievement of AES-SSE but an achievement of the Gladman code. No
important AES implementation does use input-dependent branches today, particularly not the standard
implementation of AES in Linux. If table lookups would be constant in time, most AES implementations
would already be secure against timing attacks. But unfortunately, table lookups are not constant in time.
CPU caching is what induces time variations: Recently used memory lines are automatically stored in caches.
Reading tables from cached memory takes less time than reading them from uncached memory. AES-SSE is
originally affected by exactly this problem, i.e., AES-SSE as it has been described so far is vulnerable to
cache timing attacks.
In 2005, several important papers about cache timing attacks have been published: “Cache Timing Attacks
on AES” by Bernstein [12], “Cache Missing for Fun and Profit” by Percival [53] and “Cache Attacks and
Countermeasures: the Case of AES” by Shamir et al. [51]. Shamir et al. published an updated version of
their paper in 2009 [77] (“Efficient Cache Attacks on AES, and Countermeasures”). The work by Shamir et
al. is the most serious one for us since Shamir et al. claim to have extracted a full AES key from a dm-crypt
encrypted partition under Linux within only 3 ms of measurements (800 write operations) followed by only
3 seconds of analysis. Unfortunately, neither Shamir et al. nor Bernstein or Percival have published the tools
they have used for their attacks. And whereas the working principle of cache timing attacks may sound easy,
practical measurements and their evaluation are absolutely not. As described in those papers, the evaluation
requires advanced mathematical methods, and timing measurements are highly fluctuating in practice.
The challenge to create a constant-time implementation of AES, i.e., an AES implementation which is
resistant to cache timing attacks, is generally assumed to be extremely difficult as it calls for operating
system support. As mentioned earlier, the cache can hardly be controlled by a programmer, particularly not
by a userland programmer. But since AES-SSE is running atomically in kernelspace, we have advantage
over other implementations and can adapt AES-SSE relatively easy. The most obvious solution is to switch
off caching completely during AES-SSE. But tests have shown, that this implies fatal consequences to the
performance: Without caching, AES-SSE performs about 100 times slower than usually. Instead, a solution
has been chosen which prefetches all lookup tables at the beginning of an atomic section, each time before
a block gets encrypted. Once all tables have been prefetched into cache, all lookups are constant in time,
regardless whether an entry has already been looked up or not.
.set
i,0
.rept
\tablesize
prefetch0 (\table)+i
.set i,i+32
.endr

Figure 5.17: Prefetch a table.

Figure 5.17 lists assembly code (using macros) which prefetches one lookup
table. The prefetch0 instruction has already been introduced in Section
2.3.2. It moves data closer to the processor, meaning to the first or second
level cache, for future usage. The lookup table is prefetched in portions
of 32 bytes since the Intel documentation states [38]: “The amount of data
prefetched is processor implementation-dependent. It will, however, be a
minimum of 32 bytes.”

Already Bernstein debated prefetching as a countermeasure [12]: “The obvious way to avoid this leak is to
guarantee that all of the AES S-boxes are in cache throughout each AES computation. But this is much more
easily said than done”. And then he argues why it is usually not sufficient to prefetch tables:
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• AES tables may be kicked out of cache to make room for memory lines of parallel threads interrupting
AES.
• AES tables may be kicked out of cache by the AES computation itself.
• Prefetching all AES tables into cache does not guarantee constant-time table lookups.
The first point is clearly bet by AES-SSE as it runs atomically. AES-SSE cannot be interrupted by parallel
threads and has exclusive access to the caches. The second point does not apply for AES-SSE, too, because
AES-SSE runs solely on registers. AES-SSE does not use main memory and thus, it does not use caches and
cannot overwrite its own tables. Well, it may happen that tables overwrite themselves during the prefetching
phase. But the Gladman tables are 16 kilobytes in total, whereas cache sizes are not less than 256 kilobytes
since Pentium 4.
The third point is actually a problem. Intel describes the prefetch instruction merely as a hint which may
be delayed or skipped, depending on the state and implementation of the CPU. And worse, even if all tables
get looked up, the CPU can proceed to execute AES instructions before all tables have completely been
prefetched. Indeed, test measurements about prefetching have shown up non-deterministic timings; without
an apparent reason, timings can vary up to 100% between two otherwise equal test runs. So once again,
difficulties in controlling the cache arise. It seems that Intel never thought a deterministic cache behavior
may be useful. Instead Intel states [38]:
The implementation of prefetch locality hints is implementation-dependent, and can be
overloaded or ignored by a processor implementation. [...] It should be noted that processors
are free to speculatively fetch and cache data from system memory regions [...]. A prefetch
instruction is considered a hint to this speculative behavior.
But defenders and attackers are affected by this problem equally. Hence, the idea of prefetching is not
considered as worthless, though it may be not as perfect as it looks at a first glance. It is expected that
AES-SSE in combination with prefetching can defeat the attacks on dm-crypt as described by Shamir et al.
effectively. But as stated above, Shamir et al. do not make their tools available. And even as it has been
tried for a while, there have not been enough resources to perform working timing attacks during this thesis.
Unfortunately, no practical results can be provided here and proving AES-SSE’s strength against timing
attacks must be left as future task.
However, the current version of Paranoix comes with a version of AES-SSE which prefetches all tables.
Even though the practical relevance of this enhancement could not be proven yet, it has been considered as a
reasonable idea. Particularly as the performance drawback of prefetching is acceptable: The cycles needed
to encrypt 8192 bytes (CBC, AES-256) increase only from 1.445.627 to 1.631.824. Meaning that the slow
down factor increases from 4.5 to 5.0.
Concluding, in this section an idea has been described how to enhance AES-SSE to be less vulnerable
against cache timing attacks. As AES-SSE does not use input-dependent branches, an achievement of the
Gladman code, the enhancement must ensure constant-time table lookups only. And since AES-SSE is
already running atomically, this can presumably be achieved relatively easy by prefetching. It is not easy like
this for implementations other than AES-SSE, because caches are a shared resource. Attackers could start
malicious threads polluting the cache in parallel. Such attacks cannot be prevented by prefetching only but
require atomicity; and atomicity is only given in AES-SSE.
Last but not least, it should be mentioned that Intel’s new AES instruction set (cf. Section 3.2.3) runs in
input-independent time, too. It avoids the use of lookup tables completely [30]. Thus, an AES-NI based
implementation of AES-SSE is not only much faster than the Gladman version, but it is also definitely secure
against cache timing attacks.

5.4.5 Other Attacks
While the last sections have covered attacks which can successfully be prevented by Crypto-SSE, some
attacks which can not be prevented are considered now. Of course, only attacks which are directly associated
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with cold boots or secret key recovery are mentioned. Disk encryption systems cannot defend against all
kinds of computer attacks, particularly not against such where the attacker gains normal user privileges via
remote access. Obviously, attackers can simply read out the scrambled disk with user privileges in these
scenarios. Instead the following two types of attacks are considered:
• Attacks against the secret key other than cold boot attacks
• Cold boot attacks which do not target the secret key
Attacks like keyloggers, brute force attacks or dictionary attacks fall into the first category. Brute force
and dictionary attacks have already been covered in Section 5.4.1. If the user chooses a weak password,
Crypto-SSE is helpless. And against hardware keyloggers, Crypto-SSE is also helpless. Well, since hardware
keyloggers might be too striking and laptops cannot be easily bugged by them, software keyloggers based
on bootkits are an interesting option for attackers, too. Though these ideas are not quite new, they became
popular as Evil Maid Attack [59] by Joanna Rutkowska in late 2009: After physical access to the victim’s
computer has been gained, the attacker boots the machine with the Evil Maid USB stick automatically
writing a malicious bootloader into the MBR. Next time the victim boots up the machine, the Evil Maid
Sniffer records the password.
Both, cold boot and Evil Maid attacks, are physical attacks. But unlike cold boot attacks, the machine does
not even have to be running or suspended for Evil Maid attacks. Many people may have thought their disk
encryption system is secure against physical attacks when the PC is shut down; this illusion is disproved by
Evil Maid attacks. Originally, the Evil Maid attack has been written to bypass TrueCrypt. And there are
more bootkits, like the Stoned Bootkit [43], which claim to bypass TrueCrypt as well. Presumably, it is no
big deal to write similar tools for bypassing Crypto-SSE. So here as well, Crypto-SSE would just be helpless.
Like cold boot attacks, bootkits are very hard to defeat. Bootkits can bypass even full disk encryption since
the MBR is never encrypted. At least a minimal, unencrypted system must be bootable in order to initiate
decryption of the remaining disk. Thus, the MBR stays open for manipulation. Setting up a BIOS password
in order to prevent the Evil Maid USB stick from getting booted is not a sufficient countermeasure. The
attacker could simply disassemble the hard disk and prepare it in another computer. A serious countermeasure
(which would also be an interesting future project) is the following: Instead of using bootloaders from the
MBR, only external bootloaders from USB sticks are used. As long as the USB sticks are handled like
keys, the bootloaders can be trusted. During boot they get loaded into RAM and take over the task of disk
decryption. Once a bootloader is in RAM, the USB stick can be unplugged and the real operating system
proceeds. (Optionally, also the secret decryption keys could directly be stored on these sticks).
The second category, namely cold boot attacks which target other information than the secret key, are not
preventable by Crypto-SSE, too. Crypto-SSE does only protect secret disk encryption keys; any other contents
remain unencrypted in main memory, open to cold boot attacks without protection. This encompasses all
data you can find in RAM:
• System information: Loaded kernel modules, active tasks and users, network connections etc.
• Personal information: Texts, pictures, videos etc.
• Highly sensitive information: Credit card numbers, user passwords, RSA keys etc.
To analyze a memory dump for system information there are several forensic tools on the market, proprietary
ones (like Second Look) as well as open source projects (FATKit or the Volatility Framework). Such forensic
tools automate the extraction of data found in volatile memory. However, they focus on malware detection
and analysis of the system state. To search for private information like texts and pictures, a tool named
PhotoRec does a quite good job. Actually it does not only recover photos but all kinds of files. It has
been tested on a Paranoix memory image; 628 text files, 159 gif and 5 jpeg images, 8 gz packages, some
executable binaries and much more could successfully be restored. Before taking the memory snapshot,
Paranoix was directed to a webpage. And indeed, all images of the webpage could be restored as well as
several HTML and CSS files. Tools which search for credit card patterns and RSA keys are imaginable, too.
Thus, cold boot attacks are not obsolete because of Crypto-SSE. Crypto-SSE can only protect against their
greatest impact, namely recovery of disk encryption keys.
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Concluding, some attacks which cannot be defeated by Crypto-SSE have been covered in this section. Most
noteworthy Evil Maid attacks to intercept the Crypto-SSE key, and cold boot attacks which aim to recover
any information other than the key.
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In the last chapter we recapitulate the achievements of AES-SSE, some features which should be added in
the future and also its limitations. The most important achievement of AES-SSE is, of course, its resistance
against cold boot attacks, especially in combination with disk encryption. But as described in the last section,
other main memory contents are still open to cold boot attacks without protection. Such and other limitations
are covered in Section 6.1. Projects that may be interesting as a future task, e.g., performance enhancement
by the use of AES-NI, are summarized in Section 6.2. And finally, in Section 6.3, the benefits of AES-SSE
are confronted with its problems and the practical relevance of AES-SSE is eventually evaluated.

6.1 Limitations
While the focus of Crypto-SSE is protecting a secret key, other sensitive information present in memory
are still vulnerable to cold boot attacks. In Section 5.4.5 it has been described how pictures and text files
can be restored, and Halderman et al. were even able to retrieve login passwords under Mac OS X and
private RSA keys from Apache web servers [32]. Crypto-SSE protects “only” ciphers like AES-SSE and
DES-SSE. However, it must be taken into account that other information are mostly not as critical as secret
disk encryption keys; a compromised disk encryption key allows to access all your personal data, while only
a portion of it is in RAM at a time. And secondly, it is harder to reconstruct your personal data than an AES
key. As described by Halderman et al., the memory dumps of cold boot attacks are prone to bit errors (up to
30%). AES keys can be reconstructed perfectly only because their key schedule is used for error correction.
Anyway, protecting all main memory contents is not in scope of Crypto-SSE. Crypto-SSE has been invented
to protect cryptographic ciphers and their secret key, particularly that of AES. Cold boot attacks against
other information can (and must) be neglected for the goal of this thesis. If all main memory contents can
be protected by a pure software solution is more than questionable. There is just not enough space in CPU
registers to store all sensitive information and encrypting RAM is not feasible. Because applications access
RAM directly, not via system calls as it is the case for hard disks.
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A more serious problem for the goal of this thesis would be a successful attack on SSE key registers. There
might be physical attacks against registers which are not known yet. Indeed, CPU registers are reset to zero
upon reboot but it might be possible to read out SSE registers while a system is running. From a practical
point of view that is a more advanced task than reading out the RAM. Nevertheless, some high skilled
electrical engineers or Intel employees may be able to do so. For example, it could be done by infiltrating
malicious opcodes into the CPU bus. These malicious opcodes could led SSE registers swap out to RAM.
The key could then be retrieved by conventional cold boot attacks, or simpler, by wiretapping the bus. If
such attacks are practically feasible is disputable.
Taking such a hypothetical, technically hard to realize attack into account, we should also take into account
that the impact of cold boot attacks must be explained by their simplicity. Cold boot attacks became so
popular as it is so easy to reboot a computer with the tools provided by Halderman et al. The remanence
effect of RAM has been known decades before cold boot attacks and nobody cared about it because attacks
seemed to be impracticable. Furthermore, only running systems would be affected by physical attacks against
SSE registers. A sleeping Crypto-SSE based system is not vulnerable to physical attacks as it forgets about
the secret key; it discards it when going to sleep. Thus, suspended laptops, the class of systems which has
been identified to be most vulnerable against cold boot attacks, can never be vulnerable against cold boot
attacks when running Crypto-SSE – the key is physically just not available, neither in RAM nor in registers.
Halderman et al. are proved to be correct when they said: “It may be difficult to prevent all the attacks that
we describe [...] it seems there is no simple fix for DRAM remanence vulnerabilities.” Crypto-SSE, which
“only” prevents cold boot attacks against disk encryption, must be considered as a difficult solution. It has
been somewhat complex to implement and comes with several problems like broken binary compatibility and
a significant performance drawback. Actually, these two problems are currently the most serious limitations
of Crypto-SSE. But both of them can be mitigated, or even eliminated, in the future as described in the
next section (6.2). Another serious limitation of AES-SSE is its restriction to only one secret key. Usually,
software-based disk encryption systems like dm-crypt allow for several partitions with different keys, whereas
Crypto-SSE is limited to one key. Well, on 64-bit or dual-core systems it would be possible to store two
or three secret keys, but this is still a limitation. It is not expected that this limitation can be eliminated in
general; but in practice, laptops are single-user systems anyhow. Crypto-SSE is not useful in multi-user
environments where multiple disk encryption keys are required in parallel.
Concluding, the goal of this thesis, namely a cold boot resistant implementation of AES in the Linux kernel,
has been accomplished in the form of AES-SSE. The most serious limitations of AES-SSE are: binary
incompatibility, decreased performance and the restriction to one key. But none of these limitations makes
AES-SSE useless. Paranoix has been developed to show that AES-SSE can absolutely be employed in
practice. In Paranoix, all that is possible has been done to mitigate the impact of these limitations: Gladman’s
code has been adopted to increase performance, and userland patches have been written to recover binary
compatibility.

6.2 Future Work
During this thesis, several enhancements for Crypto-SSE have been mentioned which have not been implemented yet. Beyond AES-SSE and DES-SSE, the Crypto-SSE framework can be extended by more ciphers,
resulting in, for example, Twofish-SSE [63], RC6-SSE [57] and MARS-SSE [15]. Additionally, an improved
support of specialized platforms such as 64-bit and multi-core systems would be beneficial. The increased
number of XMM registers in 64-bit systems allows to store more secret keys or parts of the key schedule.
Multi-core (or multi-processor) systems can be exploited in different ways: Either each processor could store
its own secret key, or the ciphers could be written in a way that they support parallelism. These issues have
been covered in detail in Section 5.2.1.
But all these enhancements are not crucial for the serious problems of Crypto-SSE, namely inefficiency and
binary incompatibility. Mitigating these two issues must be the targeted objective of all future enhancements,
prior to other enhancements. Getting these two basic problems solved, minor enhancements can follow later.
For both, inefficiency and binary incompatibility, promising ideas for future work exist.
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As already mentioned, the performance of AES-SSE can be enhanced significantly by the employment of
Intel’s AES instruction set. This task is expected to be relatively simple, as it is easier to implement AES using
AES-NI than without (cf. Section 3.2.3). Not a single line of the Crypto-SSE framework must be changed,
only the implementation of AES-SSE (particularly the file /arch/x86/crypto/aes-sse_asm.S) must
be changed. Reduced hardware compatibility would not pose a problem because first of all, Intel has
announced to ship all its future processors with AES-NI. Secondly, AES-SSE could react dynamically to
CPU capabilities: If AES-NI is available, AES-SSE branches into highly efficient code, otherwise it executes
the old Gladman code. Another benefit arising from the employment of AES-NI is its natural resistance
against cache timing attacks. This saves us to prefetch lookup tables and consequently it gains even more
performance. But how efficient such a solution eventually is, can hardly be predicted without testing it.
AES-NI has not been utilized yet because it was just not available during the implementation phase of this
thesis.
But presumably, the performance will still be beneath the performance of standard implementations. Even
with AES-NI, the key schedule must be recomputed for each input block. This difficulty is not solvable
before the new Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) [36] [23] will be introduced in 2011. With AVX, the
eight 128-bit registers XMM0 to XMM7 are extended to sixteen 256-bit registers YMM0 to YMM15. Thus,
AVX has 3072 bits of extra space compared to SSE – enough to store an entire key schedule. AES-SSE
could utilize AVX transparently again, meaning that it automatically decides whether the key schedule can
be stored or not, without breaking compatibility to older systems.
Alternatively, one could think about enabling SSE for the userland and using the new AVX registers for
crypto, resulting in Crypto-AVX. This could restore binary compatibility for a while as there will be hardly
any program using AVX at the beginning. Anyhow, there are much more promising ideas to recover binary
compatibility: First of all, AES-128 keys can be stored in debugging registers (as already suggested in
Section 2.1.2); and on 64-bit systems, even AES-192 and AES-256 keys can be stored in debugging registers.
Secondly, and more interesting, hardware virtualization can be exploited to let Crypto-SSE run as a thin
hypervisor. This allows Crypto-SSE to intercept cpuid requests and consequently to fix binary compatibility.
But let us begin with Crypto-DBG first, i.e., a version of the Crypto-SSE framework which does not store the
secret key in SSE but in debugging registers. Unfortunately, 32-bit systems allow to store only 4 hardware
breakpoints, 32-bit each, meaning that only AES-128 can be supported. Apart from this, Crypto-DBG comes
with persuasive benefits: The problem of fxsave/fxrstor does not arise because similar instructions
swapping out debugging registers do not exist. And recall that debugging registers are a privileged resource
of ring 0; userland debuggers like GDB access them via the ptrace system call. Thus, they are already
protected from malicious userland access, without the need to disable CPU features. So the greatest benefit
is that SSE stays enabled for the userland, fixing binary compatibility with all applications. Even binary
compatibility with debuggers is preserved: The ptrace system call can be patched in a way that all hardware
breakpoints get replaced by software breakpoints. Software breakpoints are less efficient, but commonly in
use anyway, whenever more than 4 breakpoints are needed in parallel.1
With Crypto-DBG, the algorithm of AES-SSE can mostly be reused because SSE can still be exploited
for computations; SSE is just not exploited to store permanent data like the secret key anymore. To adapt
AES-SSE, it is sufficient to copy the key from debugging registers into SSE registers after atomicity has
been entered, and to reset the SSE registers before atomicity is left (since SSE is now affected by context
switches). Equally performing encryption and decryption can be achieved for AES-128 without storing
a decryption key, because it is possible to store all ten 128-bit round keys temporarily within the atomic
section. Meaning that the registers can be allocated as follows:
• dr0 through dr3: secret key (= round key 0)
• xmm0 and xmm7: state and help register as before
• xmm1 through xmm6: round key 1,2,3,4,5,6
• mm0/mm1, mm2/mm3, mm4/mm5, mm6/mm7: round key 7,8,9,10 (MMX)
1 Software

breakpoints are realized by replacing the instruction at the affected address with break.
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Do not confuse this register allocation with a permanent storage for the key schedule. The key schedule must
still be recomputed for each input block. It just says that there is no need to store a “decryption key” (cf.
Section 3.2.1) since the entire key schedule can be stored temporarily within the atomic section.
The most notable drawback of Crypto-DBG is its missing support for AES-192 and AES-256. Well, on
64-bit systems, keys up to 256 bits can be stored as the size of debugging registers is doubled. And on 32-bit
systems one can provide a hybrid solution: During the key prompt upon boot the user can choose between
AES-128/DBG and AES-256/SSE. Thus, people who need less security can benefit from binary compatibility,
but people who need strong security are still supported. And we should not forget that AES-128 is already
very secure. Brute force attacks on 128-bit keys are today and anytime soon not practicable. By FIPS-197
[21] it is explicitly allowed to support only one of the three AES key lengths.
Another interesting idea is to restore binary compatibility by the exploitation of hardware virtualization
features. Today, most Intel processors are shipped with the Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel-VT).2 The
AMD Virtualization (AMD-V) feature is very similar, though both are not compatible. These features allow
to run Crypto-SSE as a thin Hypervisor, similar to the Blue Pill Rootkit [58] by Joanna Rutkowska. Meaning
that the real operating system runs as a “guest”, but as the only guest; and thanks to hardware virtualization,
hardly any performance drawback would be measurable. Running Crypto-SSE as a hypervisor allows to
intercept cpuid calls and to forge them on hardware level. Thus, the “guest” operating system runs without
SSE, but since the CPUID does not claim to support SSE anymore, no userland patches are required. And in
order to encrypt and decrypt the disk, the Crypto-SSE hypervisor could intercept disk accesses.
Concluding, there is a relatively easy to realize solution for AES-SSE’s inefficiency, namely AES-NI. To
fix binary compatibility, more advanced changes to existing Crypto-SSE code are required. Particularly for
the Crypto-SSE hypervisor, the workload is hard to estimate. Anyway, in this section solutions for the most
serious problems of Crypto-SSE have been presented. Putting them together, an almost perfect version of
Crypto-SSE could be implemented which utilizes both, AES-NI for performance and Intel-VT (or debugging
registers) for binary compatibility.

6.3 Conclusion
Cold boot attacks are not a peripheral matter. Many users, if not most, leave their laptops unattended with
password protected screensavers and transport them while they are in sleep mode. Plenty of time available to
attackers who can retrieve the secret key from main memory. The problem is fundamental: Today’s computer
architectures are missing trustworthy memory to store cryptographic keys. Not only cold boot attacks have
shown us impressively that key management is the weakest link in the chain of crypto systems, but also
FireWire/DMA attacks for example. RAM modules must be treated as untrusted today, just like a hard disk.
In contrast to hard disks and RAM, CPU registers can be taken as trustworthy. Hence, Crypto-SSE has been
developed – a crypto system which “misuses” multimedia registers as safe cryptographic storage.
Crypto-SSE allows for the implementation of several cold boot resistant ciphers. Such cold boot resistant
ciphers are, e.g., DES-SSE and 3DES-SSE; but above all it is AES-SSE. AES-SSE exactly meets the
requirements of this thesis – it provides a cold boot resistant implementation of AES in the Linux kernel.
Crypto-SSE is today the only implementation which allows for cold boot resistant, software based disk
encryption. Hence, Crypto-SSE achieves a considerable higher security than any conventional disk encryption
system.
Beyond cold boot attacks, AES-SSE is secure against all attacks on main memory, because the secret key is
physically just not available in RAM. This encompasses FireWire attacks [10] [16] and other DMA based
attacks. For example, it is imaginable (and an interesting future project) to dump memory via PCMCIA
instead of FireWire; similar projects already exist for PCI [17]. But unlike PCI, PCMCIA allows for
plug-and-play, and unlike FireWire, such an attack would not depend on driver implementations. Anyway,
Crypto-SSE is not only secure against cold boot and DMA attacks, but probably also against cache timing
attacks. And if the idea to prefetch tables turns out to be insufficient, an AES-NI based implementation of
2A
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AES-SSE would prevent cache timing attacks definitely. Summarizing, Crypto-SSE provides a framework
for secure ciphers – not only against cold boot attacks, but against a wide range of side channel attacks.
AES was chosen as the elementary cipher for this thesis because of its expected long term importance for all
– private, governmental and industrial – applications. The implementation of AES-SSE has been presented
in three versions: 1) An algorithmic version with a performance penalty that cannot be accepted. 2) The
Gladman version which has still a considerable performance drawback, but can already be used in practice.
And 3) An AES-NI based version (not implemented yet) which has presumably a negligible performance
drawback. All of these implementations do not only hold the secret key back from RAM but also the key
schedule and all intermediate states of the algorithm. Input is read from RAM and no other information than
the scrambled output is ever written back.
Since AES-SSE has been implemented as Crypto-API module, principally all applications based on the
Crypto-API are supported and can make use of AES-SSE. Nevertheless, disk encryption is the most relevant
use case of AES-SSE. For disk encryption the situation is different than for many other applications: Disk
encryption systems have been invented to protect data in situations where an attacker has gained physical
access to the disk. Cold boot attacks are a special case of such physical attacks. Thus, protecting against cold
boot attacks is in the scope of disk encryption systems by all means. All available disk encryption systems
fail in this respect and Crypto-SSE is currently the only one which provides cold boot resistance.
Paranoix, the Crypto-SSE based live CD, shows how to utilize AES-SSE for disk encryption and encapsulates
this task user-friendly by the Paranoix Display Manager (PDM). Using dm-crypt or cryptoloop directly,
arbitrary containers, partitions and entire disks can be encrypted with AES-SSE. Paranoix does not only deal
with disk encryption, but also with broken binary compatibility. To this end, Paranoix provides a compilation
of patched userland applications which are safe to run without SSE. Without Paranoix, it would require days
to set up a running Crypto-SSE based system. But with Paranoix, a fully working desktop environment based
on Crypto-SSE can quickly be tested.
To prove the correctness, performance and security of AES-SSE, several utilities have been developed, such
as TCrypt-SSE, Schecker, HexMatch and Cobossat. Additionally, third party implementations like Postmark,
Interbench, AESKeyFind and Interrogate have been utilized. Altogether it has been shown that AES-SSE is
a bit slow (for 256-bit keys it is 4.5 times slower than AES), but that it is correctly implemented and, most
important, secure against memory attacks. Practically it has been shown that the key never enters RAM,
and this has been substantiated theoretically, too. Additionally, it has been shown that all tested CPUs are
secure against register attacks. To the contrary, most virtual machines have been found to be too insecure or
even not capable to run Crypto-SSE. The VM implementations must be considered as buggy in this respect.
However, as the virtual machines are working perfectly otherwise, it has shown us how close Crypto-SSE is
actually implemented to what is technically feasible.
Crypto-SSE is a software based solution to cold boot attacks. To rate its practical relevance, it must also be
opposed to hardware based solutions. To get to the root of the trouble, DRAM modules must be changed
in a way that they loose their contents immediately after power is cut. But the development of such a
hardware solution is expected to be costly, if possible at all, and it is questionable whether such an expensive
product would succeed in the market. More promising is a solution which combines hardware and software
innovations: Principally a system like Crypto-SSE could be used, not based on SSE registers but on extra
key registers. Sixteen new 128-bit registers called KEY0 to KEY15 would be sufficient to store the master
key and the key schedule. These key registers could be introduced by Intel as an enhancement of AES-NI.
Such a solution would eliminate the performance drawback (no recalculation of the key schedule) and would
restore binary compatibility (no SSE registers are reserved), but needs support by hardware vendors.
And support by hardware vendors cannot be expected soon as the industry does not take the problem serious
enough. After the first buffer overflows, it took more than a dozen years until countermeasures like the
NX-bit (non-executable stack) were introduced into processors. We should not expect industries to react on
current threats sooner this time. Intel’s AES-NI whitepaper [30], for example, does mention cache timing
attacks but not cold boot attacks as a side channel. Actually, the remanence effect of DRAM is not less
serious than timing information are. Cache timing attacks are hard to reproduce and attacks as described by
Bernstein [12], for instance, cannot directly be applied in practice. By contrast, Halderman et al. [32] have
presented cold boot attacks which are terrifying easy to reproduce in practice, including all required tools.
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Today, the only reasonable hardware alternative to Crypto-SSE are self-encrypting disk drives which store
secret keys within a crypto unit inside the disk. However, when using such a disk, the problem of secure
encryption is just moved to the scope of the vendor. Whether such a product is vulnerable to any attacks,
maybe attacks which allow to read out the key, must be explored separately for each product. Software based
solutions will never be obsolete as they are vendor independent, cheaper and more flexible (different ciphers,
key length, partitions, containers etc. are possible).
Whether or not Crypto-SSE will really be used one day should not be ruled out. Of course, the current
version of Crypto-SSE has some teething problems (performance and binary compatibility); but as recently
explained, theoretic solutions to these problems exist. If those can be implemented trouble-free, Crypto-SSE
would restrict daily work in no way. As soon as Intel’s AES instruction set finds its way into standard
computers, Crypto-SSE automatically gains importance due to the increased performance. Then it just
depends on the needs of the people: Do they take cold boot attacks serious enough to spend care protecting
against it? Well, laymen are not aware of this attack, and even many employees in the computer industry are
probably not aware of it.
Consequently, the Crypto-SSE technique must be integrated into existing disk encryption systems to reach
the people. People who are not using disk encryption can safely ignore Crypto-SSE; but people who are
using disk encryption should be protected against cold boot attacks – regardless whether they are aware of
this attack or not. Paranoix is only a prototype of a working Crypto-SSE based desktop system. It is nice for
demonstration and testing purposes, but it has not really been build for everyday work. To get people using
Crypto-SSE daily, support from big distributors is required. Meaning that Debian, for example, would have
to provide a specialized Crypto-SSE kernel (beside the other specialized kernels it already provides, as for
Xen and OpenVZ).
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